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INTRODUCTION:

The objective of this circular is threefold:' First, to describe briefly the various

modes of occurrence of sand and gravel. Second, to emphasize the need for adequate prospect-

ing and exploration prior to the expenditure of funds for development and plant construction.

Third, to describe various methods of prospecting and exploration and their application to

the several modes of occurrence of sand and gravel. ‘ ' ' t ~ _

Sand and gravel may be found in nearly every county or township in the United States.

Commercial deposits, however, are by no means so widespread. ' ‘ '

The introduction of concrete and the consequent impetus given to Consumption of gravel

and sand aggregates has seriously depleted deposits in some congested areas. Increasing re—

strictions in the specification requirements for marketing sands and gravels have further

narrowed the economic areas. I .
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0n the other hand, the Combination of increasing transportation costs and decreasing

INTRODUCTION

selling prices has forced the decentralization of gravel production. As a result smaller,

intermittently operated, and widely scattered portable or semi portable unit plants have been

encroaching on the territory formerly supplied from centrally located pits with large treat—

ment plants. w _ _

Generally speaking, the-small-portable plant can not produce any great variety of ma—

terials to as exacting specifications nor as economically as the large permanent plant.

The objective of this circular is threefold: First, to describe ~riefly the various
Itodes of occurrence of sand and gravel. ~econd, to empJ:asize the need for adequate prospecting and exploration prior to the expenditure of funds for development and plant construction .
Third, to describe various ·methods of prospecting and exploration and their application to
the several modes of occurrence of sand and gravel.
Sand and gravel may be found in nearly eve~y county or township in the United States.
Commercial deposits, however, are by nc means so widespread.
The introduction of concrete and the consequent impetus given to consumption of gravel
and sand aggregates has seriously depleted deposits in some congested areas. Increasing restrictions in the specification requirements for mark~ting sands and gravels have further
narrowed the economic areas.
On the other hand, the combination of increasin'g transportation costs and decreasing
selling prices has forced the decentralization of gravel production . As a result smaller,
intermittently operated, and widely scattered portable or semiportable unit plants have been
encroaching on the territory formerly supplied from centrally located pits with large treatment plants.
Generally speaking, the small poitable plant can not produce any great variety of materials to as exacting speciiications nor as economically as the large permanent plant.
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The imperative and insistent demand for constantly decreasing construction costs has

focused attention on ways of eliminating or reducing transportation costs which make up such

a large item in the consumers‘ bill. Substitution of autotruok haulage for railway trans-

portation has been the solution in some localities. Improved mechanical equipment of the

portable or semipertable type with which materials could be exploited nearer the point of

consumption and thus effect a reduction in the cost of freight has been the answer in other

localities.

To meet this demand manufacturers have made great improvements in portable equipment,

and now many of the more modern wayside plants can compete on nearly equal terms for speci-

fication material with their larger adversaries within certain specification limits. This

does not mean that the small plant is displacing the large plant. A portable plant is ordi—

' narily set up to produce material to meet the specifications for a single construction pro—

Ject. By careful study of the deposit the plant can be designed to produce the desired ma-

terial economically for that particular job and location. Upon completion the plant must be

moved and redesigned for its next set-up. '

The large plant, on the other hand, is designed to produce a variety of materials to

meet different sets of specifications. Therefore, although it can meet consumers‘ demands

for quantity and quality over a wide range of divergent requirements, it is handicapped by

distance and freight charges in supplying certain customers situated closer to local deposits

on which specially designed small plants can be established. I
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This decentralization of production has accentuated the need for careful prospecting

and exploration. The operator of a large established plant has. over a period of years,

accumulated an extensive knowledge of the physical characteristics and limits of his deposit.

New deposits, not previously worked, present a problem in ascertaining their suitability for

the particular project they are called on to supply. Without careful preliminary search and

testing there is grave danger of expensive development and attempted exploitation of deposits

which are totally unfitted for the market they were hoped to supply.

The sand and gravel operator is principally interested in the mode of occurrence of the

material. The prospector, on the other hand, is interested in the mode of formation of the

deposits and the origin of their constituents. 'Sand and gravel deposits are formed from

widely divergent materials in various ways, and require vastly different methods of exploi-

tation. Therefore any intelligent attempt at opening new property should be Preceded by the

most carefully planned exploration as a foundation for proper development and plant design.

This requires a knowledge of the origin of the materials that make up the deposit, their

method of collection and deposition, and the various ways of testing virgin areas, in addi-

tion to a thorough knowledge of the proper type of production equipment best suited to local

conditions of deposit and market.

PRIMARY FORMATION OF ROCKS

Rocks as originally formed are of igneous (molten) or sedimentary (deposited) sources.

Examples of igneous rocks are trap, granite, lava, etc. Examples of sedimentary rocks are

limestone, sandstone, shale, etc. Sand and gravel are the disintegration products of both

igneous and sedimentary rocks.

The first rock formations to appear on the earth's crust were eruptive or igneous.

These solidified from molten magmas by cooling. As they solidified or froze they were at

once subjected to the disintegrating effect of the atmosphere and recurrent changes in tem—

perature.

Frequent and wide variations in temperature with their expansive and contractive effects

The imperative and insistent dem~nd for constantly decreasing con~tructicn costs has
focused attention on ways of eliminating or reducing transportation costs which make up s~ch
a large item in the consumers' bill. Substit~tion of e~totruck haulage for railway transf>ortr.tion has been the solution in some localities. Improved mechanical equipment of tl:e
portable or semiportable type with which mr.terials could be exploited nearer the point of
consumption and thus effect a reduction in the cost of freight has been the answer in other
localities.
To meet this demand manufacturers have made great improvements in portable equipment,
and now many of the more mode:'n wayside plants can compete on nearly equal terms for specification material with their larger adversaries within certain specification limits . This
does not mean that the small plant is displacing the large plant. A portable plant is ordinarily set up to produce material to meet the specifications for a single construction project. By careful study of the deposit the plant can be designed to produce the desired material economically for that particular job and location. Upon completion the plant must be
moved and redeSigned for its next set-up.
The large plant, on the other hand, is designed to produce a variety of materials to
meet different sets of specifications. Therefore, although it can meet consumers' demands
for quantity and quality over a wide range of divergent requirements, it is handicapped bv
distance and freight charges in supplying certain customers situated closer to local deposits
on which specially deSigned small plants can be established.
This decentralization of production has accentuated the need for careful prospecting
and exploration.
The operator of a large established plant has, over a period of years,
accumulated an extensive knowledge of the physical characteristics and limits of his deposit.
New depOSits, not previously worked, present a problem in ascertaining their suitability for
the particular project they are called on to Supply. Without careful preliminary search and
testing there is grave danger of expensive development and attempted exploitation of deposits
which are totally unfitted for the market they were hoped to supply.
The sand and gravel operator is principally interested in the mode of occurrence of tte
material. The prospector, on the other hand, is interested in the mode of formation of tl:e
deposits arid the origin of their constitue~ts.
Sand ~nd gravei deposits are formed from
widely divergent materials in various ways, and require vastly different methods of exploitation. Therefore any intelligent attempt at opening new property should be preceded by the
most carefully planned ex~loration as a foundation for proper development and plant desitn.
This requires a knowledge of the origin of the materials that make up the deposit, their
method of collection and deposition, and the various ways of testing Virgin areas, in addition to a thorough knowledge of the proper type of production equipment best suited to local
conditions of deposit and market.
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Rocks as originally formed are of igneous (molten) or sedimentary (depOSited) sources.
Examples of igneous rocks are trap, granite, lava, etc. Examples of sedimentary rocks are
limestone, sandstone, shale, etc. Sand and gravel are the diSintegration products of bot~
igneous and sedimentary rocks.
Tl:e first rock formations to apx:ear on the earth's crust were eruptive or igneous .
These solidified from molten magmas by cooling. As they solidified or froze they were at
once subjected to the disintegrating effect of the atmosphere and recurrent changes in temperature.
Frequent and wide variations in temperature with their expansive and contractive effects
may themselves break up rock masses. It must be remembered that all igneous rocks are com259
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posed of various assortments of minerals. Heat and cold affect different minerals in differ-

ent degrees. Therefore alternate heat and cold will cause internal stresses within the rock

mass until finally planes of weakness develop and fractures occur along them. These original

_ fractures may be minute in size but sufficient to allow the entrance of air and its burden

of moisture. As the moisture-laden air penetrates these fractures or cracks, the attendant

decreases in temperature condenses the moisture and leaves it behind. This illustrates one

way in which moisture May penetrate a rock mass. '

Moisture may also penetrate a rock mass through capillary action along the crystal faces

of the constituent minerals.

A third method is by direct solution. Igneous rocks are ordinarily considered insolu-

ble. However, there are practically no known minerals or rocks that will not dissolve in

water under proper conditions of temperature, pressure, and time. Certain mineral consti-

tuents of rock masses react more readily to solution than others; hence, their presence offers

points of differential attack by direct solution.

Irrespective of the method of penetration, the presence of water within a rock mass is

a most potent agent of its destruction and disintegration. Speaking broadly, water is a

better solvent or penetrating agent the higher its temperature. In areas where atmospheric

temperature changes range from above to below freezing, the action of frost greatly accel—

erates the disruptive effect of moisture. As water freezes it expands, and when confined

as in rock masses it builds up pressures to 150 pounds per square inch.3 This internal force
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is capable of disrupting the strongest rocks.

Some minerals take up or absorb water by hydration. By so doing they increase their

volume and thus set up internal stresses similar to frost action. Other minerals oxidize

from contact with the atmosphere and thereby their cementing and cohesive strength is weak—

ened.

In these ways the original igneous rocks were gradually broken down to masses ranging

in size from fine particles to huge boulders.

Another process of disintegration was the movement of these fragments from their resid—

ual position by stream and gravity action. As the streams pushed and rolled them the con—

stant abrasion between individual pieces further reduced their size by detaching coarse or

fine particles. Thus were formed gravel, sand, and silt, which were carried by wind or water

and deposited in flood plains, and in the beds of streams, lakes, or oceans. This sand and

silt may remain unconsolidated, or under the pressure of the sea and by the aid of dissolved

‘reagents in the water may be consolidated into the second class. or sedimentary rocks.

The preceding description of the elementary principles of early geology presents the

essential differences in the formation of igneous and sedimentary rocks.

Further shrinkage of the earth's crust due to cooling set up enormous stresses within

the earth which caused displacement of the surface and the formation of mountain ranges or

lesser uplifts of land masses. (Geologists are not in complete accord as to the details of

these mountain-building forces.) This movement brought portions of the sea bottom above the

water line, while-at other points land masses sank below the sea. As a result, sedimentary

rocks were elevated to positions from which they in turn were subjected to erosion by air

and water. Conversely, igneous rocks were submerged to new sea bottoms and thus became the

floor on which new formations of sedimentaries were deposited.

' At times this shrinkage of the crust caused surface movement beyond its tensile strength.

This resulted in breaks in the crust and the relief of internal pressure by extrusion of

molten masses. Volcanic action is typical of this phenomenon. These eruptive or extrusive

posed of various assortments of minerals. Heat and cold affect different minerals in different degrees. Therefore alternate heat and cold will cause internal stresses within the rock
mass until finally planes of weakness develop and fractures occur along them . These original
fractures may be minute in size but sufficient to allow the entrance of air and its burden
of moisture. As the moisture-laden air penetrates these fractures or cracks, the attendant
decreases in temperature condenses the moisture and leaves i t behind . This illustrates one
way in which moisture mai penetrate a rock mass.
Moisture may also penetrate a rock mass through capillary action along the crystal faces
of the constituent minerals.
A third method is by direct solution. Igneous rocks are ordinarily considered insoluble . However, there are practically no known minerals or rocks that will not dissolve in
water under proper conditions of temperature, pressure, and time . Certain mineral constituents of rock masses react more readily to solution than others; hence, their presence offers
points of differential attack by direct solution.
Irrespective of the method of penetration, the presence of water within a rOCK mass is
Speaking broadly, water is a
a most potent agent of its destruction and disintegration.
better solvent or penetrating agent the higher its temperature . In areas where atmospheric
temperature changes range from above to below freezing, the action of frost greatly accelerates the disruptive effect of moisture. As water freezes it expands. and when confined
as in rock masses it builds up pressures to 150 pounds per square inch . ~ This internal force
is capable of disrupting the strongest rocks.
Some minerals take up or absorb water by hydration. By so dOing they increase their
volume and thus set up internal stresses similar to frost action. Other minerals oxidize
from contact with the atmosphere and thereby their cementing and cohesive strength is weakened.
In these ways the original igneous rocks were gradually broken down to masses ranging
in size from fine particles to huge bowlders .
Another process of disintegration was the movement of these fragments from their residual position by stream and gravity action. As the streams pushed and rolled them the constant abrasion between individual pieces further reduced their size by detaching coarse or
fine particles. Thus were formed gravel. sand. and silt. which were carried by wind or water
and deposited in flood plains, and in the beds of streams, lakes. or oceans . This sand and
silt may remain unconsolidated, or under the pressure of the sea and by the aid of dissolved
reagents in the water may be consolidated into the second class, or sedimentary rocks.
The preceding description of the elementary principles of early geology presents the
essential differences in the formation of igneous and sedimentary rocks.
Further shrinkage of the earth's crust due to cooling set up enormous stresses within
the earth which caused displacement of the surface and the formation of mountain ranges or
lesser uplifts o~ land masses . (Geologists are not in complete accord as to the detail~ of
these mountain-building forces.) This movement brought portions of the sea bottom above the
~ater line, while at other pOints land masses sank below the sea .
As a result, sedimentary
rocks were elevated to positions from which they in turn were subjected to erosion by air
and water . Conversely, igneous rocks were submerged to new sea bottoms, and thus became the
floor on which new formations of sedimentaries were deposited.
At times this shrinkage' of the crust caused surface movement beyond its tensile strength .
This resulted in breaks in the crust and the relief of internal pressure by extrusion of
molten masses. VolcaniC action is typical of this phenomenon . These eruptive or extrusive

3 - Stone, R. W., Molding Sands of Pennsylvania: Topographic and Geologic Survey of Pennsylvania, Bull. M 11, 1928.
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formations covered older igneous or sedimentary rocks alike.

Visualizing a continuance of these several formational phenomena over millions of years

formations covered cIder igneous or sedimentary rocks alike.
Visaalizing a continuance of these several formational phenomena over millions of years
and under temperature ch~nges unknown to-day presents a picture of the way~ in which the
present surface became such a mixture of mineralogic, geologic, and structural complexities .

and under temperature changes unknown to—day presents a picture of the ways in which the

present surface became such a mixture of mineralogic, geologic, and structural complexities.

OCCURRENCE OF SAND AND GRAVEL

To be of commercial value sand and gravel deposits must contain sufficient tonnage to

warrant the erection of a recovery or treatment plant. Such deposits have been formed in a

number of ways. Some fine sands have been picked up, transported, and deposited by wind.

OCCURRENCE OF SAND AND GRAVEL

These are found in deserts and on some lake or ocean beaches. As a rule, they are too fine

for commercial purposes. Except for-these eolian deposits, all sand and gravel have been

collected and concentrated by water or ice. ' "

To be of commercial value sand and gravel deposits m~st contain sufficient tonnage to
warrant the erection of a recovery or treat~ent plant. Such deposits have been formed in a
number of ways. Some fine sands have been picked up, transported, and deposited by wind.
These are found in deserts and on some lake or ocean beaches. As a rule, they are too fine
for commercial purposes . Except for · these eolian deposits, all sand and gravel have been
collected and concentrated by water or ice.
Roughly, commercial sand and gravel deposits may be classified in four groups with
reference to their method of formation, as follows:

Roughly, commercial sand and gravel deposits may be classified in four groups with

reference to their method of formation, as follows:

1. Residual.

2. Fluvial.

3. Marine and lake.

4. Glacial.

Residual Qgp site

Sand and gravel found in situ or at the same location as the parent rock and resulting

from its weathering or atmospheric disintegration are called residual deposits.
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They are commonly unstratified, heterogeneous mixtures of boulders, pebbles. sand, and

clay. They may contain much soft or inferior material commonly called rotten stone. This

l. Residl1al.
2. Fluvial.
3. Marine and lake.
4 . Glacial.

soft material, although originally dense and hard, has through prolonged weathering become

porous and weak in structure.

Such materials have not been subjected to the abrasive action of transportation by water

or ice. The particles may be angular or rounded. In either case, the surfaces will be rough

and granular as distinguished from the smooth surface of water—worn material.

Residual deposits commonly form a rock mantle over the parent formation. They are or-

dinarily sc intermixed with clay as to be of little commercial importance. In some locali-

•

Residual

Q£~~

ties, however, when other forms of deposit are absent residual deposits have been and are

being utilized.

Eluvial Deposits

Sand and gravel picked up and transported by stream action form fluvial deposits.

Such deposits may be more or less stratified and they frequently show rough sorting in

sizes. Coarse sand and gravel may be interspersed with lenses of fine sand or clay. De-

posits have their long axis parallel to the direction of the stream flow. The beds usually

vary greatly in thickness and may be complex in composition.

Particles are as a rule poorly sorted and may be angular or rounded. When rounded the

surfaces are typically smooth. Whether they are angular or rounded depends on the hardness

of the rock and the distance the material has been transported. The less resistant rocks

such as limestone, shale, or sandstone will form rounded pebbles in comparatively short dist-

ances while the harder materials such as flint and quartz may travel a considerable distance

before losing their angularity.
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Sand and gravel found in situ or at the same location as the parent rock and resulting
frcm its weathering or atmospheric diSintegration are called residual deposits.
They are commonly ~nstratified, heterogeneous mixtures of bowlders, pebbles, sand, and
clay. They may contain much soft or inferior m~terial commonly called rotten stone. This
soft material, although originally dense and hard, has through prolonged weathering become
porous and weak in structure.
Such materials have not been subjected to the abrasive action of transportation by water
or ice. The particles may be angular or rounded. In either case, the surfaces will be rough
and granular as distinguished from the smooth surface of water-worn material.
Residual deposits commonly form a rock mantle over the parent formation. They are ordinarily so intermixed with clay as to be of little commercial importance. In some localities, however, when other forms of deposit are absent residual deposits have been and are
being utilized.
Fluvial Deposits
Sand and gravel picked up and transported by stream action form fluvial deposits.
Such deposits may be more or less stratified and they frequently show rough sortin~ in
sizes. Coarse sand and gravel may be interspersed with lenses of fine sand or clay. Deposits have their long axis parallel to the direction of the stream flow . The beds usually
vary greatly in thickness and may be complex in composition.
Particles are as a rule poorly sorted and may be angular or rounded. When rounded the
surfaces are typically smooth. Whether they are angular or rounded depends on the hardness
of the rock and the distance the material has been tlansported. The less resistant rocks
such as limestone, shale, or sandstone will form rounded pebbles in comparatively short distances while the harder materials such as flint and quartz may travel a considerable distance
before losing their angularity .
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Fluvial deposits usually overlie an eroded rock floor, but may be found above finer ma-

terials. Since the transporting medium is water they are found in a variety of structural

forms. Present rivers are constantly constructing, tearing down, and reworking bars within

their banks. Similar deposits have resulted from similar action by ancient rivers which have

long since cut down to lower levels, been diverted to other courses or have dried up. During

periods of high water rivers leave their banks and extend over wide flood plains leaving con-

siderable material behind as they recede. At their mouths they deposit their loads in delta

formations. Swift mountain streams emerging from narrow canyons or gorges onto broad flat

plains deposit their material in alluvial cones. Old streams in wide valleys leave terace s

behind as they cut their way down to lower levels. These are all typical fluvial deposits.

- Marine and Lake Deposits

As the term implies, marine and lake deposits are formed in ocean or lake beds or beach-

es. Subsequent to their deposition they have been uplifted from the sea to form continental

land surfaces or the lakes have been drained, or dried up, leaving their beds exposed.

In structure these deposits frequently show well-sorted materials with coarse and fine

Fluvial deposits usually overlie an eroded rock floor, but may be found above finer materials. Since the transporting medium is water they are found in a variety of structural
forms. Present rivers are constantly constructing, tearing down, and reworking bars within
their banks. Similar deposits have resulted from similar action by ancient rivers which have
long since cut down to lower levels, been diverted to other courses or have dried up. During
periods of high water rivers leave their banks and extend over wide flood plains leaving considerable material behind as they recede. At their mouths they deposit their loads in delta
for~ations .
Swift mountain streams emerging from narrow canyons or gorges onto broad flat
plains deposit their material in alluvial cones. Old streams in wide valleys leave terace s
behind as they cut their way down to lower levels. These are all typical fluvial deposits.

particles segregated. The various segregations usually have their long axes parallel to the

shore line. Such deposits are rarely over 100 feet thick.

Marine and Lake Deposits

Individual particles of marine sands range from angular to well rounded, while pebbles

are usually well rounded and smooth.

Marine deposits consist ordinarily of hard, tough materials received from streams and
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reworked by wave, tidal, and marine-current action. Occasionally pebbles of limestone of

organic origin, such as corals, may be present. Due to the erosion of shore lines and sub-

sequent continental uplift, deposits of marine sand and gravel are frequently found on the

landward side above consolidated rocks of igneous or sedimentary origin. Subsequent erosion

by streams may leave marine sands and gravel at the tops or on the slopes of interstream

areas or hills. Erosion by the sea or lake may leave terraces parallel to the shore line.

Sand and gravel collected in lake beds present structures similar to marine deposits

except that the materials are usually not so well sorted and cleaned. They are also less

apt to be well rounded.

Glacial De osit_

Glacial deposits of sand and gravel are found along the Canadian border in the western

States, in the north-central or Great Lakes area, and in the northeastern portion of the

United States. They are confined to that area which was covered by the great ice sheets that

crept down from Canada and to the mountains of the West where isolated local glaciers occurred.

structurally the materials are largely unstratified heterogeneous accumulations of bowl—

ders, gravel, sand, and clay. These accumulations are left as ridges or irregular deposits

termed "moraines." As the ice from local mountain glaciers proceeds down the valley. talus

from the mountain sides falls upon it and is carried on. The glacier by pressure and abra-

sion also picks up and carries material along in its base. When the melting rate at the

terminus equals the rate of advance of the ice, the front remains stationary. The accumu-

lated debris is then deposited in great terminal or marginal moraines marking the temporary

As the term implies, marine and lake deposits are formed in ocean or lake beds or beaches. Subsequent to their deposition they have been uplifted from the sea to form continental
land surfaces or the lakes have been drained, or dried up, leaving their beds exposed.
In structure these deposits frequently show well-sorted materials with coarse and fine
particles segregated. The various segregations usually have their long axes parallel to the
shore line. Such deposits are rarely over 100 feet thick.
Individual particles of marine sands range from angular to well rounded, while pebbles
are usually well rounded and smooth.
Marine deposits consist ordinarily of hard, tough materials received from streams and
reworked by wave, tidal, and marine-current action. Occasionally pebbles of limestone of
organic origin, such as corals, may be present. Due to the erosion of shore lines and subsequent continental uplift, deposits of marine sand and gravel are frequently found on the
landward side above consolidated rocks of igneous or sedimentary origin. Subsequent erosion
by streams may leave marine sands and gravel at the tops or on the slopes of interstream
areas or hills. Erosion by the sea or lake may leave terraces parallel to the shore line.
Sand and gravel collected in lake beds present structures similar to marine deposits
except that the materials are usually not so well sorted and cleaned. They are also less
apt to be well rounded.

edge of the ice. As the ice retreats. the debris is left as lateral moraines along the val-

ley sides and ground moraines on the valley floor. Terminal moraines thus have their long

Glacial Deposits

axes parallel to the ice front while lateral and ground moraines usually have their long di-

mensions in the direction of ice flow.
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Glacial deposits of sand and gravel are found along the Canadian border in the western
States, in the north-central or Great Lakes area, and in the northeastern portion of the
United States. They are confined to that area which was covered by the great ice sheets that
crept down from Canada and to the mountains of the West where isolated local glaciers occurred.
Structurally the materials are largely unstratified heterogeneous accumulations of bowlders, gravel, sand, and clay. These accumulations are left as ridges or irregular deposits
termed "moraines . " As the ice from local mountain glaCiers proceeds down the valley, talus
from the mountain sides falls upon it and is carried on. The glacier by pressure and abrasion also picks up and carries material along in its base . When the melting rate at the
terminus equals the rate of advance of the ice, the front remains stationary. The accumulated debris is then deposited in great terminal or marginal moraines marking the temporary
edge of the ice. As the ice retreats, the debris is left as lateral moraines along the valley sides and ground moraines on the valley floor. Terminal moraines thus have their long
axes parallel to the ice front while lateral and ground moraines usually have their long dimensions in the direction of ice flow.
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Recessional moraines are terminal moraines marking points of pause in the retreat of the

ice front. Later advance of the ice may totally remove these deposits or cut through them

and on subsequent retreat leave other material as terraced lateral moraines.

The great ice sheets originating about Hudson Bay where igneous rocks predominate and

sedimentary rocks are comparatively scarce brought down huge quantities of boulders, sand,

and gravel of igneous origin. They also scoured out valleys in sedimentary rocks on route

and carried along vast quantities of this material. Therefore glacial materials are composed

of a mixture of hard and soft rocks. Most of this material was carried at the base of the

advancing ice where it was subjected to terrific pressure and abrasion and also acted as an

abrasive on the formations passed over by the ice. There is not much stratification or sort—

ing in moraine construction itself, but in places much material was rehandled by escaping

melt water and deposited as stratified outwash in valleys leading away from the moraines.

This action is described under fluviogl cial deposits. Individual particles are seldom well

rounded but are usually subangular and the larger pieces frequently show striated surfaces

caused by abrasion against underlying rock formations while held in the base of the moving

ice. Fresh feldspar and other decomposable minerals may be present where the deposits have

not been subsequently subjected to excessive weathering. Such materials have been transport—

ed in the mass of the ice where they were not subjected to excessive abrasion.

The glacial data on Fig. l is from an unpublished map compiled by Wm. C. Alden of the

U. S. Geological Survey and shows the principal terminations of the various advances of the
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ice sheets.

Although the preceding methods of formation are quite different in their manner of oper—

ation and produce deposits quite dissimilar in character, there are few deposits of sand and‘

gravel which do not present evidence of more than one formational agency.

As examples, marine deposits when elevated to continental land surfaces are subjected to

erosion. Marine gravels are thus picked up, carried off, and redeposited in fluvi.l deposits.

Melting gl.ciers form the sources of streams and rivers which pick up, transport, and re—

deposit moraine material as fluvial deposits. Likewise residual materials may be picked up

by a change in the course of a stream or by an advancing glacier and redeposited as a fluvial,

glacial, or even marine deposit. Consequently present sand and gravel deposits may contain

materials having complex histories.

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF DEPOSITS

In order to apply the preceding principles of geology to present-day conditions in the

United States the sand and gravel prospector must have some knowledge of the physiography

and topography of the country. A detailed description of the multiplicity of natural phe—

nomena which brought the formation and development of continental United States to its pres—

ent state is entirely without the field of this paper. For such data the reader is referred

to the many published treatises on the geologic history of our country to be found in public

libraries. For more detailed study he will find much of value in the reports of the U. S.

Geological Survey and the various State geological surveys. _

Recessional moraines are terminal moraines marking points of pause in the retreat of the
ice front. Later advance of the ice may totally remove these deposits or cut through them
and on st:bsequent retreat lecwe other material as terraced lateral moraines.
The great ice sheets originating about Hudson Bay where igneous rocks predominate and
sedimentary· rocks are comparatively scarce brought down huge quantities of bowlders. sand,
and gravel of igneous origin. They also scoured out valleys in sedimentary rocks en route
a.nd carried along vast qu<,.nti ties of this mc.terial. Therefore glacial materials are composed
of a mixture of hard and soft rocks. Most of this material was carried at the base of the
advancing ice where it was subjected to terrific pressure and abrasion and also acted as an
abrasive on the formations passed over by the ice. There is not much stratification or sorting in moraine construction itself. but in places much material was rehandled by escaping
melt water and deposited as stratified outwash in valleys leading away from the moraines.
This action is described under fluviogl cial deposits. Individual particles are seldom well
rounded but are usually sllbangular and the larger pieces frequently show striated surfaces
~aused by abrasion against underlying rock formations while held in the base of the moving
ice. Fresh feldspar and other decomposable minerals may be present where the deposits have
not been subsequently subjected to excessive weathering. Such materials have been transported in the mass of the ice where they were not subjected to excessive abrasion .
The glacial data on Fig. 1 is from an unpublished map compiled by Wm. C. Alden of the
U. S. Geological Survey 2nd shows the principal terminations of the vsrious advances of the
ice st.eets .
Although the preceding methods of formation are quite different in their manner of operation and produce deposits quite dissimilar in character, there are few deposits of sand and'
gravel which do not present evidence of more than one formational agency.
As examples. marine deposits when elevated to continental land surfaces are subjected to
erosion. Marine gr<,.vels are thus picked up, carried off. and redeposited in fluvi .1 deposits.
Melting gl.ciers form the sources of streams and rivers which pick up. transport, and redeposit moraine material as fluvial deposits. Likewise residual materials may be picked up
by a change in the course of a st,eam or by an adva~cing glacier and redeposited as a fluvial.
glacial, or even marine deposit. Consequently present sand and gravel depcsits may contain
materials having complex histories .

In brief, the United States may be divided physiographically into four general areas,

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF DEPOSITS

namely:

The interior plains.

The plateau and mountain areas.

The Atlantic and Gulf coastal plain.

The glaciated area.
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In order to arply the preceding principles of eeology to present-day conditions in the
Uni ted States the sand <'.nd gravel prospector must have some knowledge of the physiography
and topography of the country. A detailed description of the multiplicity of natural phenomena which brought the form~tion and development of continental United States to its present state is entirely witho~t the field of this paper . For such data the reader is referred
to the many published treatises on the geologic history of our country to be found in public
libraries. For more detailed study he will find much of value in the reports of the U. S .
Geological Survey and the various State geological surveys.
In brief. the United States may be divided physiographically into four general areas,
namely:
1. The interior plains.
2. Tr.e plateau and mountain areas.

3. The Atlantic and Gulf coastal plain.
4. The glaciated area.
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Figure 1 shows roughly the sections covered by these divisions. For further subdivi-

sions the reader is referred to a map compiled by N. M. Fenneman entitled "Physical Divisions

of the United States" and published by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1930.

Interior Plains

The interior plains comprise the drainage area of the great Mississippi River system,

Figure 1 shows roughly the sections covered by these divisions. For further subdivisions the reader is referred to a map compiled by N. M. Fenneman entitled "Physical Divisions
of the United States" and published by the U. S . Geological Survey in 1930 .

extending from Pennsylvania on the east to the Rocky Mountains on the west and from the Ca-

Interior Plains

nadian border to the coastal plain area along the Gulf of Mexico. They are overlapped on

the north by the glaciated area.

'They consist of broad plains of from low to moderate relief with a few low plateaus.

The principal rivers are broad, slow-moving streams and the plateaus for the most part are

low, well-rounded, and soil—covered. In other words, this is an area showing the effects of

long continued weathering and surface erosion. _ I

_ The area intermittently covered by ancient seas in whole or in part contains bedrock

predominently sedimentary in origin. The interior plains comprise only comparatively Small

areas of violent crustal movement. Movement over most of the area has been slow alternating

elevation and subsidence of the land surface with advance or recession of the shore line.

Local areas which have not been subjected to stream erosion and are underlain by lime—

stone and similar rocks may and do contain deposits of residual gravel. Typical examples are

the accumulations of flint nodules in a clay matrix so common in portions of the central west.
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Stream erosion combined with surface weathering has collected and concentrated sand and

gravel in present and ancient watercourses and their flood plains. In these areas the pros—

pector will find his greatest source of sand and gravel in the beds and flood plains of the

present rivers. However, he should not overlook the long abandoned beds, flood plains, and

terraces of earlier watercourses. Reports of the U. S. Geological Survey and the State geo-

logical surveys will be of assistance to him in showing where these may be found. Geophysical

methods may also be of assistance. (See p. 16.)

Plateau and Mountain Areas

Plateau and mountain areas comprise several separated sections such as the Appalachian

and Ozark plateaus and the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Mountain systems enclosing the great

basin and range area of the west. They are characterized by steep slopes, barren, or with

light soil, on bedrock of predominently igneous origin, with swift streams in narrow valleys.

' In the geologically older sections such as the Appalachian, the mountain slopes are less

abrupt and the contours more rounded. .At the base of the Blue Ridge Mountains and to the

southeast covering the north and western portions of Georgia, South and North Carolina, and

Virginia, the topography is that of a comparatively narrow plain abutting the mountains in

Th'e interior plains comprise the drainage area of the great Miss i ssippi River system,
extending from Pennsylvania on the east to the Rocky Mountains on the west and from the Canadian border to the coastal plain area along the Gulf of Mexico, They are overlapped on
the north by the glaciated area .
7hey consist of broad plains of from low to moderate relief with a few low plateaus.
The princ i pal rivers are broad, slow-moving streams and the plateaus for the most part are
low, well-rounded , and soil- covered . In other words, this is an area showing the effects of
long-continued weathering and surface erosion.
The area intermittently covered by ancient seas in whole or in part contains bedrock
predominently sedimentary in origin . The interior plains comprise only comparatively small
areas of violent crustal movement. Movement over most of the area has been slow alternating
elevation and subsidence of the land surface with advance or recession of the shore line .
Local areas which have not been subjected to stream erosion and are underlain by limestone and similar rocks may and do contain deposits of residual gravel. Typical examples are
the accumulations of flint nodules in a clay matrix so common in portions of the central west .
Stream erosion combined with surface weathering has collected and concentrated sand and
gravel in present and ancient watercourses and their flood plains. In these areas the prospector will find his greatest source of sand and gravel in the beds and flood plains of the
present rivers. However, he should not overlook the long abandoned beds, flood plains, and
terraces of earlier watercourses . Reports of the U. S. Geological Survey and the State geological surveys will be of assistance to him in showing where these may be found. Geophysical
methods may also be of assistance. (See p . 16.)

which the erosion has not yet completely rounded the contours of the ridges. The area is a

'nearly'flat or broadly undulating land surface produced chiefly by the work of rivers assist-

Plateau and Mountain Areas

ed by weathering. In this section the old original plain has been elevated and is now under-

going a second erosion period in which the streams are cutting deeper courses.

"In the Ozark Plateau region residual gravels may be found on ridges of resistant rocks,

' but commercial deposits will occur in the river beds and flood plains and in alluvial fans.

' ‘In the western mountain plateaus and ranges many complex conditions exist. In places

'isolated mountains and short ranges are interspersed with broad desert plains. In others the

. ranges are continuous with narrow steep valleys. I

’The desert sands are seldom of commercial value except where concentrated in deposits

of comparatively small area by periodic desert streams. These streams are dry the greater
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Plateau and mountain areas comprise several separated sections such as the Appalachian
and Ozark plateaus and the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Mountain systems enclosing the great
bas i n and range area of the west . They are characterized by steep slopes , barren, or with
light soil, on bedrock of predominently igneous o r igin, with swift streams in narrow valleys .
In the geologically older sections such as the Appalachian, the mountain slopes are less
abrupt and the contours more rounded. At the base of the Blue Ridge Mountains and to the
southeast covering the north and western portions of Georgia, South and North Carolina, and
Virginia, the topography is that, of a comparatively narrow plain abutting the mountains in
which the erosion has not yet completely rounded the contours of the ridges . The area is a
nearly flat or broadly undulating land surface produced chiefly by the work of rivers assisted by weathering. In this section the old original plain has been elevated and is now undergoing a second erosion period in which the streams are cutting deeper courses.
In the Ozark Plateau region residual gravels may be found on ridges of resistant rocks,
but commercial deposits will occur in the river beds and flood plains and in alluvial fans .
In the western mountain plateaus and ranges many complex conditions exist . In places
l~ol~t~d mountains and short ranges are interspersed with broad desert plains .
In others the
ranges are continuous with narrow steep valleys .
The desert sands are seldom of commercial value except where concentrated in deposits
of comparatively small area by periodic desert streams . These streams are dry the greater
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portion of the year but attain torrential dimensions during cloud bursts or periods of melt-

ing mountain snows. In consequence they often bring accumulations of coarse material long

distances in a single season. They also frequently out new courses, tearing up old deposits

and building new ones.

Where narrow mountain valleys debouch upcn broad foothill plains the rapid, heavy-laden

mountain streams are forced to deposit their burden rapidly. In consequence they form allu-

vial fans or cones at the valley mouths. Ordinarily the channel is not so deep but that the

stream can break out at times of high water and take a new route on a lower part of the cone.

When deposition has gone too far in one place there is a shift in the watercourse to a new

position, so that the cone is formed symmetrically, banked up against the mountain side.

If these cones coalesce they form a piedmont alluvial plain which spreads like an apron

along the front of the range.

These cones or fans are accumulations of coarse and fine material but ordinarily contain

little clay or silt. The velocity of the depositing stream has been too great to allow silt

to settle and it is carried beyond to the plain below. There is occasionally some grading,

particularly the accumulation of boulders at the base of the cone. These accumulations may

be covered again by later finer material as the stream course changes so that the cone struc—

ture will contain irregularly placed accumulations of coarse and fine material throughout its

mass:

These deposits are characteristic of the Pacific coast. They may extend for miles along
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the coastal range and are often hundreds of feet in vertical thickness.

In places the alluvial fans as originally formed were subsequently further eroded when

the streams cut channels through them and redeposited part of the material at lower levels,

leaving alluvial terraces. Such terraces are common in some of the high plateau areas where

the original fans were formed by streams heading in glaciated mountain gorges and depositing

glacial outwash material. With the source of this glacial material exhausted by the retreat

of the ice the streams had less material to deposit and began cutting into the fan formation,

redepositing it in lower fans. These latter formations are found in eastern Oregon, Washing-

ton, and southwestern Idaho.

A particularly interesting form of deposition occurs around the boundary of Great Salt

Lake. This lake in former periods of geologic history was much larger than at present. In

this earlier stage sand and gravel brought to it by mountain streams were deposited along the

old shore line as beaches. As the lake was drained or evaporated these old shore lines were

left as terraces and afford a plentiful supply of well-graded sand and gravel at the present

time.

In the plateau and mountain regions the principal sources of commercial sand and gravel

are in alluvial fans, terraces. flood plains. and river beds.

Cgastal—plain_geposits

The Altantic and Gulf coasts of the United States from New York to the Mexican border

have been subjected to one or more gradual uplifts whereby the land area has risen with re-

spect to se level. Thus ancient ocean beds have been elevated to become coastal plains.

These old sea beds were formed by the accumulation of gravel, sand, and silt eroded from

adjacent land areas. Concentration has been accomplished by wave action, by ocean currents.

and in part by the depositing streams. Considerable stratification is found, as well as

complex cross—bedding. Some cementation has taken place whereby material deposited as un—

consolidated sand, gravel, or silt has become sandstone, conglomerate, or shale. In other

cases no consolidation has taken place and the material has been elevated in its original

portion of the year but attain torrential dimensions during cloud bursts or periods of melting mo~ntain snows. In consequence they often bring accumulaticns of coarse material long
jist~nces in a single season.
They also frequently c~t new courses, tearing up old deposits
and building new ones .
Where narrow mountain valleys debouch upcn broed foothill plains the rapid, heavy-laden
mountain streams are forced to deposit their burden rapidly. In consequence they form alluvial fans or cones at the valley mouths. Ordinarily the channel is not so deep but that the
stream can break out at times of high water and take a new route on a lower ~art of the cone.
When deposition has gone too far in one place there is a shift in the watercourse to a new
?osition, so that the cone is formed symmetrically, banked up against the mountain side .
If these cones coalesce they form a piedmont ~lluvial plain which spreads like an apron
along the front cf the range .
These cones or fans are accumulations of coarse and fine material but ordinarily contain
little clay or silt. The velocity of the depositing stream has been too great to allow silt
to settle and it is carried beyond to the plain belcw . There is occa~ionally some grading,
particularly the accumulation of bowlders at the base of the cone . These accumUlations may
be covered again by later finer material as the stream course changes so that the cone structure will contain irregularly placed accumulatio~s of coarse and fine material throughout its
mass:
These deposits are characteristic of the Pacific coast. They may extend for miles along
the coastal range and are often hundreds of feet in vertical thickness.
In places the alluvial fans as originally formed were subsequently further eroded when
the stre~ms cut channels through them and redeposited part of the material at lower levels,
leaving alluvial terraces. Such terraces are common in some of the high plateau areas where
the original fans were formed by strer.ms heading in glaCiated mOlntain gorges and depositing
glacial outwash material . With the source of this glacial material exhausted by the retreat
of the ice the streams had less material to deposit End beg&n cLtting i&to the fan formation,
redepositing it in lower fans. These latter formations are found in eastern Oregon, Washington, and southwestern Idaho .
A particula.ly interesting form of deposition occurs around the boundary of Great Salt
Lake. This lake in former periods of geologic history was much larger than at present. In
this earlier stage sand and gravel brought to it hy mountain streams were deposited along the
old stcre line as beaches . As the lake was drained or evaporated ttese old shore lines were
left as ter~aces and afford a plentiful supply of well-graded sand and gravel at the present
time.
In tte pluteau ~nd mo~ntain regions the principal sources of com~ercial sand and gravel
are in alluvial fans, terraces, flood plains, and river beds.

form of deposition.
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Tte Altcntic and Gulf coasts of the United States from New York to the Mexican border
have been subjected to one or more gradual uplifts whereby the land area h.s risen with respect to sa level. Thus ancient ocean beds have been elevated to become coastal plains.
These old sea beds were formed by the accumulaticn of gravel, sand, and silt eroded from
adjacent lann areas . Concentration has been accomplished by wave action, by ocean currents,
and in part by the depositing streams.
Considerable stratification is found, as well as
complex c.oss-bedding. Some cementation has taken place whereby materi~l depOSited as unconsolidated sand, gravel, or silt has become sandstone, conglomerate, or shale. In other
cases no consolidation has taken place and the material has been elevated in its original
form of deposition.
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This uplift was a very slow process extending over long periods. Previously established

watercourses on the original land surface continued to function during these periods and

unless the rate of uplift was too rapid they maintained their elevation with respect to sea

level. In effect they cut through the rising surface as fast as it was lifted. Those areas

between watercourses being unaffected by stream erosion retained their undersea character.

Thus, in coastal plains we find deposits which present all the characteristics of, and are,

in fact, beach sand and gravel on the tops of hills.

Periods of uplift followed by periods of quiet allowed the sea to erode the raised bed

and form terraces in the terrain. Some of these older terraces in Virginia and Maryland

have been classed by geologists as of fluvial origin in the form of alluvial plains. Also

in southern Georgia some geologists are of the opinion that the sands occurring there as the

surficial mantle are of wind-blown or eolian origin rather than marine.

Rivers within coastal-plain areas are slow moving, broad, and shallow. Except in flood

periods they transport only the finer sand and silt. Material brought down during a period

of high water is deposited on a mud or silt bed and covered with more mud as the current

again assumes its normal flow. Thus the gravel found in the beds of coastal-plain rivers is

apt to be badly interbedded with fine sand and silt or clay.

The remains of old marine deposits will be found as dry-bank gravels in areas between‘

drainage basins. Owing to the sorting action of waves they may be more or less graded as to

size.
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The Glaciated Area

The Canadian ice sheets extended (see fig. 1) southward in the Great Lakes region to the

southern portions of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, covered most of New York the northern

portion of Pennsylvania, and New Jersey and all of New England. To the west they covered

nearly all of Minnesota and Iowa, northern Missouri, the northeastern portion of Kansas,

eastern Nebraska and the east half of South Dakota, and all but the southwest quarter of

This uplift was a very slow process extending over long periods, Previously established
watercourses on the original land surface continued to function during these periods and
unless the rate of uplift was too rapid they maintained their elevation with respect to sea
level. In effect they cut through the rising surface as fast as it was lifted. Those areas
between watercourses being unaffected by stream erosion retained their undersea character.
Thus, in coastal plains we find deposits which present all the characteristics of, and are,
in fact, beach sand and gravel on the tops of hills.
Periods of uplift followed by periods of quiet allowed the sea to erode the raised bed
and form terraces in the terrain . Some of these older terraces in Virginia and Maryland
have been classed by geologists as of fluvial origin in the form of alluvial plains. Also
in southern Georgia some geologists are of the opinion that the sands occurring there as the
surficial mantle are of wind-blown or eolian origin rather than marine .
Rivers within coastal-plain areas are slow moving, broad, and shallow. Except in flood
periods they transport only the finer sand and silt. Material brought down during a period
of high water is deposited on a mud or silt bed and covered with more mud as the current
again assumes its normal flow. Thus the gravel found in the beds of coastal-plain rivers is
apt to be badly interbedded with fine sand and silt or clay.
The remains of old marine deposits will be found as dry-bank gravels in areas between
drainage basins . Owing to the sorting action of waves they may be more or less graded as to
size.

North Dakota. Further west they extended only 50 to 150 miles south of the international

boundary and there were many local mountain glaciers. The southwestern quarter of Wisconsin,

The Glaciated Area

singularly enough, seems to have been an island untouched by the ice although completely

surrounded by it. (See fig. 1.)

In advancing southward the ice sheets moved immense quantities of material, much of it

from the highlands of Canada and Labrador, but the greater portion from closer sources. In

this advance they scoured out the valleys now occupied by the Great Lakes, and when they

melted deposited their loads in terminal and ground moraines.

Their tendency was to cut off minor irregularities in previous surface topography,

smooth the hills, and fill many of the valleys, leaving in the interior a comparatively level

or gently undulating terrain, but with deep wide troughs controlling the axial movement of

the ice, and to leave the whole area covered by an unconsolidated mantle of Sand, gravel, and

silt. '

The glaciofluvial waters from the melting ice followed preexisting watercourses from the

edge of the ice or formed new courses for themselves. Originally the direction of flow of

some of these pre glacial rivers may have been northward, but this direction was blocked by

the ice and the flow reversed or diverted.

Subsequently these glaciofluvial waters cut through and began tearing down the glacial

moraine deposits. Material picked up in this way was deposited later as outwash plains and

terraces. '

Glacial waters also formed another type of deposit. Ice melting on the surface or be—

neath the glacier formed streams which in turn melted more ice which not only augmented their
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The Canadian ice sheets extended (see fig . 1) southward in the Great Lakes region to the
southern portions of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio, covered most of New York the northern
portion of Pennsylvania, and New Jersey and all of New England . To the west they covered
nearly all of Minnesota and Iowa, northern Missouri, the northeastern portion of Kansas,
eastern Nebraska and the east half of South Dakota, and all but the southwest quarter of
North Dakota. Further west they extended only 50 to 150 miles south of the international
boundary and there were many local mountain glaciers. The southwestern quarter of Wisconsin,
singularly enough, seems to have been an island untouched by the ice although completely
surrounded by it. (See fig. 1.)
In advanCing southward the ice sheets moved immense quantities of material, much of it
from the highlands of Canada and Labrador, but the greater portion from closer sources . In
this advance they scoured out the valleys now occupied by the Great Lakes. and when they
melted deposited their loads in terminal and ground moraines .
Their tendency was to cut off minor irregularities in previous surface topography.
smooth ' the hills, and fill many of the valleys, leaving in the interior a comparatively level
or gently undulating terrain, but with deep wide troughs controlling the axial movement of
the ice. and to leave the whole area covered by an unconsolidated mantle of sand. gravel. and
silt.
The glaciofluvial waters from the melting ice followed preexisting watercourses from the
edge of the ice or formed new courses for themselves. Originally the direction of flow of
some of these preglacial rivers may have been northward, but this direction was blocked by
the ice and the flow reversed or diverted.
Subsequently these glaciofluvial waters cut through and began tearing down the glacial
moraine deposits . Material picked up in this way was deposited later as outwash plains and
terraces.
Glacial waters also formed another type of deposit . Ice melting on the surface or beneath the glacier formed streams which in turn melted more ice which not only augmented their
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volume but cut channels through. in, and under the body of the glacier, liberating and pick-

ing up sand, gravel, and clay enroute. These streams emerging from the face of the retreat—

ing ice deposited their load as they fell. Some deposits were made by streams flowing in

ice—walled channels or tunnels. As the ice melted the material was left as low, rounded

ridges with their long axes parallel to the direction of ice movement. These are termed

eskers.

The whole glacial area was thus covered by a mantle of unconsolidated drift, with de—

posits of sand and gravel, here and there especially along the valleys. Between the terminal

moraine ridges are found broad, smoother tracts with low hills and some knolls, or ridges.

These are ground moraines and eskers.

Taken as a whole these several types of deposits comprise a heterogeneous collection

of sand, gravel, boulders, and clay.

Bordering some terminal moraines are broad. gently sloping, outwash plains of fairly

well assorted sand and gravel. These usually front on terminal moraines and were formed as

outwash plains by glacial water. Terminal moraines left by the retreating ice front dammed

valleys and impounded watercourses to form the countless l.kes characteristic of the topo-

graphy of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, northern Pennsylvania, New York, and the New Eng-

land States. The streams from the melting ice deposited much sand and gravel along their

valleys where this material is now generally found in the form of terraces.

Outwash plains are typical of the deposits of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
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In South Dakota all the sands and gravels east of the Missouri River were brought by

ice or glaciofluvial waters.

In Pennsylvania the glaciers brought rock material from Canada and New York State, and

left it in moraines and glaciofluvial deposits.

The sand and gravel prospector has no problem of discovery for his material in this

region. His problem here becomes one of search for quality. His object is to find the re-

worked or glaciofluvial deposits in preference to the moraines and eskers. However, the

latter should by no means be overlooked, for their silt or clay content may be in such form

as to afford little difficulty in its removal. '

The beds of streams and some lake beaches and terraces afford promising sources for

clean, sorted materials. “

PROSFECTIKG

Before proceeding with the discussion of prospecting the following definitions are made

in order that there be no misunderstanding of the meaning of terms used. _

Prospecting is herein defined as the act of searching for, with the object of discover-

ing, deposits of mineral.

Exploration is defined as the act of examining a deposit when found, with the object

of determining roughly its size, shape, and value. '

Development is defined as the process of preparing a deposit for exploitation, with the

object of recovering its contents for sale or use. * ' '

volume but cut channels through, in. and under the body of the glacie~, liberating and picking up send, grevel. and clay enroute . These strea~s emerging from the face of the retreating ice deposited their load as they fell.
Some deposits were made by streams flowing in
ice-walled channels or tunnels.
As the ice mel ted the material was left as low, rounded
ridges with their long axes par-all el to the direction of ice movement . These are termed
eskers.
The whole elacial a.rea wa;; thus covered by a mantle of t;nconsolidated drift, with deposits of send and gravel, here and there especially along the valleys. Between the terminal
moraine ridges are found broad. smoother tracts with low hills and some knolls, or ridges.
These are ground moraines and eskers.
Taken as a whole these several types of deposits comprise a heterogeneous collection
of sand, gravel, bowlders, and clay.
Bordering some terminal moraines are broad . gently sloping, o~twash plains of fair~y
well assorted sand and gravel. These usually front on terminal moraines and were formed as
outwash plains by glacial water. Telminal mor~ines left by the retreating ice front dammed
valleys and impounded watercourses to form the countless 1 ~es characteristic of the topography of Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, northern Pennsylvania, New York, and the New England States. The streams from the melting ice deposited much sand and gravel along their
valleys where this material is now generally found in the form of terraces .
Outwash plains are typical of the deposits of Illinois, Indicna, and Ohio.
In South Dakota all the sands and gravels east of the Missouri River were brought by
ice or glaciofluvial waters.
In Pennsylvania the glaciers brought rock material from Canada and New York State, and
left it in moraines and glaciofluvial depOSits.
The sand and gravel prospector has no problem of discovery for his material in this
region. His problem here becomes one of starch for quality. His object is to find the reworkeci or elaciofluvial deposits in preference to the moraines end eskers . However, the
latter should by no means be overlooked, for their silt or clay content may be in such form
as to afford little difficulty in its removal.
The beds of streams and some lake beaches and terraces afford promiSing sources for
clean, sorted materials.

The widespread and plentiful distribution of sand and gravel deposits coupled with the

PROSFECTIl'G

early laxity of specification requirements when the industry was young, rendered prospecting

for those materials unnecessary. Discovery was a common occurrence through the agency of

other unrelated activities such as the building of roads, railway rights of way, or canals,

digging cellars and wells for houses, and drilling water, oil, and salt wells. As cosmo—

politan communities grew, sand and gravel plants were erected to supply their markets.

Prospecting for these deposits constituted the simple practice of examining existing evidence

in the immediate neighborhood. With the advent of concrete and the increased demand for
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Before proceeding with the discussion of prospecting the following definitions are made
in order that thete be no mis~nderstanding of the meaning of terms used.
Prospecting is herein defined as the act of searching for, with the object of discovering, depOSits of mineral.
Exploration is defined as the act of examining a deposit when fo~nd, with the object
of determining roughly its size, shape, and value.
Development is defined as the process Of preparing a deposit for exploitation, with the
object of reCOVering its contents for sale or use.
The widespread and plentiful distribution of sand and gravel deposits coupled with the
early laxity of speCification requirements when the industry was yot;ng, rendered prospecting
for those materials unnecessary.
Discovery was a commen occurrence through the agency of
other unrel~ted activities such as the building of roads, railway rights of way, or canals,
digging cellars and wells for houses, and drilling water, oil, and salt wells. As cosmopoll tr.n commeni ties grew. sand and gravel plants were erected to supply their markets.
Prospecting for these depOSits constituted the silliple practice of examining existing evidence
in the immediate neighborhood.
With the advent of concrete and the increased demand for
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aggregates, more and larger plants were erected. Consumption, however, remained in a more

or less centralized market. Building construction centered around cosmopoltan areas, road

construction radiated from those areas, and ballast was delivered to the railroads within

their limits.

Construction, roads, and ballast made heavy demands on these original deposits and in

many places depletion was serious. As knowledge of the art of making concrete grew, speci-

fications became more and more rigid. Deposits previously suitable to market demands were

found to require complicated treatment to meet changing specifications. In consequence,

many deposits were abandoned as not containing sufficient material in reserve to warrant the

expense of an elaborate treatment plant. This caused operators to cast around for new de-

posits. Many were opened and expensive plants were erected only to fail because the ma-

terial proved unsuitable for the market. Other failures resulted because the operators

erected plants on the new deposits identical in design with those just abandoned without real-

izing that the material in the new pit would require entirely different treatment. Many such'

plants erected by individuals were underfinanced and when it became apparent they were un-

suitable the operator failed because of lack of funds to make the required alterations in

design. New investors, many times with no knowledge of the business of producing sand and

gravel other than that some men had made a profit from it, stepped in and bought these new

plants at a reduced valuation. Some were successful after redesign, others were not. The

fact remained, however, that deposits of sand and gravel were known to exist at these points
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and that plants were standing ready to operate. Such plants, to the initiate, are monuments

of failure, but are intriguing to the novice as offering opportunity for rehabilitation and

investment of idle capital. ‘

Many of these failures could have been prevented if previous study had been given by

adequate prospecting for the deposits and exploration when found. '

Recently conditions have again changed. Railroads hampered by lack of earnings have

radically curtailed ballast purchases. Building construction has fallen off badly. The

gravel producer has been forced to concentrate his sales effort on highway construction.

Here also conditions have altered. Where formerly highway construction centered and radiated

from community centers the demand is now for intercommunity roads. This has created a market

for aggregates at widely separated consuming points outside of metropolitan areas. In other

words, the aggregate market has been decentralized.

Freight rates or transportation expense. always a large item in the consumer's bill,

became of still greater importance as delivery points receded from old production centers.

Aggravating this condition, increasing freight rates forced many operators to revert to auto-

truck delivery over paved highways to new projects.

This condition afforded an excellent opportunity for the opening of new deposits favor-

ably situated, with respect to truck or rail haul, to this scattered highway construction.

Again many new plants were built. Rigid and differing specifications requiring treatment

plants of elaborate design coupled with an unprecedented growth of consumption and the in—

ertia of thought respecting radical departure in design, caused operators to follow previous

precepts in the design of these new plants. In consequence many were built near the site

of new road construction after plans entirely too elaborate and for much too great a tonnage.

Upon completion of the particular road project which instigated their erection their owners

found themselves with deposits of material and plants to treat them but without local markets.

This forced them to attempt to extend their field by reducing prices. Thus was ushered in a

period, of intensive, and many times destructive, competition.

Again, had better forethought been expended in prospecting and exploration in conjunc-

tion with a more far—seeing study of markets there would have been less liability for failure

and overcapacity construction.
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aggregates, more and larger plants were erected. Consumption, however, remained in a more
or less centralized market. Building construction centered around cosmopoltan areas, road
construction radiated from those areas, and ballast was delivered to the railroads within
their limits .
Construction, roads, and ballast made heavy demands on these original deposits and in
many places depletion was serious . As knowledge of the art of making concrete grew, specifications became more and more rigid. Deposits previously suitable to market demands were
found to require complicated treatment to meet changing specifications.
In consequence,
many deposits were abandoned as not containing sufficient material in reserve to warrant the
expense of an elaborate treatment plant . This caused operators to cast around for new deposits. Many were opened and expensive plants were erected only to fail because the material proved unsuitable for the market .
Other failures resulted because the operato rs
erected plants on the new deposits identical in design with those just abandoned without realizing that the material in the new pit would require entirely different treatment. Many such
plants erected by individuals were underfinanced and when it became apparent they were unsuitable the operator failed because of lack of funds to make the required alterations in
design. New investors, many times with no knowledge of the business of producing sand and
gravel other than that some men had made a profit from it, stepped in and bought these new
plants at a reduced valuation. Some were successful after redesign, others were not. The
fact remained, however, that deposits of sand and gravel were known to exist at these points
and that plants were standing ready to operate. Such plants, to the initiate, are monuments
of failure, but are intriguing to the novice as offering opportunity for rehabilitation and
investment of idle capital.
Many of these failures could have been prevented if previous study had been given by
adequate prospecting for the deposits and exploration when found .
Recently conditions have again changed. Railroads hampered by lack of earnings have
radically curtailed ballast purchases.
Building construction has fallen off badly.
The
gravel producer has been forced to concentrate his sales effort on highway construction.
Here also conditions have altered. Where formerly highway construction centered and radiated
from community centers the demand is now for intercommunity roads . This has created a market
for aggregates at widely separated consuming points outside of metropolitan areas. In other
words, the aggregate market has been decentralized.
Freight rates or transportation expense, always a large item in the consumer's bill,
became of still greater importance as delivery points receded from old production centers.
Aggravating this condition, increasing freight rates forced many operators to revert to autotruck delivery over paved highways to new projects.
This condition afforded an excellent opportunity for the opening of new deposits favorably situated, with respect to truck or rail haul, to this scattered highway construction.
Again many new plants were built. Rigid and differing specifications requiring treatment
plants of elaborate design coupled with an unprecedented growth of consumption and the inertia of thought respecting radical departure in design, caused operators to follow previous
precepts in the design of these new plants. In consequence many were built near the site
of new road construction after plans entirely too elaborate and for much too great a tonnage.
Upon completion of the particular road project which instigated their erection their owners
found themselves with deposits of material and plants to treat them but without local markets .
This forced them to attempt to extend their field by reducing prices. Thus was ushered in a
period, of intensive, and many times destructive, competition.
Again, had better forethought been expended in prospecting and exploration in conjunction with a more far-seeing study of markets there would have been less liability for failure
and overcapacity construction.
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At present there is a decided movement toward decentralization of production to meet

decentralization of consumption. This is exemplified by the growth in the number of small

wayside_pits erected by new producers, by highway contractors to supply their own jobs, and

more recently by operators of large centrally located plants to compete with the two previous

types in an effort to hold their market territory. ‘

This trend has resulted in the improved design of small portable or semi-portable plants.

These are being erected with the sole purpose of supplying material for a certain construc-

tion project in which a material of definite specifications is required. These plants are

designed to produce that material primarily and it is not intended that they should be cap-

able of supplying material to meet a multiplicity of specifications.

The opening of these new deposits for more or less temporary operation requires first a

careful search for locations within economic or competitive shipping distance of the project

they are intended to supply, and second, a careful exploration to determine their size, and

suitability. There are practically no sand and gravel deposits in existence to-day capable

of supplying any single construction specification without some form of treatment. Size

gradations of natural deposits must be altered to meet engineers‘ specifications. This means

the elimination of certain-sizes and a recombination of others. These eliminated sizes must

in many cases be wasted. In this the small plant supplying a single project is at a dis-

advantage because it has no outlet for these wasted materials. Soft particles must be re—

moved, as must clay and silt also. This requires washing and at times hand picking. Washing
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requires suitable supplies of water. The type and design of the production equipment will

depend upon the physical characteristics of the deposit. The design of the treatment equip—

ment will depend equally upon the physical character of the material in the deposit and the

gradation and specification desired. The screen sizes must be correlated to produce.the de—

sired gradation from the raw or washed material. The method of washing must be suited to the

quantity of material that must be removed. Assurance must be had that the water.supply is

adequate and suitable. - ~

All of these items of study are based on knowledge which can be and should be obtained

by a careful program of prospecting and exploration. No plant should be erected without this

preliminary search and study. The extent of the prospecting and exploration campaign will

necessarily be adjusted to the size and complicity of the market it is desired to supply.

E£2§2§2LlQg_M§£Qods

Prospecting for sand and gravel is usually done by one of two general methods: The

direct method, wherein the prospector sets out to find a visible deposit; and the indirect

method, in which he relies upon topographic or geologic knowledge to guide him to likely

localities.

In the direct method the prospector endeavors to find a deposit which outcrops above

the soil or water level, is visible in clear shallow water, can be seen in railroad-or high-

way cuts, or is known to exist from data collected in the digging of cellars, wells, or post

At present there is a d~cided movement toward decentralization of production to meet
decentralization of consumption . This is exemplified by the growth in the number of small
wayside pits erected by new prod~cers, by highway ccntractors to supply their own jobs, and
~o:e recently by operators of large centrally loccted plants to compete with the two previous
types in an effort to hold their market territcry.
This trend has resulted in the improved design of small portable or semi-portable plants.
These are being erected with the sole purpose of supplying material for a certain construction project in which a material of definite specifications is required . These plants are
designed to prod~ce that material primarily and it is not intended that. they should be capable of supplying material to meet a multiplicity of specifications.
The opening of these new deposits for more or less temporary operation requires first a
oaref~l search for locations within economic or competitive shipping distance of the project
they are intended to supply, ~nd s~cond, a careful exploration to determine their size, and
suitability. There ?re practically no sand c.nd gravel deposits in existence to-day capable
of supplying any single construction specification without some form of tre:t.tment .
Size
gradations of natural deposits must be altered to meet engineers' specifications. This means
the elimination of certain·sizes and a recombinaticn of others . These eliminated sizes must
in many cases be wasted.
In this the small plant supplying a Single project is at a disadvantage because it has no outlet for these wasted materials . Soft particles must be removed, as must clay and silt al~o . This requires washing and at times hand picking. Washing
requires sui ta.ble supplies of water. The type f.nd design of the production eq).lipment will
depenct upon the physical characteristics of the deposjt . The design of the treatment equipment will depend equally upon the physical character of the material in tte deposit and the
gradation ar.d specification desired . The screen sizes must be correlated to produce . the desired gredation from the raw or washed material. The method of washing must be suited to t~e
quantity of material that must be removed. Assur~nce must be had that the water supply is
adequate and suitable.
All of these items of study are hased on knowledge which can be ~nd should be obtained
by a careful program of prospecting and exploration . No plent should be erected without this
prelimin~ry search and study .
The extent of the prospecting and exploretion campaign will
necessarily be ::Ictjusted to the size end complicity of the market it is desired to supply.

holes. This method involves a great deal of time in the observation and search for visible

outcrops and in the collection of excavation information. A large percentage of the results

will be negative. In such a search the prospector must systematically examine the whole area.

The indirect_method presupposes a knowledge of the structural geology of the region un-

der investigation. This method is primarily one of elimination in which the prospector

avoids all that area which has unfavorable topographic or geologic structure. He thereby

confines his direct examination to only that area which his knowledge indicates may contain

commercial material. His first procedure in this method is to collect all available data

on the geology and physiography of the territory. The published reports of Federal and State
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Prospeqting for sand and gravel is usually done by one of two general methods : The
dii&ct method, wherein the prospector sets out to fi&d a visiblo deposit ; and the indirect
method, in which he relies upon topographic or geologic knowledge to guide him to likely
locali ties.
In the direct method the prospector endeavors to find a deposit which outcrops above
the ~oil or water level, is visihle in clear shallow weter, Cf.n be seen in railroad or highway cuts, or is ~nown to exist from data collected in the digging of cellars, wells, or post
holes. This mathed involves a greet deal of time in the observation end search for visitle
outClopS and in the collection of excavation inform&tion . A large percentage of the results
will be negative . In such a se~rch the prospector must systematically ex~mine the whole area.
The indirect method presupposes a knowledge of the structural geology of the region under investigation.
This method is primarily one of elimin2.tion in which the prospector
avoids all that area which hv.s unfavoreble topographic or geologic structure.
He thereby
confines his direct examination to only that area which his knowledge indicates may contain
com~e~cial mat~rial.
His first procedure in this method is to collect all available data
cn the geology and physiography of the territory . The published reports of Federal and State
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geological surveys will be of considerable assistance at this stage. These reports need not

necessarily deal with sand and gravel resources only, but may relate entirely to geologic

structure. The interpretation of the causes and results of the local structural history

will furnish the key to likely sources. Upon locating favorable structures a knowledge of

the genesis of the formation may give valuable information as to the character and value of

the deposit itself. In such a search much of the prospector's time and money are saved by

his knowledge of where to search without the necessity of examining the whole region.

Table 1 shows the principal guides to surficial examination for sand and gravel deposits.

Supplementing and in further explanation of the following table the following comments

are in order.

Topographic Features

Topographically the earth's land surface may be divided into two general divisions: One

of high relief or mountainous areas, and one of low relief or broad valleys and plains. In

the first, erosion is active and products of erosion are rapidly removed with comparatively

geological surveys will be of considerable assistance at this stage . These reports need not
necessarily deal with sand and gravel resources only, but may relate entirely to geologi~
structure.
The interpretation of the causes and results of the local structural history
will furnish the key to likely sources. Upon locating favorable structures a knowledge of
the genesis of the formation may give valuable information as to the character and value of
the deposit itself. In such a search much of the prospector's time and money are saved by
his knowledge of where to search without the necessity of examining the whole region.
Table 1 shows the principal guides to surficial examination for sand and gravel deposits.
Supplementing and in further explanation of the following table the following comments
are in order.

little deposition occurring. In the second, the erosion products of the first are deposited

Topographic Features

and erosion is very slow. The second division may be further subdivided into areas in which

the material has been deposited by transporting agencies such as ice or water and others

where material is left in place by weathering.

Therefore, regions of high relief being deficient in conditions favorable to deposition

are not as promising territory for the prospector as those of low relief. This, of course,
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is a general statement and must not be taken as covering all conditions. For instance, swift

mountain streams may debouch from narrow valleys into broad piedmont plains with suddenly

decreased slope. This causes deposition as alluvial fans and plains which may be formed in

mountainous regions. only to be later reworked by the continuing stream action and tans-

ported to and deposited on lower plains.

Low, rounded hills in glacial regions suggest moraines or eskers, depending on the

relation of their long axes to ice movement. Rounded ridges outside of glacial areas suggest

residual deposits.

Gently sloping plains at the base of mountain ranges suggest alluvial fans or plains.

Similar plains not contiguous to mountains but in the vicinity of glacial territory suggest

outwash or fluvio glacial plains. Flat-topped plateaus in coastal-plain areas suggest marine

deposition.

Rivers with swift currents and narrow valleys indicate small bar deposits of coarse

gravel and boulders. Narrow, moderately swift streams in wide valleys indicate gravel and

sand bars in their beds and terraced valley walls. Broad. slow-moving rivers traversing

flat or gently sloping plains indicate fine gravel with accumulations of sand and silt.

The grade of a drainage system will vary from steep slopes in the mountains to zero in

the valleys. The transporting power of a stream is dependent on the velocity of the current.

‘which in turn is dependent on the grade and character of the stream bed, the height, char-

acter, and alignment of the banks, the depth and volume of water flowing, and the amount of

material being transported. Old publications state that the size of a particle which can be

transported by a stream varies as the fifth power of the velocity. Van Wagenen 4 gives the

following table:

4 - Van Wagenen. T. F., Manual of Hydraulic Mining: D. Van Nostrand. N. Y.. 1880. p. 88.
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Topographically the earth's land surface may be divided into two general divisions : One
of high relief or mountainous areas, and one of low relief or broad valleys and plains. In
the first, erosion is active and products of erosion are rapidly removed with comparatively
little deposition occurring. In the second, the erosion products of the first are deposited
and erosion is very slow. The seconJ division ~ay be further subdivided into areas in which
the mat.erial has been deposited by transporting agencies such as ice or water and others
where material is left .in place by weathering.
Therefore, regions of high relief being deficient in conditions favorable to deposition
are not as promising territory for the prospector as those of low relief. This, of course,
is a general statement and must not be taken as covering all conditions. For instance, swift
mountain streams may debouch from narrow valleys into broad piedmont plains with suddenly
decreased slope. This causes deposition as alluvial fans and plains which may be formed in
mountainous regions, only to be later reworked by the continuing stream action and tansported to and deposited on lower plains .
Low, rounded hills in glacial regions suggest moraines or eslters, depending on the
relation of their long axes to ice movement. Rounded ridges outside of glacial areas suggest
residual deposits.
Gently sloping plains at the base of mountain ranges suggest alluvial fans or plains.
Similar plains not contiguous to mountains but in the vicinity of glacial territory suggest
outwash or fluvioglacial plains. Flat-topped plateaus in coastal-plain areas suggest marine
deposition .
Rivers with swift currents and narrow valleys indicate small bar deposits of coarse
gravel and bowlders. Narrow, moderately swift streams in wide valleys indicate gravel and
sand bars in their beds and terraced valley walls.
Broad, slow-moving riverS traversing
flat or gently sloping plains indicate fine gravel with accumUlations of sand and silt.
The grade of a drainage system will vary from steep slopes in the mountains to zero in
the valleys. The transporting power of a stream is dependent on the velocity of the current.
which in turn is dependent on the grade and character of the stream bed, the height, character, and alignment of the banks, the depth and volume of water flowing, and the amount of
material being transported. Old publications state that the size of a particle which can be
transported by a stream varies as the fifth power of the velocity. Van Wagenen 4 gives the
following table:

4 - Van Wagenen. T. F .• Manual of Hydraulic Mining :
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Table 2.- Transporting power of water in sluiceways

Velocity, Material moved

Table 2.- Transporting power of water in

sluicewa~

f.p.m.

16 Begins to wear away fine clay.

Velocity,
llaterial moved
f . p.m.
16
Begins to wear away fine clay.
Just lifts fine sand.
30
39
Lifts sand as coarse as linseed.
45
Moves fine gravel.
120
Moves I-inch pebbles .
Moves pebbles as large as eggs.
200
300
Moves bowlders 3 to 4 inches in diameter.
400
Moves bowlders 6 to 8 inches in diameter.
600
Moves bowlders 12 to 18 inches in diameter.

30 Just lifts fine sand.

39 Lifts sand as coarse as linseed.

45 Moves fine gravel.

120 Moves l-inch pebbles.

200 Moves pebbles as large as eggs.

300 Moves boulders 3 to 4 inches in diameter.

400 Moves boulders 6 to 8 inches in diameter.

600 Moves boulders 12 to 18 inches in diameter.

Owing to the differences in influential factors the carrying power of water in streams

will vary considerably and sluice experiments are not truly comparative. A similar table is

quoted by Geikie 5 as follows:

Table 3.- Transporting power of river currents

Velocity,| Material moved

__f.p.m;_|

15 Will just begin to work on fine clay.

30 Will lift fine sand.

Owing to the differences in influential factors the carrying power of water in streams
will vary considerably and sluice experiments are not truly comparative. A similar table is
quoted by Geikieo as follows:
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40 Will lift sand as coarse as linseed.

60 Will sweep along fine gravel.

120 Will roll l-inch pebbles.

180 Will sweep along slippery angular stones of

the size of an egg.

Table 3.- Transporting power of river

Many times a rise of only 1 foot in a river will replace sand and gravel that required

current~

months to remove by dredging.

Veloci ty, I
_L!L.!!!.~_I

Very shoal or very swift water is not conducive of forming river bed deposits. Deep

pools above or below shallow rapids are potential sites of deposits. The inside of curves

in the river's course, the point of confluence of small tributaries with the larger stream,

15
30
40
60
120
180

or the site of any other cause which tends to decrease the current flow indicates deposition.

A common method of testing the rate of deposition in a stream bed is to submerge a wood-

en box in the river bottom (see fig. 2) so that the upper edges are just flush with the bed.

Observation of the time required to fill the box or preferably measurement of the amount

caught in a given time calculated to the ratio between the width of the box and the width of

the stream will give the information desired.

Gravel beds free from clay and silt offer favorable conditions for the free migration

of underground water. Therefore in arid regions the presence of unusual vegitation often

Material moved

Will just begin to work on fine clay .
Will lift fine sand.
Will lift sand as coarse as linseed.
Will sweep along fine gravel.
Will roll I-inch pebbles .
Will sweep along slippery angular stones of
the size of an egg .

indicates the presence of underlying sands or gravels. As an example, in Georgia6 sand

5 - Geikie, A., Class-book of Geology: Macmillan & Co.. London, 1902.

6 - Teas, L. P., Preliminary Report on the Sand and Gravel Deposits of Georgia: Bull. '57. Geological Survey of Geor—

gia, 1921, p. 132.
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Many times a rise of only 1 foot in a river will replace sand and gravel that required
months to remove by dredging .
Very shoal or very swift water is not conducive of forming river bed deposits. Deep
pools above or below shallow rapids are potential sites of deposits. The inside of curves
in the river's course, the point of confluence of small tributaries with the larger stream,
or the site cf any other cause which tends to decrease the current flow indicates deposition.
A common method of testing the rate of deposition in a stream bed is to submerge a wooden box in the river bottom (see fig . 2) so that the upper edges are just flush with the bed .

Observation of the time required to fill the box or preferably measurement of the amount
caught in a given time calculated to the ratio between the width of the box and the width of
the stream will give the information desired.
Gravel beds free from clay and silt offer favorable conditions for the free migration
of underground water. Therefore in arid regions the presence of unusual vegitation often
indicates the presence of underlying sands or gravels.
As an example, in Georgia 6 sand
5 - Geikie, A., Class-book of Geology:

Macmillan & Co., London. 1902.

6 - Teas, L. P .• Preliminary Report on the Sand and Gravel Deposits of Georgia :

Bull. 37 . Geological Survey of Geor-

gla. 1921. p. 132.
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deposits along the fall line are easily located_by the growth of scrubby, sharp-leafed,

black Jack pines in an otherwise barren surface landscape. In other sections, such as parts

of Texas, the presence of willow trees are indicative of subsurface water in gravel occupy-

ing stream beds long since abandoned by the present watercourses.

The prospector will do well, then, to observe first the topography and physiographic

features of the surface, including vegetation where it may be indicative. His next interest

is the physical character of the material exposed to view. He must then correlate these

data with topographic information. I

The composition, shape, size, and surface markings of sand and gravel particles are

important in defining the origin and estimating the value of deposits. The presence of de-

composable minerals indicates short, rapid transit from source to deposit without extended

erosion. Smooth—surfaced, angular to rounded pebbles indicate alluvial deposits. Pitted

or rough—surfaced gravels indicate residual deposits. Angular to rounded particles with

striated or grooved surfaces point to glacial action. Subangular to well—rounded gravels

with smooth surfaces having a dull polish indicate marine deposition.

geophysical Prospecting

So far as the writer is aware geophysical methods of prospecting for gravel deposits

have not as yet been used by operators. During the summer of 1931 the Illinois State Geo-

logical Survey conducted some experiments with the relative resistivity method in locating

depocits along the fall line are easily loca'ted by the growth of scr1.ibby, sharp-leafed,
black jack pines in an otherwise barren surface lendscape. In other sections, such as parts
of Texas. the presence of willow trees are indicative of subsurface water in gravel occupying stream beds long since abandoned by the present watercourses .
The prospector will. do well. t~en. to obsene first Ue topography and physiographic
features of the surface, inclcding vegetation w~ere it may be indicative. Pois next inter96t
is the physical character of the material exposed to view.
Poe must then correlate these
d~ta with topographic information.
The composition. shape. size. and surface markings of sand and gravel particles are
important in defining tte origin and estimating the value of depOSits. The presence of decomposable minerals indicates short, rapid transit fro~ source to deposit without extended
erosion.
Smooth-surfaced, angular to rot:nded pebbles indicate alluvial deposits.
Pitted
or rough-surfaced gravels indicate residual depOsits.
Angular to rounded particles wi th
striated or grooved surfaces point to glacial action . Subangul:H to well-rounded gravels
with smooth surfaces having a dull polish indicate marine deposition.

gravel. This work was conducted by M. King Hubbert, Instructor in Geophysics, Columbia
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University, and the results were published as Technical Publication No. 463 by the American

~eQphysical

Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, 29 West 39th Street, New York.

f£ospecting

One test made to locate the depth of bedrock below the surface gave negative results

and the depth could not be determined. Unexpectedly, however, differences in resistivity

were marked at two stations, and this information combined with a knowledge of the local

geology indicated the presence of a sharply defined gravel deposit. probably in the form of

an ancient river channel.

In another test one station showed an abnormally high value of apparent specific re-

sistivity indicating a shallow highly resistant body underlain by a relatively better con-

ductor. This again was interpreted as gravel by applying a knowledge of local geology.

In order to check these results, experiments were made upon land known to contain gravel

previously outlined by test pits and wells. The resistivity test coincided almost exactly

with the known gravel area. For details of these tests the reader is referred to the pre-

viously noted publication.

From these results it would seem that geophysical methods have a place in the field of

gravel prospecting, especially in the location of deposits otherwise hidden from surface

examination.

EXPLORATION

The impression that the work of the prospector ends with discovery of a promising de-

posit is unfortunately far too prevalent. On the contrary, with such discovery the work of

the prospector has only begun. His job from here on is to demonstrate that his discovery

has a commercial value. This involves a careful examination of the surface exposures, fol-

lowed by a Similar examination of the material below the soil mantle or clay overburden.

The size or extent of the deposit is important not only to insure sufficient material to

supply the market but to ascertain what possibility there may be for competitors to locate

on and operate portions of the deposit beyond the property leased or owned by the operator.

259 _ 16 _

So far as the writer is aware geophysical reethods of prospecting for gravel deposits
L~Vd not as yet been ~sed by operators.
During the summer of 1931 the Illinois State Geological Survey cond~cted some experiments with the relative resistivity method in locating
gravel.
This work was conducted by M. King Hubbert, Instructor in Geophysics, Columbia
University. and the results were published as Tectnical Publication No. 463 by the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, 29 West 39th Street. New York.
One test ~~de to locate the depth of bedrock below the surface gave negative results
and the depth could not be determined.
Unexpectedly. however, di frerences in resisti vi ty
~ere marked at two staticns, and this information combined with a knowledge of the local
geology indicated the presence of a sharply defined gravel deposit. probably in the form of
nn ancient river channel .
In another test one station showed an abnor~ally high value of apparent specific resistivity indicating a shallow highly resistant body underl~in by a relatively better con~uctor.
This again was interpreted as gravel by applying a knowledge of local geology.
In order to check these results, experiments were made upon land known to contain gravel
previously outlined by test pits and wells. The resistivity test coincided almost exactly
with the known eravel area. For details of these tests the reader is referred to the previously noted publication.
From these results it would seem that geophysical methods have a place in the field of
gravel pro spec Eng. especially in the location 0 f deposi ts othe rwise hidden from sur face
examination.
EXPLORATION
The impression that the work of the prospeQtqr ends with discovery of a promiSing deposit is ~nfortunately far too prevalent. On the contrary, with such discovery the work of
the prospector has only begun. His job from here on is to de~onstrate that his discovery
has ~ commercial value . This involves a careful examination of the surface exposures, followed by a' similar examinaticn of the reaterial below the soil mantle or clay overburden.
The size or extent of the deposit is important not only to insure sufficient material to
supply the market but to ascertain what possibility there may be for competitors to locate
on and operate portions of the deposit beyond the property leased or owned by the operator.
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Of equal or greater importance, however, is a careful sampling and testing of the ma-

terial to ascertain thoroughly and accurately its natural size gradation and physical char-

acteristics.

If exploration is thorough, the prospector will have obtained the necesary data on

which the operator may pass intelligent judgment on such questions as whether the deposit is

sufficiently large to operate, whether it contains the necessary materials to fill specifi—

cations for markets within shipping distance, whether there is sufficient material available,

how much material must be wasted and the locations of the best sites for waste dumps, and,

in addition, the type of equipment best suited for its exploitation, the best method of

attack, the proper location for the treatment plant, and the type of equipment needed in

preparing the material for market. _

None of these questions can be answered definitely by prospecting alone. Therefore the

importance of exploration and its interrelation between prospecting and development is es-

tablished and emphasized.

Prior to a discussion of methods of exploration, it seems advisable to define certain

terms used in connection with sand and gravel production. Authorities differ in their de-

finitions of the terms "clay," "silt," "sand," "gravel," "pebbles," "cobbles," and "Boulders."

As a matter of comparison some of these definitions are quoted herewith:

Sand is a mass of small rock fragments in an incoherent
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condition.

Gravel and coarse sand are synonymous.

Sand may be defined as a naturally occurring incoherent,

Of equal or greater importance. however. is a careful sampling and testing of the material to ascertain thoroughly and accurately its natural size gra~ation and physical characteristics.
If exploration is thorough. the prospector will have obtained the necesary data on
which the operator may pass intelligent judgment on such questions as whether the deposit is
sufficiently large to operate. whether it contains the necessary materials to fill specifications for markets within shipping distance. whether there is sufficient material available.
how much material must be wasted and the locations of the best sites for waste dumps. and,
in addition. the type of equipment best suited for its eXploitation. the best method of
attack, the proper location for the treatment plant, and the type of equipment needed in
preparing the material for market.
None of these questions can be answered definitely by prospecting alone. Therefore the
importance of exploration and its interrelation between prospecting and development is established and emphasized .
Prior to a discussion of methods of exploration. it seems advisable to define certain
terms used in connection with sand and gravel production . Authorities differ in their definitions of the terms "clay," "silt." "sand," "gravel , " "p<,bbles," "cobbles," and "bowlders."
As a matter of comparison some of these definitions are quoted herewith;

granular rock material less than 1/4 inch and-more

than 1/200 inch in diameter.

Sand is a mass of small rock fragments in an incoherent
condi tion.
Gravel and coarse sand are synonymous . 7
Sand may be defined as a naturally occurring incoherent,
granular rock material less than 1/4 inch and more
than 1/200 inch in diameter .
Gravel, similar except as to size .
Silt, similar except as to size. 8
Sand is an incoherent material made up of particles of
crushed or worn rock .
Silt, similar to sand except in size.
Clay, similar to sand except in size.
Gravel is an incoherent rounded to subangular rock .material larger than 1/4 and l~ss than 4 to 5 inches
in diameter.
Cobbles, similar to gravel except in size .
Bowlders, similar to gravel except in size. 9
~and in a commercial sense somewhat loosely means a material consisting of rock particles which are larger than 1/200 inch in diameter and smaller than
"1/4 inch.

Gravel, similar except as to size.

Silt, similar except as to size.8 . ,

Sand is an incoherent material made up of particles of

crushed or worn rock.

Silt, similar to sand except in size.

Clay, similar to sand except in size. '

Gravel is an incoherent rounded to subangular rock.ma-

terial larger than 1/4 and less than 4 to 5 inches

in diameter.

Cobbles, similar to gravel except in size.

Boulders, similar to gravel except in size.9

Sand in a commercial sense somewhat loosely means a ma-

terial consisting of rock particles which are lar-

ger than 1/200 inch in diameter and smaller than

1/4 inch.

7

‘4% A‘ 1.11‘ ML.‘ k -x__lu ‘-- h__.‘

7 - Condra. G- 8., The Sand and Gravel Resources and Industries of Nebraska: Nebraska Geol. Survey, vol. 3. pt. 1,

1911. p. 16.

8 — Martens, H. J. C., Sand and Gravel Deposits of Florida: 19th Ann. Rept., Florida Geol. Survey, 1926-27, 1928,

p" 39. ~ ‘ ‘

~"9'-- Teas,'cf'pff'§reliminary Report on the Sand and Gravel Deposits of Georgia: Geol. Survey Georgia, Bull. 37,

1921. p._1_l
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7 _ Condra. G. E., The Sand and Gravel Resources and Industri Gs of Nebraska:
1911. p. 16.
8 - Martens , H. J . C.• Sand and Gravel Deposits of Florida:

Nebraska Geol . Survey. vol . 3. pt. 1.

19th Ann . Rept . , Florida Geol. Survey. 1926-27, 1928 ,

p. 39.

·9 _ Teas, L: P.- ,Preliminary Report on the Sand and Gravel

Depo~its 0 f

Georgia:

Geol. Survey Georgia, Bull . 37,

1921. p . 1.
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Gravel consists of somewhat rounded rock fragments lar—

ger than 1/4 inch and smaller than 2 to 3 feet in

Gravel consists of somewhat rounded rock fragments larger than 1/4 inch and smaller than 2 to :3 feet in
diameter . 10

diameter.1°

Wentworth makes a further size classification as follows:

Diameter in inches

Blue was

Clay.un..u..uuuun.uuun.......... - 1/6500

Wentworth makes a further size classification as follows:

_ Silt.......nunnnni......uun..n.. 1/6500 1/400

Sand: Very fine ) ‘ '

Fine )

Medium )uuunl.u. 1/400 1/12

Coarse ) I

Clay ... ... . .. .. ....... .... .. .. ... ..... .
Silt. .
..... ... ..... .
Sand: Very fine )
Fine
)
Medium
) .. ... ... . . ....... . . .
Coarse
)
Very coarse)
Gravel: Granule .... .. . .. .
Pebble . .. .
Cobble . .
Bowlder ... .. . . ... ..... . . ... .

Very coarse)

Gravel: Granule.................... l/12 1/6

Pebble. n-...nu...n...n. 1/6 2 1/2

Cobble..nuh...uh...unn.. 2 1/2 10

Bowlder ......“U. .h.... 10 -

Sand indicates any granular rock material passing 8 mesh

and retained on 270 mesh, regardless of chemical

composition or manner of origin.
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Gravels are fragments of unconsolidated deposits greater

than 1/4 inch in diameter.ii

Nevin also makes a further size distinction as follows:

Diameter in inches

gigs Minus

Diameter in inches
Min1!.§
f11!.§
1/6fiOO
1/6500
1/400

1/400

1/12

1/12
1/6
2 1/2
10

1/6
2 1/2
10

Silt. nnuulun.......... - 270 mesh

Sand: Fine ..... . ... . 270 mesh 70 do.

Sand indicates any granular rock material passing 8 mesh
and retained on 270 mesh, regardless of chemical
composition or manner of origin .
Gravels are fragments of unconsolidated deposits greater
than 1/4 inch in diameter. 11

Medium. .............H 70 do. 20 do.

Coarse ............... ... 20 do. 8 do.

Torpedo..nun.un.. 1/8 1/4

Gravel: No. 1 . . . . . . . . .. 3/8 round or 3/4 round

1/4 square

NO. 2.H....H.H.. 3/4 round l—l/2 do.

NO. 3HH........U 1—1/2 do. 2-3/4 do.

Nevin also makes a

No. 4 . . . . . . . . . .. 2-3/4 do. 5—5/4 do.

f~rther

size distinction as follows:

Sand.- The fine granular material (usually less than 1/4

inch in diameter) resulting from the natural disin—

tegration of rock, or from the crushing of friable

sandstone rocks.

Silt . ... .. .
Sand: Fine .. . ... .. .. . .
Medium . ...... . . .. .
Coarse ...... .... ... ..
Torpedo . .
Gravel : No . 1 ..... ... .

_--0_— -_-_—-n o_--_- n—-- _—-~ -— o-—-_ --_-_-———u—_ __-_ l c n- __ —-———_—_—-a Q” -—-~- lb—---_ _

10 - Wentworth, C. K., Sand and Gravel Resources of the Coastal Plain of Virginia: Virginia Geological Survey, Bull.

32, 1930, p. 119.

ll - Nevin, Chas. I. The Sand and Gravel Resources of New York, Bull. 282 New York State Museum, 1929, p. 7.
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No . 2 .
No . 3 ..
No. 4 .. .

Diameter in inches
Minus
fill
270
mesh
270
mesh
do .
70
do .
70
do .
20
20
do.
8
do .
1/8
1/4
3/8 round or
3/4 round
1/4 square
round
3/4
1-1/2 do.
1-1/2 do.
2-3/4 do .
2-3/4 do.
3-3/4 do.

Sand.- The fine granular material (usually less than 1/4
inch in diameter) resulting from the natural disintegration of rock, or from the crushing of friable
sandstone rocks .

10 - Wentworth. C. K. • Sand and Gravel Resources of the Coastal Plain of Virginia : Virginia Geological Survey. Bull.
32. 1930. p . 119.
11 - Nevin. Chas . M. The Sand and Gravel Resources of New York. Bull. 262 New York State Museum. 1929. p. 7 .
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Kote.- When used without a qualifying adjective. the
term "sand" is generally understood to mean the
product of the natural disintegration of siliceous
or calcareous rock. tand should be distinguished
from screenings. gravel. etc. The size of the particle and other phy~ical characteristics should be
taken care of in specifications . The fine material
resulting from the crushing of blast furnace slag
is known as "slag sand . ,,12

I.C.6668.

Note.- When used without a qualifying adjective, the

term "sand" is generally understood to mean the

product of the natural disintegration of siliceous

or calcareous rock. Sand should be distinguished

from screenings, gravel, etc. The size of the par-

ticle and other physical characteristics should be

taken care of in specifications. The fine material

resulting from the crushing of blast furnace slag

is known as "slag sand."12

Merrill 13 makes the following size classification:

Qlegslsli_ﬁilllgslsz§

Merrill 13 makes the following size classification :

Gravel ......................................... U. About 2

Fine gravel ............................... H. 2 to 1

Coarse sand ............................... H. l to 0.5

Digmeter~mil!im~!~~

Medium sand ................................. H 0.50 to 0.25

Gravel.. .. ......... . ....... ... ..
Fine gravel
Coarse sand ..
Medium sand
Fine sand ..
Very fine sand
Silt ....... ..... . .... ... .... ... .
Fine silt .
Clay ..

Fine sand ...................................... H .25 to .10

Very fine sand ........................... . . .10 to .05

Silt ................................................ .. .05 to .01

Fine silt ..................................... .. .010 to .005

Clay ............................................. i .005 to .0001
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Silt.- The deposit of mud or fine earth from running or

standing water.

Sand.- The finely divided material, generally of a sili-

ceous nature resulting from the reduction of rock

by natural forces to the size included under fine

aggregate (minus 4 mesh).

About 2
2 to 1
1 to 0 . 5
0.50 to 0.25
. 25 to .10
.10 to .05
.05 to .01
.010 to .005
.005 to .0001

Gravel.— Loose material containing particles larger than

sand resulting from natural crushing and erosion of

rocks.

Silt.- The deposit of mud or fine earth from r~nning or
standing water.
Sand.- The finely divijed material. generally of a siliceous nature resulting from the reduction of rock
by natural forces to the size included under fine
aggregate (minus 4 mesh).
Gravel.- Loose material containing particles larger than
sand resulting from natural crushing and erosion of
rocks .
Plum stone.- Same as gravel exce9t ranging from 3 inches
in diameter to 100 pounds in weight.
Cyclopean stone.- Same as pl~m stone except over 100
pounds in weight. 14

Plum stone.- Same as gravel except ranging from 3 inches

in diameter to 100 pounds in weight.

Cyclopean stone.— Same as plum stone except over 100

pounds in weight.14

These typical examples of both definitive phraseology and size present rather wide

differences. The author presents the following definitions as embracing the concensus of

opinion and use by the producers and consumers of sand and gravel:

Clay and silt.- The unconsolidated material, finer than 200 mesh, resulting from the

natural disintegration of rocks.

Sand.- The unconsolidated granular material coarser than 200 mesh and finer than 1/4

inch resulting from the natural disintegration of rocks.

Gravel.- The unconsolidated material coarser than 1/4 inch and finer than 3% inches

resulting from the natural disintegration of rocks.

12 - American Society for Testing Materials, Standard C58-28. Definition of sand by Committee E-8: Standards, pt. 2,

1930, p. 165.

13 - The Educational Series of Rock Specimens Collected and Distributed by the United States Geological Survey: U. 8.

Cool. Survey Bull. 150, 1898, Chapter by Merrill, G. P., p. 380.

14 — Committee on Nomenclature, American Concrete Institute Proceedings, 1923, p. 319.
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These typical examples of both definitive phraseology and size present rather wide
differences. The author presents the following definitions as embracing the concensus of
opinion and use by the producers and consumers of sand and gravel:
Clay and silt.- The unconsolidated material. finer than 200 mesh. resulting from the
natural disintegration of rocks.
Sand.- The unconsolidated granular material coa:ser than 200 mesh and finer than 1/4
inch resulting from the natural disintegration of rocks.
Gravel.- The unconsoliciated material coarser than 1/4 inch and finer than 3t inches
resulting from the natural disintegration of rocks.
12 - American Society for Testing Materials, Standard C58-28 .

Definition of sand by Committee £-8:

Standards, pt. 2,

1930, p. 165 .
13 - The Educational Series of Rock Specimens Collected and Distributed by the United States Geological Survey:
Geol. Survey Bull. 150, 1698, Chapter by Merrill, G. P., p. 380 .
14 - Committee on Nomenclature, American Concrete Institute
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P

Pebbles.- Identical with gravel.

Cobbles.- The unconsolidated material larger than 3% inches and smaller than 10 inches

in diameter resulting from the natural disintegration of rocks.

Boulders. The unconsolidated material larger than 10 inches in diameter resulting from

the natural disintegration of rocks.

These various size classifications have been grouped in Table 4 for facility in com-

parison.

Exploration Methods

Exploration means examination. The object of exploration is to determine the size,

Pebbles.- Identical with gravel.
Cobbles.- The unconsolidated material larger than 3t inches and 3maller than 10 inches
in diameter resulting from the natural disintegration of rocks.
Bowlders.- The unconsolidated material larger than 10 inches in diameter resulting from
the natural disintegration of rocks.
These various size classifications have been grouped in Table 4 for facility in comparison.

shape, and value of a previously discovered deposit. Discovery may be merely the observing

of the material lifted with a post-hole digger, the excavated material from a collar or well,

Exploration Methods

or visible in railway or highway cuts or similar exposures. Determination of size, shape and

value requires actual physical examination of the material over the whole deposit, or at

least over the area owned or leased. This requires opening holes or pits at intervals from

which samples may be collected that will represent as nearly as possible the deposit as a

whole. These samples must then be carefully tested in various ways and the results charted

or otherwise recorded. With such information at hand the prospector reaches the most im—

portant step of all, which is a proper and intelligent interpretation of his results.

There are various ways of determining the extent of a deposit lying below thin over—
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burden. If the soil be light one can often outline the gravel below by means of an iron bar.

By churning, the bar can be forced through the soil by hand. When it strikes gravel a dis-

tinctly different metallic sound will be heard and usually the gravel will be more difficult

to penetrate than the soil. The same means is often used for testing gravel bars in rivers

in which the gravel is covered by fine sand or silt. Surface material may thicken in places

beyond the reach of the bar and such areas would be reported as containing no gravel, al-

though it might be present at greater depth. A length of 3/4—inch pipe to one end of which

a steel point has been welded will extend the depth beyond that which can be reached by a

solid bar. This method is applicable to the location of gravel from 2 of 15 feet below the

surface. In river bars pipes have been used to locate gravel 20 feet or more beneath the

surface of the water. The method is of principal interest in prospecting but is useful in

delineating a deposit when discovered. It is inconclusive in that it recovers no samples

and is useless in thick or heavy overburden.

Some operators are successful in exploring with the use of ordinary steel pipe 2 to 2%

inches in diameter. One end of the pipe is forged or filed to a sharp edge with the bevel

on the inside (fig. 3, A). A malleable—iron coupling or tee is screwed to the other end and

the pipe is driven into the ground by wooden mauls or steel sledges. Short or long lengths

of pipe are used, but with the latter platforms must be used to allow the men to reach the

top end of the pipe in starting. Old diamond-drill rods can be used for this purpose.

Ordinary pipe in short lengths with couplings of larger diameter than the pipe offers greater

resistance to both driving and pulling than the drill rod with its flush joints.

The pipe is pulled, held over a wooden or steel platform, and tapped with a light ham—

mer. As the material falls out the pipe is moved in a straight line. In this way the ma-

terial brought up in the pipe is left in a continuous pile roughly representing its position

in the ground. It can then be examined in whatever interval is required.

By forming the bevel of the cutting edge on the inside, the material entering the pipe

is compressed as the pipe is driven. This helps to retain it when the pipe is pulled. Some

prefer to enlarge the cutting end beyond the pipe diameter. "“‘ “‘““ '““‘

.L-_l\'e u. ~=JJ QU~QM IH - rs
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Exploration means examination.
The obj ect of exploration is to determine the size,
shape, and value of a previously discovered deposit . Discovery may be merely the observing
of the material lifted with a post-hole digger, the excavated material from a cellar or well,
or visible in railway or highway cuts or similar exposures . Determination of size, shape and
value requires actual physical examination of the material over the whole deposit, or at
least over the area owned or leased. This requires opening holes or pits at intervals from
whioh samples may be collected that will represent as nearly as possible the deposit as a
whole. These samples must then be carefully tested in various ways and the results charted
or otherwise recorded . With such information at hand the prospector reaches the most important step of all, which is a proper and intelligent interpretation of his results .
There are various ways of determining the extent of a deposit lying below thin overburden. If the soil be light one can often outline the gravel telow by means of an iron bar.
By churning, the bar can be forced through the soil by hand. When it strikes gravel a distinctly different metallic sound will be heard and usually the gravel will be more difficult
to penetrate than the soil . The same means is often used for testing gravel bars in rivers
in which the gravel is covered by fine sand or silt . Surface material may thicken in places
beyond the reach of the tar and such areas would be reported as containing no gravel, although it might be present at greater depth . A length of 3/4-inch pipe to one end of which
a steel point has been welded will extend the depth beyond that which can be reached by a
solid bar . This method is applicable to the location of gravel from 2 of 15 feet below the
surface. In river bars pipes have been used to locate gravel 20 feet or more beneath the
surface of the water. The method is of principal interest in prospecting but is useful in
delineating a deposit when discovered . It is inconclusive in that it recovers no samples
and is useless in thick or heavy overburden.
Some operators are successful ill exploring with the use of ordinary steel pipe 2 to 2t
inches in diameter . One end of the pipe is forged or filed to a sharp edge with the bevel
on the inside (fig. 3, A) . A malle~blc-iron coupling or tee is screwed to the other end and
the pipe is driven into the ground by wooden mauls or steel sledges . Short or long lengths
of pipe are used, but with the latter platforms must be used to allow the men to reach the
top end of the pipe in starting .
Old diamond-drill rods can be used for this purpose.
Ordinary pipe in short lengths with couplings of larger diameter than the pipe offers greater
resistance to both driving and pulling than the drill rod with its flush joints .
The pipe is pulled, held over a wooden or steel platform, and tapped with a light hammer. As the material falls out the pipe is moved in a straight line. In this way the material brought up in the pipe is left in a continuous pile roughly representing its position
in the ground . It can then be ex~mined in whatever interval is required .
By forming the bavel of the cutting edge on the inside, the material entering the pipe
is compl'essed as the pipe is driven, This helps to retain it when the pipe is pulled. Some
prefer to enlarge the cutting end beyond the pipe diameter .
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(Diameter in inches or mesh)

-------------------------- ------_.
--------------!__ ~ill- __ : ____ ~.l.l.1
!___ ~and __ !__ ur~ _ _ I Pebble:! _ :
CObhl!l~ _ _ _ !__ IW.~ __ _
Eo: -------- I-lla _1..Jti.1ll1L- 1 _~_ ! -M1n2L-I_Ew-I~_ 1 Plus -1-.J4in4-! ~_I_~! __ tlllL_ !- _!t1n!llL_I __..fill__ I__ M1ruw...
N
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I!
I
I
I
l
8 Martens, J. H. c. I
I
!
i 200 mesr·1 200 mesh I 1/4 inch I 1/4 ill~h:
I - I
I
I
I
I
C'
I'"
I
I
,
I
I
I
,
,
,
,

o

cO-

-----.--.

I

I

Authority

9 Teas, L. P . . .. .. ,

-

I 250 meSh! 250 mesnl

100 do

1 1~0 do

: 1/4 do. : 1/4 do

!

1-'5 !nchl

I
,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I - i 1/6500 I 1/6500 11/400 inCh !1/400 i~Chll/12 do. 11/12 do 12-1/2 do
I
inch I
lnch ,
I
,
I
!
I
!
!
I
1
\
\
\
1
11 N~vin. Chas. M•. \
1
!
, 270 meshl 270 mashl 8 m~shll/4 do 13-3/4 do
,
,
I
I
\
I
I
I
12 American Society I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
for Testing Ma- I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
terials.
I
I
I
I
I Not given I 1/4 inch I
I
~
\
I
I
I
,
I
I
I
<
13 Merrill, G. P . .. 10.0001 10.005 mm . !0 . 005 mm·1 270 do . I 270 meshl 18 meshl 18 m9shl
_
I mm I
I
I
!
I
:
I
~~'
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
-< :;' 14 American Concrete I
I
I
I
!
,
I
I
;::: ~
Institut e
I - i
I
!
! Not giVen! 4 do. I 4 do 1 3 do
3:: a
I
I
I!
I'"
g 3 Thc enen. J. R. i
I 200 me~h!
I 200 do . 200 meSh ! 1/4 inCh' 1/4 inch I3-1/2 do
C"I
I
I
I
I
'I'
:;po
10 Wentworth , C. K.

rT1
::t:;I

:z

~59

- 21 -

I

-

I

I 4-5 inchll0 inch

110 inch

I 48 inch

I

I

I

I

I 10 do

I 10 do

I

:

I

I
i
I

,

,

,

,

16 meshI2-1/2 inch[2-1/2 do

I

I

'I

I - I
! I
I
I
I I
I
I
I
I
I I
I
I
'I
I I
I - I
I
I Same as
I
I

\
I
:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,

,
I
I
,
I
I
i
I

I

llww.~
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I
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I
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\

\
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,

\
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In dry deposits free from clay it is sometimes difficult to recover samples, as the

gravel falls out when the pipe is pulled. Operating in material below the water table often

has the same result, even with considerable clay present. In dry banks, however, with suffi-

cient clay present to bind the core the pipe works fairly well.

In deposits containing many cobbles or boulders the pipe is not successful.

This method at best is but a preliminary test and should in no case be considered con—

clusive. When intended and used as a preliminary test only. it is a valuable means of both

outlining a deposit and collecting a rough qualitative sample.

Some operators use this method to determine the depth of overburden only. They pull

the pipe as soon as it strikes the gravel. The author has no knowledge of any attempt to

ascertain the thickness of a deposit by this means. The pipe may be used to depths of from

5 to 30 feet or more depending on local conditions.

Earth augurs or post—hole diggers are often used both to determine the thickness of

overburden and to obtain samples of the gravel.

Neither is very successful in penetrating the gravel to any considerable depth but they

do obtain information regarding the amount of overburden and a rough sample cf the top of

the gravel.

One Texas operator is reported as using a machine-driven post—hole digger cutting a hole

16 inches in diameter.15 The machine is operated by a gasoline tractor and digs from 1 to

5 feet per minute in clay overburden. It is not successful in digging gravel nor in ground
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containing boulders.

A recently patented method of obtaining subsoil cores is described in an article appear-

ing in the March 3, 1932, issue of the Engineering News Record. The method consists of

driving a 4 by 4 by 5/8 inch angle vertically into the ground at the desired point. A 7-inch

(20—pound) channel is then driven alongside the angle in such a position that the channel

web spans the outstanding legs of the angle. The two shapes are then pulled and the enclosed

material is removed intact.

The lower end of the channel has the flanges turned in for a short distance so that it

will overlap and follow the angle as it is driven. Figure 3, B illustrates this combination.

The equipment necessary consists of a portable crane, for erection and mobility, an air-

pile hammer with suitable compressor, a pair of wood or steel leads set on a spread timber

foundation for driving the steel shapes, and a pair of 6-sheave blocks for pulling.

When the shapes are removed from the ground they are laid down and separated by slipping

the channel a few inches one way until the turned—in flanges disengage the angle. The chan-

nel can then be lifted off, leaving a core of the material passed through in the angle open

for inspection or sampling.

This method encounters the same difficulty as pipe driving when Used in ground contain—

ing large boulders. It is also limited in depth to single lengths of the structural shapes.

These have been successfully used to depths of 40 feet, however. A further difficulty in its

use is the necessity for an air compressor and pile hammer. Possibly this might be overcome

by an adaptation of churn-drill equipment to drive the shapes. In any event, the method has

interesting possibilities and should not be overlooked in selecting exploration methods.

The churn drill is used by many operators with or without casing in exploring gravel

deposits. By careful drilling and keeping the casing close to the bottom of the hole, fairly

accurate information can be obtained. If the casing is not kept close to the bottom of the

hole there is grave danger of contaminating the sample removed from the bottom with material

falling into the hole from above. This danger is aggravated by the churning action of the

~_-- -.-_-v —_-- —-_-__ —__-_____- --__ >-_

_-_-_ -__ - - -

15 - Hyde. W E , Mining Treatment Methods and Costs at the East Texas Gravel Co '5 Deposits: Information Circular

6537, Bureau of Mines. 1931, 8 pp

In dry deposits free from clay i t is sometimes difficult to !'ecover samples, as the
gravel falls out when t~e pipe is pulled. Operating in material below tte water table often
has the same result, even with conslderable clay present . In dry banhR. hcwever. with sufficient clay present to bind the core the pipe works fairly well.
In deposits containing m~ny cobbles Or bowlders the pipe is not s~ccessful .
This method at best is but a preliminary test and should in no case be considered conclusive. When intended o.nd used &s & prelimin&IY test only, it is a val~able means of both
outlining a deposit and ccllecting a rough qualitdtive sample.
Some operators use this method to determine ti~e depth of eve. b"rcien only.
They pull
H.e pipe as soon as it strikes tLe gravel. T;.e o. ... thor has no r.nowledge of any attempt to
ascert~in the thickness of a deposit by this means.
The pipe may be used to depths of from
5 to 30 feet or more depending on local conditions.
Earth augurs or post-hole diggers are ofteu used both to determine the thickness of
overburden and to obtain samples of the gravel.
Neither is very s~tcessful in penetrating t~e gravel to any considerable da~th b~t they
do obtain information regarding the amount of overburden and a rough sample cf the top of
the gravel.
One Texas operator is reported as using a machine-driven post-hole digger cutting a hole
16 inches in diameter. Ij The machine is operated by a gasoline tractor and digs from 1 to
5 feet per minute in clay overburden. It is not successful in digging gravel nor in ground
containing bowlders.
A recently patented method of obtaining s~bsoil cores is described in ~n al'ticle appearing in the March 3, 1932, iss .... e of the Engineering News Record.
The method consists of
driving a 4 by 4 by 5/8 lnch angle vertically into the gro~nd at the desired ~oint. A 7-inch
(20-pot.ndj cr.annel is tl.en driven alongside H.e <-ngle in 3 ... C;; a po::ition tl.at the channel
web spr.ns the OU tstC'.nding legs of the angle . :;.e two shapes;) re tLen pulled and the enclosed
material is removed intact.
The lower end of the channel I.as tbe flanges turned in ior a short distance so that it
will overlap and follow the angle as it is driven. Figure 3, B ill ... :;;t.",tes till.s COlllbination.
The equipment necessary consists of a pOI table crane, for erection and mobility, an airpile hammer with s\;.i table compresso.·, a pair of wood or steel leads set on a spread timber
foundation for driving tLe steel sLc..pes, c:..nd a i)air of 6-sheave blOCKS [Oi' p"lling.
When the shapes al'e 1 emoved from tt.e ground they are IC'.id dov.n C'.nd set.-arated by slipping
the channel a few inches one way until the turned-in flanges disengage tLe &ngle, The channel can then be lifted off, leaving a cor. of tte material passed through in the angle o~~n
for inspection or sampling.
This method enco\;.nters the same difficulty as pipe driving wr.en • sed in grcund containing large bowlders . I t is also limited in depth to single leng,tLs of tLe :;;trt.ct .... ral shapes.
These have been successfully used to deptl.s of 40 feet, however. A iurtl.er difficulty in its
use is the necessity for 2-n air compressor c.nd pile hammer. Pcss:i1::,ly t;:is I!1lgl.t be overcome
by an adaptation of churn-drill eqt.ipment to drive the shapes. In .. ny event, the: method has
interesting possibilities Rnd should not be cverlooked in selecting exploration methods.
The churn drill is used by many operators with or without casing in exploring gravel
deposits. By careful drilling and keeping the casing close to the ccttom of the Lole, fairly
accurate information can be obtained. If tte casing is not kept close to the bottom of the
Lole there is grave danger of contaminating tLe sample removed from the bottom with material
~Blling inte the hole fro~ abcve.
This danger is agglavated by the churning action of the
-'--- .... ._------ --------- .-- .. _--------- .. _-------- ...--- ._--- -- .- ---- . .. _----- ._-

__

15 - Hyde. WE . Mining Treatment Methods and Costs at the East Texas Gravel Co 's Deposits:
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drill itself and the whipping from side to side of the drill cable. By keeping the casing

driven close to the bottom and cleaning the hole at short intervals the material brought up

in the bailer will represent quite well the material passed through. Churn-drill holes in

gravel should be cleaned out and the casing driven down at 2-foot intervals at most.

For exploration purposes the gasoline-driven, caterpillar-traction churn drill is per—

haps the most popular type of machine. It is mobile and fairly cheap to operate. It will

obtain information as to the depth of overburden and thickness and quality of gravel when the

vertical thickness is not too great. It can be successfully used to depths of 50 feet or

more. In some deposits where the subsurface water level is shallow, the churn drill is de-

pended upon as the only successful means of exploring below water level. In some localities

the casing is driven below the drill and the latter is used only to break up the inclosed

material ahead of the bailer. This produces a more accurate sample but is not suitable for

all cases because of the difficulty in driving the casing in unbroken ground.

In some ground that can be penetrated by driving casing the drill may be eliminated and

a specially constructed flap valve bailer used. The lower or cutting end is fitted with a

3-pronged tempered cutting edge. Fastened to the drill cable it is churned up and down,

thus breaking up the material inside the casing, and by means of the flap valve at the bottom

the sample is removed by the bailer. This type of equipment may be operated by hand instead

of a well drill. In this case the cable is brought up to a tripod erected over the hole and

back to the ground where two to six men furnish the motive power, depending on the size of
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equipment used. The casing and bailer method has many advocates for sampling material below

the water table, but by some operators it has been discarded in favor of the churn drill.

A modification of the casing and bailer method has been made by an equipment manufact-

urer. This consists of a small orange-peel bucket operating inside the casing. The bucket

is operated by hand with cable and tripod the same as the bailer. As before, the casing must

be driven ahead of the bucket, which is not always feasible. Where it can be used, however,

this method should obtain accurate samples. As with all methods involving casing it is not

successful where boulders are encountered. Its principal field is in dry material above the

water table. Below that point the bailer is faster. -

The preceding methods are what may be called preliminary only. They are recommended for

outlining the boundary of a deposit and for obtaining preliminary rough samples. None of

these methods are recommended for accurate testing in respect to gradation or quality. The

only reliable and accurate method of exploring land deposits of sand and gravel is by means

of test pits.

Test pits may be dug by hand or by mechanical means. Ordinarily, however, they will

be dug by hand. A cross section of 3 by 5 feet makes an economical size in starting at the

surface. One man can out these to a depth of 7 feet. Beyond that another man is required

at the surface to shovel material back from the edge of the pit. When the gravel is reached,

test pits are usually contracted to a 3 or 4 foot circular cross section. In this operation

the man in the pit uses a shovel with the handle cut short to load a small steel or wooden

bucket containing from 1/2 to 1 cubic foot of material. His partner at the surface lowers

an empty and hoists the loaded bucket by hand or with a windlass. In some deposits such pits

can be sunk to 25 or 50 feet without timbering. In others where the gravel is loose, timber

may be_required at the start. There are several methods of timbering that may be applied to_

these pits. Several are illustrated in Figures 4, 5, and 6.

Figure,4 shows a common method in which old railroad ties may be used. This type is

called cribbing, and there are various ways of applying it which differ only in detail.

Cribbing is built upward from the bottom. This requires that the excavated ground will stand

without_caving_for some distance. In starting the timbering, bearer sets are first inserted
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drill itself and the whipping from side to side of the drill cable. By keeping the casing
driven close to the bottom and cleaning the hole at short intervals the material brought up
in the bailer will represent quite well the material passed through. Churn-drill holes in
gravel should be cleaned out and the casing driven down at 2-foot intervals at most .
For exploration purposes the gasoline-driven, caterpillar-traction churn drill is perhaps the most popular type of machine . It is mobile and fairly cheap to operate. It will
obtain information as to the depth of overburden and thickness and quali ty of gravel when the
vertical thickness is not too great . It can be successfully used to depths ot 50 feet or
ffiore. In some deposits where the subsurface water level is shallow, the churn drill is depended upon as the only successful means of exploring below water level. In some localities
the casing is driven below the drill and the latter is used only to break up the inclosed
material ahead of the tailer. This produces a more accurate sample but is not suitable for
all cases because of the difficulty in driving the casing in unbroken ground.
In some ground that can be penetrate~ by driving casing the drill ~ay be eliminated and
a specially constructed flap valve bailer used. The lower or cutting end is fitted with a
3-pronged tempered cutting edge . Fastened to the drill cable i t is churned up and down,
thus breaking up the material inside the casing, and by means of the flap valve at the bottom
the sample is removed by the bailer . This type of equipment may be operated by hand instead
of a well drill . In this case the cable is brought up to a tripod erected over the hole and
back to the ground where t wo to six men furnish the motive power , depending on the size of
equipment used . The casing and bailer method has many advocates for sampling material below
the water table, but by some operators it has been discarded in favor of the churn drill.
A modification of the casing and bailer method has been made by an equipment manufacturer . This consists of a small orange-peel bucket operating inside the casing . The bucket
is operated by hand with cable and tripod the same as the bailer . As before , the casing must
be driven ahead of the bucket, which is not always feasible . Where it can be used, however,
this method should obtain accurate samples. As with all methods involving casing it is not
successful where bowlders are encountered. Its principal field is in dry material above the
water table. Below that point the bailer is faster.
The preceding methods are what may be called preliminary only. They are recommended for
outlining the boundary of a deposit and for obtaining preliminary rough samples. ~one of
these methods are recommended for accurate testing in respect to gradation or quality . The
only reliable and accurate method of exploring land deposits of sand and [ravel is by means
of test pits.
Test pits may be dug by hand or by mechanical means . Ordinarily, however, they will
be dug by hand . A cross section of 3 by 5 feet makes an economical size in starting at the
surface. One man can cut these to a depth of 7 feet. Beyond that another man is required
at the surface to shovel material back from the edge of the pit. When the gravel is reached,
test pits ale usually contracted to a 3 or 4 foot Circular cross s ection. In this operation
the man in the pit uses a shovel with the handle cut short to load a small steel or wooden
bucket containing from 1/2 to 1 cubic foot of material . His partner at the surface lowers
an empty and hoists the loaded bucket by hand or with a windlass. In some deposits such pits
can be sunk to 25 or 30 feet without timbering. In others where the gravel is loose, timber
may be required at the start. There are several methods of timbering that may be applied to
these pits. Several are illustrated in Figures 4, 5, and 6 .
Figure 4 shows a common method in which old railroad ties may be used . This type is
called cribbing , and there are various ways of applying it which differ only in detail.
Cribbing is built upward from the tottom . This requires that the excavated ground will stand
withou~ caving . for some distance .
In starting the timbering, bearer sets are first inserted
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to support the crib. These are framed the same as are the short timbers in the crib except

that the ends are left from 15 to 2 feet longer than the width of the crib itself. Holes are

dug in the walls of the pit and the bearer timbers inserted. Then the regular crib timbers

are built up as shown in the figure. Each may be spiked to the one below.

Mortises and tenons may be out so that the timbers touch one another, making a tight

wall. Material may be saved, however, by leaving a space between the timbers equal to 1/3

the horizontal width of the timber. This space will not allow material to come through into

the shaft except in ground under heavy pressure or in material similar to quicksand. As

illustrated, 6 by 8 inch ties are used laid on edge. Shoulders are cut 1% inches deep on

each side, leaving a 5—inch tongue. At times notches are cut halfway in each timber with no

shoulder on the other side, but this method does not provide as much strength to resist press-

ure as the framing illustrated.

The pit is sunk as far as it safely can be without caving. The cribbing is then placed

and a second lift is excavated, after which a second section of cribbing is_placed.,

Where the walls of the pit will not stand alone over a distance of 3 or 4 feet, cribbing

can be advanced downward with the excavation by using 2 or 3 inch plank. In this method the

planks on end and side are alternated in length from inside to outside crib measurement.

Each plank is nailed flat to the one above, and the whole hung from bearer timbers on the

surface. This provides a tight wall from which little timber can be salvaged. No way is
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left to inspect or remove samples from the material passed through.

With open cribbing as illustrated, check samples can be taken from any depth at any

time, and often the timber may be removed and used over again in another pit.

Figure 5 shows a common form of square—set shaft timbering lagged with plank. This

method requires less board feet of lumber and can be advanced as the excavation proceeds.

It requires more care in framing. Side shoulders are cut 1 inch deep and tongues are left

3 inches thick. Horizontal members may be 6 by 8 inch ties on edge with 6 by 6 inch posts,

although ties may also be used for posts by cutting shoulders longer on one side. The sets

are hung from bearer timber on the surface by hanger bolts as shown and a set is added and

lagged as excavation proceeds at the bottom. _

In ground which will not stand by itself the forepole method shown in Figure 6 is em—

ployed. The bearer timbers are placed on the surface and the first timber ring is bolted to

them. Plank lagging is cut to reach slightly below the second set and is sharpened to a

wedge shape with the bevel on one side only. The lagging is then started with the bevel side

of the wedge to the timber and driven down to place with mauls. With lagging driven all

around the ring set the ground inside is dug out until posts and the second ring can be set

and bolted. A second set of lagging is then driven ahead as before. Very heavy ground may

require lagging of double length in order that it may be driven outside the lower ring but

inside the next above. Thus the upper end is held in by the ring and will prevent ground

pressures from forcing the lower ends too far in to place the new ring of timber.

Lagged sets provide solid walls but single planks may be removed to collect vertical

samples.

_ A more or less recent evolution in constructing the timbered test pit is the use of

cylindrical steel casing instead of timber. This casing is either slipped down as a unit and

a new section added at the top as the bottom is lowered or the new section is added at the

bottom. One operator in Michigan reports a cost for this method of $1.50 per foot with the

work done on contract.

Shallow pits designed to penetrate the overburden and extend into the gravel only part

way are often dug with portable cranes mounted on caterpillar tractors or with drag-line

machines. These machines obviously can not operate in pits of small cross section, hence

they can not reach the same depths as timbered pits without digging an excessive amount of
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to support the crib. These are fremed the same as are the short timbers in the crib except
that the ends are left from lt to 2 feet longer than the width of the crib itself . Holes are
dug in the walls of the pit and the bearer timbers inserted. Then the regular crib timbers
are built up as shown in the figure. Each may be spiked to the one below.
Mortises and tenons may be cut so that the timbers touch one ~nother. making a tight
wall . Material may be saved, however, by leaving a space between the timbers equal to 1/3
the horizontal width of the timber . This s;ace will not allow materia! to come through ir.to
the shaft except in ground under heavy pressure or in material similar to quicksand.
As
illustrated, 6 by 8 inch ties are used laid on edge . Shoulders are cut It inches deep on
each side, leaving a 5-inch tongue. At times notches are cut halfway in each timber with no
shoulder on the other side, but this method does not provide as much strength to resist pressure as the framing illustrated .
The pit is sunk as far as it safely can be without caving. The cribbing is then placed
and a second lift is excavated. after which a second section of cribbing is. placed.
Wher~ the walls of the pit will not stand alone cver a distance of 3 01 4 feet. cribbing
can be advanced downward with the excavation by using 2 or 3 inch plank. In this method the
planks on end and side are alternated in length from inside to outside crib measurement.
Each plank is nailed flat to the one above. and the whole hung frem bearer timbers on the
surface. This provides a tight wall from which little timber can be salvaged.
No way is
left to inspect or remove samples from the material p~ssed throu[h.
Wi th open cribbing as illt!strated, check samples can be taken from 3.ny depth at any
time, and oftsn the timber may be removed and used over again in another pit.
Figure 5 shows a common form of square-set shaft timbering lagged with plank.
This
method requires less board feet of lumber and can be advanced as the excavation proceeds.
It requires more care in freming. Side shoulders are cut 1 inch deep and tongues are left
3 ~nches thick . Horizontal members may be 6 by 8 inch ties on edge with 6 by 6 inch posts.
althcugh ties may also be used for posts by c~tting shoulders lo~ger on one side. The sets
are hung from hearer timber on the surface by hanger bolts as shown and a set is added ano
lagged as excavation proceeds at the bottom.
In ground which will not stand by itself the forepole method shown in Figure 6 is employed. The bearer timbers are placed on the surface and the first timber .ring is bolted to
them.
Plank lagging is cut to reach slightly ~elow t~e second set and is sharpened to a
wedge shape with the bevel on one side only. The lagging is then started with the bevel side
of the wedge to the timber and d. iven down to place wi th mauls.
Wi th laggine driven all
around the ring set the ground inside is dug out until posts and the second ring can be set
and bolted. A second set of lagging is then driven aheRd as before . Very heavy ground may
require lagging of double length in order that it may be driven outside the lower ring but
inside the next above.
Thus the upper end is held in by the ring and will prevent ground
pressures from forcing the lower ends too far in to place the new ring of timber.
Lagged sets provide solid walls but single plenks may be removed to collect vertical
samples.
A more or less recent evol~tion jn constructing the timbered test pit is the use of
cylindrical steel casinz instead of timber. This casing is either slipped down as a unit and
a new secticn added et the top as the bottom is lowered or the new section is added at the
bottom. One operator in Michigen reports a cost for this method of $1.50 per foot with the
work done on contract .
Shallow pits designed to penetrate the overburden and extend into the gravel only part
way ale often dug with porte.ble cre.nes mo~nted on caterpillar tractors or with drag-line
machines.
These machines obviously cen not operate in pits of small cross section, hence
they can 110t reach the same depths as timbered pits without digging an excessive amount of
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material to provide the necessary slope to the walls to prevent caving. Because of this

material to provide the necessary slope to the walls to prevent caving.
Because of this
extra digging they are necessarily more expensive to use in reaching the bottoms of deep or
thick deposits.
Test pits afford a means of entering and examining a gravel deposit not offered by any
other device . They are more expensive to dig than post holes or churn-drill holes, but their
accessability for obtaining accurate information justifies the additional cost.
Ordinarily when water is found, the quantity is too great to permit dewatering the pit
by pumping. In this eventuality the test pit is at a disadvantage.

extra digging they are necessarily more expensive to use in reaching the bottoms of deep or

thick deposits.

Test pits afford a means of entering and examining a gravel deposit not offered by any

other device. They are more expensive to dig than post holes or churn-drill holes, but their

accessability for obtaining accurate information justifies the additional cost.

Ordinarily when water is found, the quantity is too great to permit dewatering the pit

by pumping. In this eventuality the test pit is at a disadvantage.

Combination Methods

Various combinations of methods have been employed successfully, as for instance where

test pits are sunk to the water level and exploration continues below by churn drill. Another

combination is to use the small orange—peel bucket to the water level and follow with the

bailer.

Combination Methods

Drag lines and cranes have been used to dig shallow pits in the bottom of which timbered

pits are sunk by hand.

Another type of combination is predicated upon cost over large areas. In this combina-

tion test pits are sunk through the deposit or to the lowest working level. These pits are

Various combinations of methods have been employed successfully, as for instance where
test pi ts are sunk to the water level and exploration continues below by churn drill. Another
combination is to use the small orange-peel bucket to the water level and follow with the
bailer.
Drag lines and cranes have been used to dig shallow pits in the bottom of which timbered
pits are sunk by hand.
Another type of combination is predicated upon cost over large areas. In this combination test pits are sunk through the deposit or to the lowest working level. These pits are
spaced at rather wide intervals. Between them pipes may be driven or churn drills employed
to test the deposit at intermediate pOints . In this manner erratic changes in the deposit
may be spotted and where irregularities appear in the intermediate drill holes they may be
replaced by additional test pits to gain a more accurate sample. This latter method is stlongly recommended for accurate exploration.
For accurate results the location of test pits or boreholes must follow some systematic
plan. If they are spotted indiscriminately over the land surface, considerable difficulty
will arise in interpreting and correlating the information obtained from them. If, however,
they are located after a regular geometric design, the resulting calculations are facilitated.
(See figs. 7, 8, and 9.)
There is much divergence in personal preferences as to the most economical system of
spacing test locations. Some prefer to start with post-hole diggers, pipes, or churn drills
and when the whole tract is drilled out to check results by digging test pits where drilling
has indicated their need. Others start by digeing the test pits at rather wide intervals
and follow this by check drilling between pits.
Figure 10 represents a 40-acre tract of land with test holes laid out on the corners of
200-foot squares, and with the border holes 60 feet within the boundary.
Figure 11 represents the same tract in which exploration has been started by digging
test pits on the corners of 500-foot squares. In this case the border tests are 160 feet
from the boundary.

spaced at rather wide intervals. Between them pipes may be driven or churn drills employed

to test the deposit at intermediate points. In this manner erratic changes in the deposit

may be spotted and where irregularities appear in the intermediate drill holes they may be
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replaced by additional test pits to gain a more accurate sample. This latter method is strong—

ly recommended for accurate exploration.

For accurate results the location of test pits or boreholes must follow some systematic

plan. If they are spotted indiscriminately over the land surface, considerable difficulty

will arise in interpreting and correlating the information obtained from them. If, however,

they are located after a regular geometric design, the resulting calculations are facilitated.

(See figs. 7, 8, and 9.)

There is much divergence in personal preferences as to the most economical system of

spacing test locations. Some prefer to start with post-hole diggers, pipes, or churn drills

and when the whole tract is drilled out to check results by digging test pits where drilling

has indicated their need. Others start by digging the test pits at rather wide intervals

and follow this by check drilling between pits.

Figure 10 represents a 40-acre tract of land with test holes laid out on the corners of

200-foot squares, and with the border holes 60 feet within the boundary.

Figure 11 represents the same tract in which exploration has been started by digging

test pits on the corners of SOC—foot squares. In this case the border tests are 160 feet

from the boundary.

In Figure 10 49 holes are required to complete the first test. If considerable varia-

tion occurs in the information obtained from any two adjacent holes as they are sunk, another

hole should be put down between them. In this manner, should any hole out through a clay

seam or lens of fine sand not shown in adjacent holes, the extent of this irregularity may

be outlined by drilling the eight holes on 100-foot squares left undrilled in the original

200-foot square system. This is illustrated by the "X" marks surrounding hole I-7 in Figure

10. This hole is so designated because it is the point of intersection of an east-west

line through I and a north-south line through 7. When a deposit is of such nature that sud—

den changes of content are found to occur throughout its extent, it may be necessary to spot

holes even closer than 100 feet.

259 _ 25 _

In Figure 10 49 holes are required to complete the first test.

If considerable varia-

tion occurs in the information obtained from any two adjacent holes as they are sunk, another
hole should be put down between them. In this ~anner, should any hole cut through a clay
seam or lens of fine sand not shown in adjacent holes, the extent of this irregularity may
be outlined by drilling the eight holes on 100-foot squares left undrilled in the original
200-foot square system. This is illustrated by the "X" marks surrounding hole I-7 in Figure
10.
This hole is so designated because it is the point of intersection of an east-west
line through I and a north-south line through 7. When a deposit is of such nature that sudden changes of content are found to occur throughout its extent, it may be necessary to spot
holes even closer than 100 feet.
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So far in following the drill plan of Figure 10 no accurate samples of the deposit have

been obtained. The information has indicated the depth of overburden, and the location of

irregular variations in the material. The final check will be made by digging test pits at

those points where information is needed as deduced from the drill holes. '

In Figure 11 the test pits have been put in first. Samples from these pits are care-

fully examined and tested and where discrepancies occur between the material in two adjacent

pits, test holes are drilled between them at 100-foot intervals. In this way the material

brought to the surface in drilling may be sufficient when correlated with that from the pits

to interpret satisfactorily the meaning of the change between pits. If not, other pits should

be dug where one or more holes were drilled.

No hard and fast rule can be laid down as to the arrangement of holes nor the minimum

distance that should be left between them. The final result must be arrived at by a study

of the cumulative facts as developed by the drilling or test pitting tempered by the know—

ledge of the engineer or operator.

In order to obtain maximum results from a series of test holes or pits, the data ob-

tained must be recorded in a systematic manner.

As a first step, the operator should obtain a topographic map of the property to be

tested. The U. S. Geological Survey has mapped a large part of the more settled area of the

country and these topographic maps may be obtained from their office at Washington at nomi-

nal cost. Where such topographic maps do not exist, the only recourse of the operator is to
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the engineer. Property maps without contour lines may be used and holes spotted thereon by

the engineer. He can then construct the topographic map from the elevations taken while

spotting the holes. As the holes are drilled or the pits dug, the information they afford

should be plotted on the map or on notes which are referred to their proper location on the

map. With this data complete, the next step is the drafting of vertical sections along

lines of tests. These present graphic pictures of what has been discovered and are more

easily read than a series of penciled notes.

As an example, Figure 12 has been drawn to represent a topographic map of a 40-acre

tract. The border rows of holes have been laid out 60 feet from the boundary as in Figure

10. Intermediate rows of holes are plotted on 100—foot intervals, making 13 rows east and

west after the letter designations A to M, and a similar series of rows running north and

south corresponding to the numbers 1 to 13. In this manner any hole can be immediately

spotted and located by its designation - for example, L-2 or G-7.

The eight test pits were then sunk and results recorded as follows:

Table 5.— Field notes of test pits

~~- - _.‘__ -_._._-__ ____ _ ._._ __--_ _ - ______-..__ _~_ - -- -___,

Test pit No. lfeetlelevation|___§gmg;g§__

2:12 i l |

Surface ....................... “l 0.0[ 116.0 \

So far in following the drill plan of Figure 10 no accurate samples of the deposit have
been obtained. The information has indicated the depth of overburden, and the location of
irregular variations in the material. The final check will be made by diggine test pits at
those pOints where information is needed as deduced from the drill holes.
In Figure 11 the test pits have been put in first. Samples from these pits arc carefully examined and tested and where discrepancies occur between the material in two adjacent
pits, tost holes are drilled between them at 100-foot intervals . In this way the material
brought to the surfac.e in drilling may be sufficient when correlated with that from the pits
to interpret satisfactorily the meaning of the change between pits. If not, other pits should
be dug where one or more holes were drilled.
No hard and fast r~le can be laid down as to the arraneement of holes nor the minimum
distance that should be left between them. Tte final result must be arrived at by a study
of the cumulc.tive facts as developed by tLe dlilling or test pitting tempered by the knowledge of the engineer or operator.
In order to obtain i1iaximum results from a series of test holes or pits, the data obtained must be recorded in a systematic manner.
As a first step, the operator should obtain ~ topographic map of the property to be
tested. The U. S. Geological Survey bas mapped a large part of the more settled area of the
country and these topographic maps may be obtained from their office at Washington at nominal cost. Where such topcgraphic maps do not exist, the only recourse of the operator is to
the engineer. Property maps witho~t contour lines may be used and holes spotted thereon by
the engineer.
He cun tten construct the topographic map from the elevations taken while
spotting the holes. As the holes Bre drilled or the pits dug, the information they Efford
should be plotted on the map 01' on notes which are referred to their proper location on the
map.
With this data cOll'plete, the next step is tJ-,e drafting of vertical sections along
lines of tests.
These present graphic pictures of what has been dj scovered and are more
eaSily read than a series of penciled notes.
As e.n ex~.mple, Figure 12 has been drawn to represent a topcgraphic map of a 40-acre
tract. The border rows of holes havi been laid o~t 60 feet from the bcundary as in Figure
10. Intermediate row~ of holes are plotted on 100-foot intervals. making 13 rows east and
west after the letter deSignations A to M, ~nd a similar series of rows running north and
south corresponding to the numbers 1 to 13.
In this manner any [,ole can be immediately
spotted ~nu located by its designation - fox' example, L-2 or G-7 .
The eight test pits were then sunk and results recorded as follows:

Bottom of overburden l 2.05 114.0 \

Water level ..lh U.hu|12.0l 104.0 l

Bottom of pit .1. UHH[L3.0I 103.0 !In gravel

\lI

ti'! \ l \

--_ ... - - - - - - - - - - -_._------_.. _-------_.

Surface“ lh...........§ 0.0l 115.0 |

___ ~L!llLN.Q.____ 1Fe~ll El~I.!! t ion 1___B~!!!£.r.!i.;L_

Bottom of overburden.l l.0[ 114.0 \

L-2
I
I
Surface. ..
·· ... . 1 0.0 I
Bottom of overburden I 2.0!
Water level · · 112.01
Bottom of pit..
.113.01

Top of clay seam...uu\ 4.0\ 111.0 \Blue, sticky

Bottom of clay 1.1...| 5.0] 110.0 !

Water level.. .H.h...[ll.5l 105.5 \

Bottom of pit. v......,!12.5\ 102.5 \In gravel

259 _ 26 _

I
I

I
\
0.0 I

Surface
'
Bottom of overburden. 1.0!
4.01
Top of clay seam ..
Bottom of clay .
5.01
11.5 \
Water level.
Bottom of pit .
12.5 !
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116 . 0
114.0
ID4 . 0
103 . 0

115.0
114 . 0
111.0
110.0
103.5
102 . 5

I
I
I

I
!In gravel

I
I

I
I
IRlue, sticky

!

I

! In gravel
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In studying the findings of these test pits it will be noted at once that L-7 out through

a bed of clay 1 foot thick, and none was discovered in the other pits.

. Table 5.- Field notes of test pits - Continued

necessary to drill holes around G-7 in order to outline the clay bed.

further it was decided to"drill along the north and South lines 6 and 8.

Test pit li_o_.__ Feet Elevation _~markJL_
L-12
Surface .. ... .......... .
0 .0
111.5
Bottom of overburden .. 1.0
110 . 5
Water leveL. :.......
10 . 0
101.5
Bottom of pit ....
11.0
100 . 5
In gravel

.Table 5.— Field notes of test pits — Continued

33E-river bed at elevation 97.0

’ Test pit No. Feet Elevation Remarks

. L—l2 . .

Surface .......................... H 0.0 111.5

Bottom of overburden" 1.0 110.5

Water level in ............. 1 10.0 101.5

Bottom Or pit ..... .j ....... H 11.0 100.5 In gravel

.Hg:2,__.

G-2
Surface .. .. .. ..... .......
0.0
Bottom of overburden .. 1.0
Water lev.eL ... ..
11.0
Bottom of pi t.. ... ...... 12 . 0

Surface .......................... H 0.0 114.0

Bottom of overburden“ 1.0 113.0

Water level ................ H 11.0 103.0

Bottom of pit .............. H 12.0 102.0 In gravel

91

Surface ......................... . . 0.0 113.0

..

Bottom of overburden“ 2.5_ 110.5
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Water level..... ............. H 10.0 103.0

114 . 0
113 . 0
103 . 0
102.0

In gravel

113.0
110.5
103.0
102.0

In gravel

'-,

g-7

Bottom of pit..... ......... H 11.0 102.0 In gravel

0:12

Surface ... ... . .... .... ... .. .... 0.0
Bottom of overburden .. 2 . 51
Water leveL ........... .. . \10.0 r
Bot tom of pit .... .. .. ... . ." 11.0
"

Surface ......................... 1] 0.0[ 109.0 _

Bottom of overburden I 2.5] 106.5 I

I

Water level ................ H. 8.5 100.5

Bottom of pit. ............ H 9.0 100.0 In gravel

5:2 _ , ,_>H

G-12
Surface ..
Bot tom of overburden.
Water leveL ... .. .. ...
Bottom of pit ...... ... ...

Surface ............... 1, ...... .; 0.0- 111.0

Bottom-of overburden" 2 0,; 109.0

Water level ............... .. 10.0 101.0

Bottom of pit ............. . . 11.0 100.0 In gravel

Bi? .

Surface, ““1_ ...... .V..nnn 0.0 108.0

II II
0.0

I 2 . 5/
8.5
9.0

109 . 0
106 . 5
100 . 5
100 . 0

I
I
In gravel

Bottom of overburden“ 2.0 106.0

B-2
Surface ." .. ....... . " ... .. ... ..
0.0
111.0
Bottom of overburden .. 2 . 0 . 109 . 0
Water leveL
10 . 0
101.0
100.0
Bottom of pit .. .. .. .... .... 11.0

Water level ................. . . 8.0 100.0

.i

Bottom of pit .............. 1 9.0 99.0 In gravel

§zl§ _5._._ . i-

This point in river and no pit sunk. Gravel in

I.C.6668.

It therefore became

In gravel

In order to check

Holes L-6, J—6,

B-7

G-6, D-6, and B—6 and similar holes on line 8 were drilled and their data recorded in the

Surface.
0.0
Bottom of overburden .. 2.0
Water leveL .. ....... .. .. . .. . 8.0
Bottom of pit..
9.0

same form as for the test pits above.

(See Table 6.)
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108.0
106.0
100 . 0
99.0

In gravel

~-lg

This po i nt in river and no pit sunk .
" -: c .:.rh: 6 1' be~at elevation 97 . 0

Gravel in

In studying the findings of these test pits it will be noted at once that L-7 cut through
a bed of clay 1 foot thick. and none was discovered in the other pits. It therefore became
necessary to drill holes around G-7 in order to outline the clay bed. In order to check
further i t was ' deeid1!d -to -drill along the north and south lines 6 and 8. Holes L-6. J-6.
G-6. 0-6, and B-6 and similar holes on line 8 were drilled and their data recorded in th9
same form as for the test pits above . (See Table 6.)
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The drilling of these holes indicated that others would be needed to outline the clay

bed effectually. Therefore, holes_were drilled as shown by "X" on Figure 12. The original

holes in section D discovered an area of fine sand within the gravel, as shown in Table 6,

holes D—7. 0-8, and D—lO. This necessitated drilling of other holes to delineate this sand,

also marked "X" in Figure 12.

Table 6.- Eiglg notes of drilled holes

-_ .__-_~—_- -- - o -_ _-o___——_—‘- _——-~_ _-

The drilling of these holes indicated that others would be needed to outline the clay
bed effectually . Therefore, holes were drilled as shown by "X" on Figure 12 . The original
holes in section D discovered an area of fine sand within the gravel, as shown in Table 6,
holes 0-7, D-8, and 0-10 . This neceSSitated drilling of other holes to delineate this sand.
also marked "X" in Figure 12.

50.2101 ___._____1t_e\11________!E§.2.t Elezailnnl_. ____ -_B§!§D£§.__.____

Table 6.-

L-4 Surface l = 115.5 I

E~

notes of drilled holes

Bottom of overburden‘ 2.0 113.5 ;

H01~ N~~L===:"!7.:;-=--= !r;et IEl~vati;~i====~_R;~;;;-~==

Water level 11.5 104.0 !

Bottom of hole 12.5\ 105.0 [Gravel

t.-4

.-I'

L-6 Surface 115.5 [creek bed 2 feet below

Bottom of overburden 1.0 112.5 !

Water level 9.5 104.0 }

Bottom of hole 10.5 103.0 Gravel

L—8 Surface 116.0

L-6

Bottom of overburden 2.0 114.0
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Top of clay 5.5 110.5

Bottom of clay 6.5 109.5

Water level 13.0 103.0

Bottom of hole 15.0 101.0 Gravel

L-lO Surface 113.5

t.-8

Bottom of overburden 2.0 111.5

Water level |11.5 102.0

Bottom of hole {12.5 101.0 Gravel

J—2 Surface 115.0

Bottom of overburden 2.5 112.5

Water level 11.0 104.0

Bottom of hole 13.0 102.0 Gravel

l

ISurface
I I 115.5
!Bottom of overburden! 2.0! 113.5
!11.51 104.0
\Water level
IBottom of hole
112.51 103 . 0
I .
I!
ISurface
I
I 113.5
IBottom of overburden 1.01 112.5
\water level
9.51 104.0
IBottom of hole
110.51 103 . 0

IGravel
I
!Creek bed 2 feet below

I

I

I

!

J-4 Surface 114.5

L-IO

‘ Bottom of overburden 1.5 115.0

Water level 10.5 104.0

Bottom of hole 12.5 102.0 Gravel

J-6 Surface l. 114.5-e-Creek 2 feet-below

Bottom of overburden 0.5 114 0 i'"' ‘

Top of clay 4.0 110.5 Blue, sticky

J-2

.. n . 1:Bottom of clay- 4.5 .110.0 _ I ‘J

ztr-4-en rfl Water level. _ [10.51 104 0 i ' ‘“-l * 3*t' _'?1

7 .t, . .. ‘Bottom of hole [12.5[ 102 0 \Gravel "' m " ' °‘“‘

,___._-. ~—
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iS 1Jrface

J-6

I

I!
\

i

I

!

!
!

IGravel
I
I

!
I
I
IGravel

I
113.5

i

\
I
IGravel
I
I
I
I
IGravel

114.5
113.0
104.0
102 . 0

I
I
I
!Gravel

II
114.5 · -I-Creek
114.0 I

(Surface
\
I
!Bottom of overburden I 0 . 51
!TOp of clay
I 4 . 01
iBe-ttom of clay
\ 4.51
iWater level
110.51
!Bottom of hole
112.5\

DI9 ize b

!

I!!

Isurface
I
I
IBottom of overburden I 1.51
IWater level
110.51
112.51
IBottom of hole

----- ----259

116.0
114.0
110.5
109 . 5
103.0
101.0

!Bottom of overburden 2.01 111.5
111.51 i02.0
/Water level
\Bottom Of hole
!12.51 101.0
I
I
I
\Surface
I
I 115 . 0
IBottom of overburden I 2.51 112 . 5
\Water level
111.01 104.0
IBottom of hole
13 . 01 102.0

I
J-4

I
!

;Surface
I
!Bottom of overburden I 2.0!
ITop of clay
I 5.51
!Bottom of clay
! 6.51
IWater level
113.01
IBottom of hole
115.01

I
I

- 28

110.5
110.0
104.0
102.0

2 feet below

IBlue. sticky
\

1

IGravel

-- -- --------Original from
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Table 6.- Field notes of drilled holes - Continued

I.C36668.

Table 6.- Field notes of drilled holes — Continued

Hols M2..:. _____!ts""m____ Feet. E1~vation 1_ _ _ _ _ Remark"'s_ __
J-7
Surface
116.0
Bottom of overburden 2 . 0
114 . 0
Top of clay
5.5
110 . 5
Bottom of clay
6.5
109.5
Water level
13 . 0
103 . 0
Bottom of hole
14.0
102 . 0

Hole No. Ite_ Feet Elevation Remarks

J-7 Surface 116.0

Bottom of overburden 2.0 114.0

Top of clay 5.5 110 5

Bottom of clay 6.5 109.5

Water level 13.0 103.0

Bottom of hole 14.0 102.0

J—8 Surface 115.0

Bottom of overburden 1.5 113.5

Top of clay 5.0 110.0 Blue, sticky

Bottom of clay 6.0 109.0

J-8

Water level 12.0 103.0

Bottom of hole 13.0 102.0 Gravel

J—10 Surface 113.0

Bottom of overburden 1.5 111.5

Water level 11.0 102.0

Bottom of hole 12.0 101.0' Gravel

J-12 Surface 111.0

Surface
Bottom of overburden 1.5
Top of clay
5. 0
6.0
Bottom of clay
Water level
12 . 0
Eottom of hole
13.0

115 . 0
113 . 5
110 . 0
109.0
103.0
102.0

Gravel

Surface
\
Bottom of overburden 1.5
Water level
11 . 0
12 . 01
Bottom of hole

113 . 0
111.5
102.0
101. 0 .

Gravel

Blue, sticky

Bottom of overburden 2.5 108.5

J-10
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Water level 10.5 100.5

Bottom of hole 11.5 99.5 Gravel

G-4 Surface 114.0

Bottom of overburden 2.0 112.0

Water level 11.0 103.0

Bottom of hole 12.0 102.0 Gravel

J-12

G-6 Surface 113.0

Bottom of overburden 2.0 111.0 Creek 2 feet below

Water level 10.0 103.0

Bottom of hole 11.0 102.0

G-8 Surface 113.0

111. 0
ISurface
Sottom of overburden 2 . 5
108.5
Water level
10 . 5 1 100.5
11.5
99.5
Bottom of hole

Gravel

Surface
r
Bottom of overburden 2 . 0/
Water level
11.0
Bottom of hole
12 . 01

Gravel

I

Bottom of overburden 3.0 110.0

Water level 11.5 102.5

G-4

Bottom of hole 12.0 101.0 Gravel

G-10 Surface 111.5

Bottom of overburden 2.5 109.0

Water level 10.0 101.5

114.0
112.0
103 . 0
102 . 0

Bottom of hole 11.5 100.0 Gravel

D—2 Surface 113.0

G-6

Bottom of overburden 2.5 110.5

Water level 12.0 101.0

Bottom of hole 13.0 100 O Gravel

259
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G-8

G-IO

0-2

Surface
1
Bottom of overburden I 2 . 0
Water level
10.0
Sot tom 0 f hole
11.0

I

Surface
Bottom of overburden 3 . 0
11.5
Water level
12.0
Bottom of hole

113.0
Ill. (}

,Creek 2 feet below

103 . 0
102 . 0

i

113.0
110 . 0
102.5
101.0

Gravel

Surface
I 111.5
Bottom of overburden 2.5\ 109.0
Water level
10.0 I 101.5
11.5\ 100 . 0
Bottom of hole

Gravel

113 . 0
110.5
101.0
100.0

Gravel

Surface
Bottom of overburden 2 . 5
water level
112 0
Bottom of hole
13 : 0

I
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Table 6.- Field nQt.e§ ..Q_Ldrill~d holes - CQ!ltin!!21
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Hole ~.:-r===~i1;;-:==!f~~;lii;~;'tion i-_":"~-R;;a~s-·~==.~
0-4
ISurface
1
1 112.0 I
IBottom cf overburden 1 2.01 110.0 I
IWater level
111.01 101.0
lBottom of hole
112 . 0! 100.0 IGravel

Table 6.- £ig1g_ngte§_qf_dgillgd_holes - Continued

hnle_hell-_l__-__llem._______1Feei 5.21a1122l_______.Bemark§______l

0-4 Surface 112.0 [

I

Bottom of overburden 2.0 110.0 1

Water level 11.0 101.0

Bottom of hole 12.0 100.0 Gravel

!

D-6 Surface 111.0

0-6

Water level 10.5 100.5

I
!

I

I

i

ISurface
I 111.0
IBottom of overburden 1 2 . 01 109 . 0
Iwater level
IIo . 5! 100.5
lBottom of hole
'111.01 100 . 0

Bottom of overburden 2.0 109.0

Bottom of hole I 11.0 100.0 Gravel

0-7 Surface [ [ 111.0 1

Bottom of overburden 1 2.5 108.5

I

1
IGravel

Water level 110.5 100 5

1

Bottom of hole 111.5 99.5 Sand

0-7

D-8 Surface 110.0

I

Bottom of overburden 2.5 107.5

I

Water level 10.0 100.0

Bottom of hole 11.0 99.0 Sand

I

I

ISurface
1
I
lBottom of overburden! 2.5!
water level
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Bottom of hola
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i
1

111.0
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I
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I
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Bottom of overburden 1.0 105.0

Water level 6.0 100.0

Bottom of hole 7.0 99.0 [Sand

0-12 Surface 1 102 0

Bottom of overburden 1.0[ 101 0 1

Water level 2.0[ 100.0

0-10

1 Bottom of hole 5.0 99.0 Gravel

B-4 Surface 110 0 1

Bottom of overburden 2.0 108 0

Water level 9.5] 100.5

Bottom of hole 10.0 100.0 Gravel

B—6 Surface 109.0

0-12

Bottom of overburden 2.0 107.0

Water level 8.5 100.5

Bottom of hole 9.5 99.5 Gravel

B-8 Surface 107.0

Bottom of overburden 2.0 105.0

l

B-4

[Bottom of overburden[ 0.5[ 101.5

iwater level 1 2.0 100.0

!

I

ISurface
I!
IBottom of overburden! 1.01
IWater level
1 6.01
IBottom of hole
I 7.0!
I
1
I
ISurface
I
I
iBottom of overburden I 1.01
Iwate r level
! 2.01
!Bottom of hole
I 3.01

I

I

[Bottom of hol [ 5.0 99.0 Gravel

_ 3o _

I

I

\Surface
I
I
IBottom of overburden I 2.01
IWater level
I 9.5!
IBottom of hole
110.01

B-lo [Surface 102.0
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I

Water level 7.0 100.0

[Bottom of hole 8.0 99.0 Gravel

1

!Surface
I!
IBottom of overburden I 2.51
Ilo.o!
IWater level
IBottom of hole
111.01

8-6

1

I

I
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Having thus discovered two areas of change in character of material within the 40-acre

boundary, it was decided to drill other holes to be sure of no further irregularities. Such

holes having developed nothing new, the next step was to tabulate the data from the separate

holes in groups representing the numbered and lettered lines from which to construct vertical

sections.

These notes were tabulated in the same manner as the data from the test pits and are

shown in Table 5. From the data in these tables sections were drawn as shown in Figures

7. 8, and 9.

From these sections there is obtained information as to the extent of the deposit except

as to its depth. Since all test pits and drilled holes struck permanent water, the depth

of the gravel must be determined by churn drill or bailer. Where a number of 40-acre tracts

adjoin under the same ownership and the deposit is thick, one deep hole through the gravel

on each 40 acres may be sufficient. However, if any two such holes differ considerably in

the elevation of the bottom of the gravel others must be drilled to check that irregularity.

In thin deposits more frequent depth checks must be made.

The samples taken from the test pits and supplemented by the borings from the holes give

information from which an accurate estimate can be made of the gradation and value of the

deposit. .

In drawing the sections (figs. 7, 8, 9) the horizontal scale was taken as equaling 25

feet for each square and the vertical as 1 foot for each square. Thus, each square repre-
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sents 25 square feet.

From these vertical sections (five drawn east and west and seven drawn north and south)

calculations are made as to the quantities of material available.

Using the east-west sections first, the ground between section L and the north boundary

is assumed as having a uniform vertical section equaling section L. Its volume will then

equal the square feet in section L multiplied by the distance of that section to the boundary

or 160 feet.

In computing the volume of that ground between sections L and J, the areas of the two

sections are computed and their mean is multiplied by the distance between them.

By counting squares and multiplying by 25 the cross-sectional area of overburden, clay,

or gravel can be obtained. By using mean sectional areas and the distance between them,

volumes can be computed in cubic feet. which in turn can be converted to tens or cubic yards

as desired.

The five east-west sections and the seven north-south sections can be computed separate-

ly as checks.

In making the computation the author assumed the overburden to weigh 90 pounds per cubic

foot in place, clay the same, and sand and gravel to weigh 125 pounds.

The results of the computations are as follows in tons:_

Egst-west Eggth-south

sections sections Average

Overburden ........ 1 125,918 128,593 127,255

Clay .................... 1 3,978 3,971 3,975

Sand and gravel 805,937 797,961 801,949

Although the preceding method of computation is admittedly not mathematically exact,

the author has found it to be sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.

In the exploration of this tract 87.5 feet of test pits were dug and 518 feet of holes

drilled.
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Having thus discovered two areas of change in character of material within the 40-acre
boundary. it was decided to drill other holes to be sure of no further irregularities . Such
holes having developed nothing new. the next step was to tabulate the data from the separate
holes in groups representing the numbered and lettered lines from which to construct vertical
sections.
These notes were tabulated in the same manner as the data from the test pits and are
shown in Table 5. From the data in these tables sections were drawn as shown in Figures
7, 8. and 9.
From these sections there is obtained information as to the extent of the deposit except
as to its depth. Since all test pits and drilled holes struck permanent water. the depth
of the gravel must be determined by churn drill or bailer. Where a number of 40-acre tracts
adjoin under the same ownership and the deposit is thick. one deep hole through the gravel
on each 40 acres may be sufficient. However. if any two such holes differ considerably in
the elevation of the bottom of the gravel others must be drilled to check that irregularity.
In thin deposits more frequent depth checks must be made .
The samples taken from the test pits and supplemented by the borings from the holes give
information from which an accurate estimate can be made of the gradation and value of the
deposit.
In drawing the sections (figs. 7. 8. 9) the horizontal scale was taken as equaling 25
feet for each square and the vertical as 1 foot for each square. Thus. each square represents 25 square feet.
From these vertical sections (five drawn east and west and seven drawn north and south)
calculations are made as to the quantities of material available .
Using the east-west sections first. the ground between section L and the north boundary
is assumed as having a uniform vertical section equaling section L. Its volume will then
equal the square feet in section L multiplied by the distance of that section to the boundary
or 160 feet.
In computing the volume of that ground between sections Land J. the areas of the two
sections are computed and their mean is multiplied by the distance between them .
By counting squares and multiplying by 25 the cross-sectional area of overburden. clay.
or gravel can be obtained. By using mean sectional areas and the distance between them.
volumes can be computed in cubic feet. which in turn can be converted to tons or cubic yards
as desired .
The five east-west sections and the seven north-south sections can be computed separately as checks.
In making the computation the author assumed the overburden to weigh 90 pounds per cubic
foot in place. clay the same. and sand and gravel to weigh 125 pounds .
The results of the computations are as follows in tons: .

Overburden .... ......
Clay ..
Sand and gravel

East-west
sections
125.918
3.978
805.937

North-south
sections
128.593
3.971
797.961

Average
127.255
3.975
801.949

Although the preceding method of computation is admittedly not mathematically exact.
the auttor has found it to be sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.
In the exploration of this tract 87.5 feet of test pits were dug and 518 feet of holes
drilled .
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Assuming a cost of 20 cents per foot for drilling and $1.50 per foot for test pits, the

exploration cost would be $234.85. or $0.0003 per ton of sand and gravel above the water

level. '

The computation for sand and gravel below the water level is a simple multiplication

of the horizontal area in square feet by the depth in feet ascertained by churn drilling.

This will give the cubic feet of material which multiplied by 125 pounds per cubic foot and

divided by 2,000 will give the amount in tons.

This example worked out in elementary detail illustrates the information which can be

developed by proper exploration and computation of results-

SAMPLING

Sampling a deposit of sand and gravel is one of the most important functions of explora—

tion. Singularly enough, it is given comparatively little thought by the average operator.

Assuming a cost of 20 cents per foot for drilling and $1.50 per foot for test pits, the
exploraticn cost would be $234.85, or $0.0003 per ton of sand and gravel above the water
level.
The comrutation for sand and gravel below the water level is a simple multiplication
of the horizontal area in square feet by the depth in feet ascertained by churn drilling.
This will give the cubic feet of material which multiplied by 125 pounds per cubic foot and
divided by 2,000 will give the amount in tons .
This example wcrked out in elementary detail illustrates the informatton which can be
developed by proper exploration and computation of results.

All too often a small amount of the dump from each test pit is taken from the most convenient

part of the pile and considered as representative of that pile. These portions are thrown

SAMPLING

together and subjected to careful and exacting screen analyses. The result is then consider-

ed as a screen analysis of the whole deposit. The author wishes to particularly emphasize

this error, for he has found it to be very common in practice. The actual result of such a

test is merely a screen analysis of the material used in the test.

Often operators are surprised and disgusted at the difference in the analyses of ma-

terial submitted to two or more commercial testing laboratories. The testing laboratory can
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do nothing more than analyze the material submitted to it. If the samples themselves-are

unlike, the results from different laboratories are bound to differ. Therefore, in sub—

mitting two samples of the same material to different analysts, great care must be taken to

assure that both truly represent that material. It is axiomatic that an analysis can be no

more accurate than the sample. The care and accuracy of test methods too often far exceeds

that used in sampling. It should be quite evident that precision in measurement and test

weighing is useless unless equal precision is used in collecting the test sample so that it

is truly representative of the material examined.

The following abstract from a definition of sampling is worthy of repetition:

The correct sampling of a lot of ore (material) is the process of obtaining

from it a smaller quantity which contains unchanged percentages of all the con-

stituents of that lot. As there are limits to the accuracy of weighing and de-

termining the constituents it is gegessen Qply 13g; the 2359; in gambling be

smaller than the error in testing.16 ~

The first step in obtaining a truly representative sample of a deposit is the systematic

placing of drill holes and test pits over the entire area. Such procedure provides the

opportunity for securing accurate samples. _

The next step. equal in importance. is the method of taking the sample itself. In

sampling test pits the object aimed at is a continuous sample from top to bottom. If the

Sampling a deposit of sand and gravel is one of the most imp0rtant functions of exploration. Singularly eno:lgh, it is given comparatively little thought by the average operator .
All too often a small amount of the dump from each test pit is taken from the most convenient
part of the pile and considered as representative of that pile. These portions are thrown
together and subjected to careful and exacting screen analyses. The result is then conSidered as a screen analysis of the whole deposit. The author wishes to particularly emphasize
this error, for he has found it to be very common in practice . The actual result of such a
test is merely a screen analys i s of the material used in the test .
Often operators are surprised and di~gusted at the difference in the an~lyses of material submitted to two or more commercial testing laboratories . The testing laboratory can
do nothing more than analyze the material submitted to it. If the samples themselves are
unlike, tI.s results from different laboratories are bound to differ . Therefore, in submitting two samples of the same mater'ial to different analysts , great care must be taken to
assure that both truly represpnt that materi~l. It is axiom~tic that an analysiS can be no
more accurate than the sample . The care and accuracy of test methods too often far exceeds
that used in sampling . !t should be q~ite evident that precision in meas~rement and test
weighing is us~less unless equal precision is used in collecting the test ssmple so that it
is truly representative of the material examined.
The following abstract from a definition of sampling is worthy of repetition:

walls of the pit do not require timbering, collection of such a sample is simple. One samp-

ler holds a box against the wall while another with pick or shovel cuts a vertical channel

The correct ~ampling of a lot of Ore (material) is the process of obtaining
from it a smaller quantity which contains unchanged percentages of all the constituents of that lot . As there are limits to the accuracy of weighing and ctetc:-mining the constituents 11 i2 necessau only t!lat i l l ~r in 251!!!!U.ill be
smaller than ~ ~rror in testing . 16

in the wall 6 inches to 1 foot wide, and 2 to 6 inches deep. Collection of material in this

manner should be stopped at regular vertical intervals and a new box used. The sample taken

should be carefully labeled with the number of the hole and the depths from and to which the

_-_-._- --—-~ _—---~.—-—__-— --------_-- -._--~_' ._—_-__-_.--_-----_-.—..-0_---. -‘__-

16 — Peele, Robert, Mining Engineers Handbook: Jenn Wiley 8r Sons (Inc ). New York. 1918. p 1730
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The first step in obtaining ~ tr~ly rG~resent~tive sample of a deposit is the systematic
placing of drill hClles and test pits over the entire area . Such procedure provides the
oppcrtunity for securing accurate samples.
The next step, equal in importance, is the method of taking the sample itsel r.
In
sampling test pits the object aimed at i5 e continuous sample from top to ~ottom . If the
walls of the pit do not require timbering, collection of such a sample is simple. One sampler holds a box against the wall while another with pick or shovel cuts a vertical channel
in the wall 6 inches to 1 foot wide, and 2 to 6 inches deep . Collection of material in this
manner should be stopped at regular vertical intervals and a new box used . The sample taken
should be carefully labeled with the number of the hole and the depths from and to which the
16 - Peele. Robert. Mining
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material was removed. Vertical intervals vary with different deposits. Where the gravel

contains thin sand or clay beds the boxes should be changed at each change in material.

Where the deposit is uniform, 5-foot intervals are sufficient. The sampler should keep a

record in his notebook as to any unusual occurrence in the deposit such as single boulders

or nests of boulders, water seams, changes in bedding, etc. His notes should also show from

which wall of the pit the sample was taken. It is often advisable to take a similar sample

from the opposite wall as a check.

Where the walls of a pit will not stand without timber, the sampling must be done as

the pit is sunk. It is seldom that gravel pits will not stand in place for a vertical dist—

ance of 2 feet. In other words, it is seldom that the timber must be kept within 2 feet of

the bottom. Usually 4 to 5 feet is ample protection. In such cases the wall channel samples

are taken just prior to the placing of timber. The procedure is the same except that each

5 feet is sampled separately instead of sampling the whole depth at one time.

In such cases where timber must be kept close to the bottom or in advance of the digging,

as in loose dry sand or quick sand, a different method must be employed. Such deposits are

by nature more homogeneous in character, and vertical accuracy is not so essential except for

notation of the depth at which radical changes occur. In such cases it is often sufficient

to take a channel sample across the floor of the pit at each vertical foot in depth.

Sampling by earth augers is of course automatic. The material removed by the auger

should be placed in line on the surface. It is then bagged in the predetermined vertical
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intervals, tagged, and recorded in the sampler‘s notes.

Sampling of material obtained by bailer or churn drill or wherever water is used or en—

countered in the hole presents other difficulties in obtaining accuracy. Accurate samples

are obtainable by churn drill or bailer only where it is possible to drive the casing ahead

of the drill bit or sand pump. Where the bit precedes the casing, contamination is always

present from material falling in from the walls of the hole. The presence of water tends to

segregate fine sands and clay from coarser material.

These fine materials are maintained in suspension by the churning action of the drill

or bailer. Accurate sampling requires that for each vertical interval cut by the drill all

material be saved whether coarse or fine. This means that the material in suspension must

be saved along with the coarse material. In order to accomplish this, the simplest procedure

is to drive the casing 2 feet ahead of the bit or bailer, add the necessary water and drill

or bail to the bottom of the casing. All material, including the water, as removed from the

hole, should be placed in a box from which no water is allowed to escape before the fines

settle out. When completely settled the clear water is poured off and the material in the

box bagged and labeled for hole number and depth as before.

When using the small clamshell bucket within casing, the pipe should be driven ahead of

the digging a predetermined distance, and the coarse material removed and placed in a con—

tinuous pile or ridge. When the bucket has dug to the bottom of the pipe, the water and sus-

pended material should be removed by a bailer and allowed to settle. This fine material is

then added to the coarser material and thoroughly mixed before bagging the sample.

When drilling below water level, it is difficult to obtain accurate samples of both

fine and coarse material because water enters from the bottom of the casing. This entering

water may bring with it fine material from surrounding areas beyond the casing. At best, it

provides an excess of water which so dilutes the suspended material that it is almost im-

possible to obtain the fine and the coarse material from the same vertical section. Many

times the incoming water enters so fast that it is impossible to bail the hole dry. This

greatly dilutes the fine material and much of it is consequently lost. Therefore, samples

taken below the water line must be considered to have been subjected to loss of fines.
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material was removed. Vertical intervals vary with different deposits. Where the gravel
contains thin sand or clay beds the boxes should be changed at each change in material.
Where the deposit is uniform , 5-foot intervals are sufficient . The sampler should keep a
record in his notebook as to any unusual occurrence in the deposit such as single bowlders
or nests of bowlders. water seaES. changes in bedding. etc . His notes should also show from
which wall of the pit the sample was taken. It is often advisable to take a similar sample
from the OPPOSite wall as a check.
Where the walls of a pit will not stand without timber, the sampling must be done as
the pit is sunk. It is seldom t;'at gravel pits will not stand in place for a vertical distance of 2 feet. In other words , it is seldom that the timber must be kept within 2 feet of
the tottom . Usually 4 to 5 feet is ample protection . In such cases the wall channel samples
are taken just prior to the placing of timber . The procedure is the same except that each
5 feet is sampled separately instead of sampling the whole depth at one time.
In such cases where timber must be kept close to the bottom or in advance of the digging,
as in loose dry sand or quick sand. a different mGthod must be employed. Such deposits are
ty nature more ho~ogeneous in ct.aracter. and vertical accuracy is not so essential except for
notation of the depth at which racical changes occur. In such cases it is often sufficient
to take a ct.annel sample across the floor of the pit at each vertical foot in depth.
!:'ampling by earth augers is of course auteroatic.
The n:aterial removed by the auger
st.o~ld be placed in line on the surface .
It is then tagged in the predeterEined vertical
intervals. tagged. and recorded in the sampler's notes .
!:'a~pling of Eaterial obtained by bailer or churn drill or wherever water is used or encountered in the hole presents other difficulties in obtaining accuracy . Accurate samples
are obtainatle by churn drill or tailer only where it is possible to drive the casing ahead
of the drill bit or sand pump . Where the bit precedes the casing. contamination is always
present from Eatarial falling in from the walls of the hole. The presence of water tends to
segregate fine sands and clay from coarser material .
These fine materials are n:a i ntained in suspension by the churning action of the drill
or tailer. Acc~rate sampling requires that for each vertical jnterval cut by the drill all
caterial be saved whether coarse or fine. This means that the material in suspension must
be saved along with the coarse n:aterial . In order to accomplish this, the Simplest procedure
is to drive the casing 2 feet ahead of the bit or bailer, add the necessary water and drill
or bail to the bottom of the casing . All material. including the water. as removed from the
hole. should be placed in a box from which no water is allowed to escape before the fines
settle out . When completely settled the clear water is poured off and the lI!aterial in the
tox bagged and labeled for hole number and depth as before .
When using the small clamsh~ll bucket within casing. the pipe should be driven ahead of
the digging a predeterminsd distance. and the coarse ~aterial removed and placed in a continuous pile or ridge. When the bucket has dug to the bottom of the pipe, the water and suspended catarial should be removed by a bailer and allowed to settle. This fine material is
then added to the coarser material and ttcroughly mixed before bagging the sample.
When drilling below water level, it is difficult to obtain accurate samples of both
fine and coarse material tecause water enters from the bottom of the casing. This entering
water may bring with it fine material from surrounding areas b,yond the casing. At best. i t
provides an excess of water which so dilutes the suspended material that it is almost impossible to obtain the fine and the coarse material frem the same v€!tical section. Many
ti~es the incoming water enters so fast that it is impossible to bail the hole dry .
This
[reatly dilutes the fine mat~rial and ~uch of it is consequently lost . Therefore, samples
taken below the watar line must be considered to have been subjected to loss of fines.
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When holes encounter boulders and it is impossible to drive casing, they should be stop-

ped and a new hole started as close to it as possible, or the bowlder blasted. In deposits

containing many loose or clustered boulders, drilling holes may be more expensive than test

pitting because of this loss of holes and consequent extra work.

Requirements for extra holes can be determined from the sampler's notes. As an example,

holes M-7. M-8, M—9, L—9, K-6, K-9, and J—9 on Figure 12 were drilled to outline the clay

seam as shown in dotted lines. Also holes D-7, D-8, and D—lO, having shown sand in the bot-

tom, extra holes were drilled at E-7, E-8, E-Q, E-lO, D—9, and C-7, C—8, C-9, and C-10, to

make sure there was no extension of this fine-sand area.

Testing Samples

Comprehensive tests on samples collected by exploration can be made only in a properly

equipped laboratory by trained personnel. Few operators are so equipped at their plants.

When holes encounter bowlders and it is i~possible to drive casing. they should be stopped and a new hole started as close to it as possible. or the bowlde~ blasted . In deposits
containing many loose or clustered bowlders. drilling holes may be more expensive than test
pitting because of this loss of holes and consequent extra work .
Requirements for extra holes can be determined from the sampler's notes. As an example.
holes M-7. M-8. M-9. L-9. K-6. K-9. and J-9 on Figure 12 were drilled to outline the clay
seam as shown in dotted lines . Also holes D-7. D-S. and 0-10, having ehown sand in the bottom . extra holes were drilled at E-7. E-8, E-9. E-lO, D-9 , and C-7. C-8, C-9 , and C-IO, to
make sure there was no extension of this fine-sand area .

Consequently final testing is usually a matter for the commercial laboratory. However, it

is not the function of this paper to describe in detail the exact test methods of the labora-

tory.

The object of exploration is a rough determination of the size, shape, and value of a

deposit. The size and shape have been determined by test pits and holes. The value may be

roughly determined by various field tests of the samples. Should these field tests indicate

that the deposit has commercial possibilities, than similar samples should be subjected to

exhaustive laboratory tests. In only a few instances will it be necessary to have final
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tests made before a decision can he reached as to the commercial possibilities of the de-

posit. In such cases a visual inspection of the samples will reveal an appreciable amount

of deleterious materials. thus at once placing the deposit on the border line between a pay-

ing or losing business. Accurate testing then becomes necessary to determine whether the

deleterious matter can be removed profitably and the type of equipment that will be required.

Preliminary or exploration testing will be confined to such items as:

The specific gravity.

Absorption.

The percentage of organic impurities present.

The percentage of clay and silt present.

The size gradation of sands and gravels.

The percentage of soft, friable, and unsound particles present.

The presence or absence of deleterious coatings.

DIN.“
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The following field tests are suggested for exploration testing, and correspcnding

Comprehensive tests on samples collected by exploration can be mad~ only in a properly
equipped laboratory by trained personnel . Few operators are so equipped at their plants.
Consequently final testing is usually a matter for the commercial laboratory . However, it
is not the function of this paper to describe in detail the exact test methods of the laboratory.
The object of exploration is a rough determination of the size. shape, and value of a
deposit . The size and shape have been determined by test pits and holes . The value may be
roughly determined by various field tests of the samples . Should these field tests indicate
that the deposit has commercial possibilities. then similar samples should be subjected to
exhaustive laboratory tests.
In only a few instances will i t be necessary to !lave final
tests made before a decision can he reached as to the commercial po ~ sibilities of the deposit. In such cases a visual inspection of the samples will reveal an appreciable amount
of deleterious materials, thus at once placing the deposit on the border line between a paying or losing business.
Accurate testing then becomes necessary to determine whether the
deleterio~s matter c.n be ~· emoved profitably a nti the type of equipment that will be r equired .
Preliminary or exploration testing will be confined to such items as:

laboratory tests as recommended by the American Society for Testing Materials are cited.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The specific gravity.
Absorption .
The percentage of organic impurities present .
The percentage of clay and silt present .
The size gradation of sands and gravels.
6. The percentage of soft, friable, and unso~nd particles present .
7. The presence or absence of deleter i OUS coatings.

Specific Gravity Tests

The true specific gravity of a substance is equal to its weight dry, divided by the

weight of an equal volume of distilled water at 4° C. (39.2° F.).

All mineral substances in their natural state contain both open and closed pores. These

must be eliminated to determine the true specific gravity. To do this the sample is ground

to pass 200-mesh before making the determination.

True specific gravity is seldom used, however, in connection with sand and gravel deter-

minations. The term commonly used is "apparent specific gravity."
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The following field tests are st:ggested for exploration tegting. and correspcnding
laboratory tests as recommended by the American Society for Testing M~terials are cited .
Specific Gravity Tests
The true specific gravity of a substance is equal to its weight dry , divided by the
weight of an equal volume of distilled water at 4° C. (39.2° F . ) .
All mineral st:bstances in their natu~al state contain both open and closed pores . These
must be eliminated to determine the true specific gravity. To do this the sample is ground
to pass 200-mesh before making the determination.
Trt:e specific gravity is seldom used, however, i n connection with sand and gravel determinations. The term commonly used is "apparent specific gravity."
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The apparent specific gravity of a substance is equal to its weight in air divided by

The apparent specific gravity of a substance is equal to its weight in air divided by
the difference between its weight in air and in water.
Let Wa = the weight of the sample in air .
Ww = the weight of the sample suspended in water.

the difference between its weight in air and in water.

Let Wa = the weight of the sample in air.

Ww = the weight of the sample suspended in water.

We

Then the apparent specific gravity =

Wa

The apparent specific gravity may be determined in the field by first carefully weighing

Then the apparent specific gravity

a sample of the material in air and then submerging the sample and container in water and

= --------_

weighing again.

Wa - Ww
Some particles of sand and gravel are much more porous than others. Material submerged

The apparent specific gravi ty may be .determined in the field by first carefully weighing
a sample of the material in air and then submerging the sample and container in water and
weighing again .
Some particles of sand and gravel are much more porous than others. Material submerged
in water absorbs water at varying rates. depending on its porosity . Therefore the observed
weight sutmerged ffiust be read instantaneously upon submergence and before absorbtion Occurs.
otherwise a potential ~rror is introduced. This potential error has led to a modified practice in this test . The sample to be tested is weighed in air after drying at room temperatUre and the weight recorded as Wda. .It is then placed in Viater and allowed to stand 24
hours. or until saturated. The sample is th~n surface dried and weighed and. this weight recorded as Wsa . It is then submerged in water. weighed and the weight recorded as Wsw . The
apparent specific gravity'of the saturated sample is then

in water absorbs water at varying rates, depending on its porosity. Therefore the observed

weight submerged must be read instantaneously upon submergence and before absorbtion occurs.

otherwise a potential error is introduced. This potential error has led to a modified prac—

tice in this test. The sample to be tested is weighed in air after drying at room tempera-

ture and the weight recorded as Was. .It is then placed in water and allowed to stand 24

hours, or until saturated. The sample is then surface dried and weighed and_this weight re-

corded as Wsa. It is then submerged in water, weighed and the weight recorded as W... The

apparent specific gravity of the saturated sample is then

wda

wsa '- ‘ Wsw
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Absorption

For a more accurate laboratory method see A.S.T.M. designation C—68 and D-55 for sand

and C-86 and D-30 for gravel. ,' .

The absorption test is performed in determining the specific gravity. Wsa — Wda equals

the absorption. '

Organic Impurities

Organic impurities, such as leaves, twigs, peat, and coal, can be eliminated by burning.

As low as 0.05 per cent of certain organic impurities if contained in aggregates are in-

Wsa - . Wsw

‘7 0n the other hand, appreciably greater amounts of other organic im-

18 I .

Jurious to concrete.

Absorption

purities such as lignite are permissible. _

A common test for organic impurities consisted in recording the weight of the sample in

For a ffiore accurate laboratory method see A.S.T.M. designation C-68 and D-55. for sand
and C-86 and D-30 for gravel.
The absorption test is performed in determining the specific gravity. Wsa - Wda equals
the absorption.
Organic Impurities

air when dried at less than 110° F. to constant weight. The sample is then heated to 400° to

500° F. for about one half hour, cooled, and again weighed. The difference in weight was

recorded as the loss in organic matter.

However, small amounts of impurities would present such small losses by this method as

to require precision balances to detect them.i Since these balances are not available in the

field the colorimeter test should be made as follows. 19

Fill a l2-ounce graduated prescription bottle to the 4e—ounce mark with the sand sample.

Add a 3 per cent solution of sodium hydroxide to the 7—ounce mark. Shake thoroughly and let

Organic i@purities. such as leaves. twigs. peat. and coal. can be eliminated by burning .
As low as 0 . 05 per cent of certain organic impurities if contained in aggregates are injurious to concrete. J7 On the other hand. appreciably greater amounts of other organic impurities such as lignite are permissible . l~
A common test for organic impurities consisted in recording the weight of the sample in
air when dried at less than 110 0 F. to constant weight. The sample is then heated to 400 0 to
500 0 F. for about one half hour. cooled, and again weighed . The difference in weight was
recorded as the loss in organic matter .
However. small amounts of impurities would present such small losses by this method as
to require precision balances to detect them .: Since these balances are not available in the
field the colorimeter test should be made as follows. l~
Fill a 12-ounce graduated prescription bottle to the 4t-ounce mark with the sand sample.
~dd a 3 per cent solution of sodium hydroxide to the 7-ounce mark.
Shake thoroughly. and let

[7 - Abrams. Duff A.,' Effect ‘of Tannic Acid on the Strength of Concrete: Struct. Mat. Research Lab., Lewis Inst.,

Chicago, Bull. 7. 1922. p. 27. , . ' _ .

18 .-.American Society for Testing ‘Materials, Effect of Coal and Lignite in Sand .for Concrete: Proceedings, 1929, pt.

1, p.328. _ ,- _ _ . '

19 — American Society for Testing Materials, Standards, pt. 2, 1950, p. 154.
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17 - Abrams. Duff A. . Etfect of TanniC Acid on the Strength of Concrete:

Struct. Mat . Research Lab . . Lewis lnst . .

Chicago. Bull. 7. 1922. p . 27 .
18

~American

Society for Testing Materials. Effect of Coal and Lignite in Sand for Concrete :

Proceedings. 1929. pt.

1. p. 328.
19 - American Society for Testing Materials. Standards. pt. 2 . 1930. p . 154.
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stand 24 hours. Observe the color of the clear liquid above the sand. Clear or light yell—

owish color indicates sand satisfactory for concrete so far as organic impurities are con-

cerned. Straw color indicates sand suitable for unimportant concrete. Dark cclors indicate

sand unfit for concrete. ' - -

Sand showing straw or dark color should be examined for lignite. If present, the sand

should not be condemned on account of the colorimeter test until it is confirmed by mortar

strength tests.

The more accurate method for determining the percentage of organic matter present is

described under A.S.T.M. designation C-40.

Clay and Silt

In determining the amount of clay and silt present, record the weight of the sample as

dried in air to constant weight, as Wa. Place the sample in a suitable pan in which it can

stand 24 hours. Observe the color of the clear liquid above the sand. Clear or light yellowish color indicates sand satisfactory for concrete so far as organic impurities are ccncerned. Straw color indicates sand suitable for unimportant concrete. Dark cclorB indicate
sand unfit for concrete.
Sand showing straw or dark color should be examined for lignite . If present. the sand
should not be condemned on account of the colorimet~r test until it is confirmed by mortar
strength tests.
The more accurate method for determining the percentage of organic matter present is
described under A.S.T.M. designation C-40.

be covered with water. Stir thoroughly and pour off the water, being careful that no sand

Clay and S11 t

is poured off. Add more water, stir, and pour off. Repeat until the water removed is clear.

Dry the remaining sample to constant weight and weigh. Record this weight as We. -

we — We = weight of clay and silt removed.

wd —wa

------ x 100 = per cent of clay and silt.

Wd

A similar method is followed by some operators and has the advantage of using larger
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samples. thus avoiding possible errors in sample reduction.

A small revolving screen (3/8-inch mesh) is mounted in a water-tight wooden or metal

box. The box is partly filled with water so that the material in the screen is submerged.

In determining the amount of clay and silt present. record the weight of the sample as
dried in air to constant weight. as Wd. Place the sample in a suitable pan in which it can
be covered with water. Stir thoroughly and pour off the water. being careful that no sand
is poured off . Add more water. stir. and pour off. Repeat until the water removed is clear.
Dry the remaining sample to constant weight and weigh. Record this weight as We.
Wd - We = weight of clay and silt removed.

Wd - Wa

The sample is then placed in the screen and revolved. The material retained in the screen

- - - - - x 100

will be gravel and that Passing through to the box will be sand, clay, and silt. The latter

is allowed to settle and the water drained off. The sand, clay, and silt are then subjected

= per

cent of clay and silt.

Wd

to the clay—silt test as previously described.

This test has the advantage of showing the character of the clay and its effect in ad;

hering to gravel, collecting fines, accumulating as balls, etc., under conditions simulating

plant practice.

The A.S.T.M. tests for determination of clay and silt in fine and coarse aggregates is

termed the "decantation test" and May be found under the designation D-136 for sand and D-72

for gravely ' ‘ ' ' ~

“we. . . . .' ._- - rv-‘~._‘

size Gradation

The field sample is now ready for a sieve analysis. The first'step in the field“te§€

is a separation of the sand from the gravel. ' - ~ ' ' ' ' "

The dried sample from the clay and silt determination is weighed and the weight recorded

as A} ' ' ' ' ""““ ' " ""

The sample is then placed on a screen perforated with 3/8-inch round holes and agitated

to refusal -‘i.e., till fio material Will passi""" -'“" “*" '

The material passing the screen is weighed and the weight recorded as S. The material

retained is weighed and recorded as G.

A similar method is followed cy some operators and has the advantage of using larger
samples. thus avoiding possible errors in sample reduction.
A small revolving screen (3/8-inch mesh) is mounted in a water-tight wooden or metal
box. The box is partly filled with water so that the material in the screen is submerged.
The sample is then placed in the screen and revolved. The material retained in the screen
will be gravel and that passing through to the box will be sand. clay. and silt. The latter
is allowed to settle and the water drained off. The sand. clay. and silt are then subjected
to the clay-silt test as previously described.
This test hd.s the advantage of showing the character of the clay and its effect in ad":
he ring to gravel. collecting fines. accumulating as balls. etc .• under conditions simulating
plant practice.
The A. S.T.M . tests for determination of clay and silt in fine and coarse aggregates is
termed the "decantation test" and may be found under the designation 0-136 for sand and 0-72
for gravel".

Then S + G = A ' - - ' " "s"

and S/A x 100 = per cent of sand. ' ‘ “

Size Gradation

G/A x 100 = per cent of gravel.
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The field sample is now ready for a sieve analysis. The first step in the field'test
is a separation of the sand from the gravel.
The dried sample from the clay and silt determination is weighed and the weight recorded
as A.
The sample is then placed on a screen perforated with 3/B-inch round holes and agitated
to refusal -i.e .• till no mat~rl~l ~ill pass . . The material pa'ssing the screen Is weighed and the weight recorded as S. The materia!
retained Is weighed and recorded as G.
Then S + G ::: A
and S/A x 100 = per cent of sand.
G/A x 100 = per cent of gravel.
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Sample S is then sieved through the testing sieves for sizing. Various sets of sieve

standards have been and are being used. For the purpose of uniformity it is recommended that

the A.S.T.M. sieve standards as given under designations E—ll and E-l7 be used.

When so used the sand sample of weight S will be sieved over and through sieves Nos. 4,

8, 16, 30, 50, and 100. The weight of the material passing each will be recorded in tabular

form as follows:

Resales _a_____tained 09. Eight

3/8 4 t

48u

Sample S is then sieved through the testing sieves for sizing. Various sets of sieve
standards have been and are being used. For the purpose of uniformity it is recommended that
the A.S.T.M. sieve standards as given under designations E-11 and E-17 be used .
When so used the sand sample of weight S will be sieved over and through sieves Nos . 4,
8, 16, 30, 50, and 100. The weight of the material passing each will be recorded in tabular
torm as tollows:

8 16 v

16 30 w

Passing
3/8
4
8
16
30
50
100

30 50 x

50 100 y

100 2..

Total = S = (S)

Then 3 x 100 = per cent passing 3/8 inch and retained on No. 4 sieve, etc.

A.

Sample G will then be passed through screens having the following sizes of round per-

forations: 3 inch, 2 inch, 1-1/2 inch, 1 inch. 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch. The weight of the ma-

terial passing each and retained on the next smaller opening will be recorded in tabular
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form as follows:

Weight
t
u
v
w
x

Y

__z_
Total = S

Passingl inch Retained onl inch Weight

32o

Retained on
4
8
16
30
50
100

(S)

Then 1 x 100 = per cent passing 3/8 inch and retained on No.4 sieve, etc.

2 l-l/2 p

_l—l/Z 1 q

1 3/4 r

3/4 - 1/2 s

1/2 1/4 ___1__

Total‘ = G = G

Then 9 x 100 = per cent passing S-inch and retained on 2-inch, etc.

A

A

Sample G will then be passed through screens having the following sizes of round perforations: 3 inch, 2 inch, 1-1/2 inch, 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch. The weight of the material passing each and retained on the next smaller opening will be recorded in tabular
form as tollows:

Local conditions may require the use of sieves and screens with openings of other than

Passing, inch
3
2
1-1/2
1
3/4
1/2

the sizes shown, but the procedure for testing will be the same in any case.

For A.S.T.M. standard methods see designations C-4l, D-7, and D-l9.

The major questions which arise in the mind of the operator in valuing a sand and gravel

deposit after it has been demonstrated that sufficient volume is present are -

l. The percentage of sand present.

2. The percentage of fines that must be removed from the

sand to make it marketable.

3. The percentage of fine gravel that must be wasted.

4. The percentage of gravel present.

5. The percentage of oversize that will require crushing.

Betained on, inch
2
1-1/2
1
3/4
1/2
1/4
Total = G =

Weigh!
0

P

q
r
s
__t_
G

With properly collected samples the preceding sieve tests will provide the proper an—

Then 2 x 100

swers to these questions.
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= per

cent passing 3-inch and retained on 2-inch, etc.

A

Local conditions may require the use of sieves and screens with openings of other than
the sizes shown, but the procedure for testing will be the same in any case.
For A.S . T.M. standard methods see designations C-41, D-7, and D-19 .
The major questions which arise in the mind of the operator in valuing a sand and gravel
deposit atter it has been demonstrated that sufficient volume is present are l. The percentage
2 . The percentaee
sand to make
3. The percentage
4. The percentage
5. The percentage

of sand present.
of fines that must be removed from the
i t marketable.
of fine gravel that must be wasted.
of gravel present.
of oversize that will require crushing.

With properly collected samples the preceding sieve tests will provide the proper answets to these questions.
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Soft, Friable. and Unsound Particles

This test applies to the gravel only and is made by what are known as the soundness and

Soft, Friable, and Unsound Particles

abrasion tests. Both of these tests require laboratory apparatus for accuracy. However, the

experienced prospector will be able to appraise closely the percentage of soft, friable, and

unsound particles present by a visual inspection, for which a portion of the sample is spread

on a table and the deleterious particles separated and counted. This count compared to the

total number of particles gives the percentage.

The sodium sulphate test is commonly used for a soundness test of material showing no

soft particles on visual inspection. This test can be made in the field as follows.

A saturated solution of sodium sulphate is prepared. It is important that this solution

be saturated and kept in this condition. The gravel sample is then placed in this solution

and allowed to stand for 18 to 24 hours. It is then removed, oven dried, and again immersed

in the saturated solution for another 18 to 24 hours. This alternate soaking and drying is

repeated five times. The test should be carried on in a warm room. This field test will

expose unsound material and because of the range of temperature changes will be somewhat more

severe than the laboratory test.

The A.S.T.M. designation for laboratory soundness test is C88—31-T and C89-31-T.

Any preliminary test of new gravel deposits should include a laboratory test.

Deleterious Coatings

Gravel particles are often coated with deleterious siliceous, calcareous, or argilla-
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ceous materials which if not removed cause unsound concrete. There is no particular test

for these coatings other than visual inspection of the washed sample. The apparatus mentioned

under the clay and silt test, page 36, will be valuable in facilitating inspection of the

gravel under conditions simulating actual plant washing practice.

In addition to the preceding tests the material should be tested for abrasion loss.

This test applies to the gravel only and is made by whdt are known as the soundness and
abrasion tests . Both of these tests require l~boratcry apparatus for accuracy. However, the
experienced prospector will be able to appraise closely the percentage of soft, friable , and
unsound par-ticles preser.t by a visuz,l inspecUcn, for which a portion of the sample is spread
I)n a table c,nd the deleterious pc,l ticles separated Dnd counted, This count compared to the
total number of particles gives the percentage,
The sodium SUlphate test is commonly used for ~ scundness test of material showing no
soft particles on visual inspection . This test can be made in the field as follows.
A saturated solution of sodi~m sulphate is prepared , It is important th&t ttis solution
be saturated and kept in this condition, The gravel sample is t~en placed in this solution
and allowed to stand fo~ 18 to 24 hOurs. It is tten rereoved, oven dried, and again immersed
in the s~turated solution for anot~er IB to 24 hours. This alternate soaking and drying is
repeated five times. The test stould be carried on in a warm room. This field test will
expose unsound material and because of tte range of temperature ch~nges will be somewhat more
severe than the laboratory test ,
The A.S . T.M . designr.tion fo: laboratory soundness test ~s C88-3l-T and C89-3l-T.
Any preliminary test of new gravel deposits should include a laboratory test,

There is no practical field test for this and it must be performed in a laboratory having

the proper equipment.

Deleterious Coatin£s

The A.S.T.M. designation for abrasion test is D289-28T.

§plittipg_Samnle§

Often it is desired to split the sample to have it tested by independent laboratories.

In doing this exceeding care must be taken, or erratic results will follow. Here is where

many operators have difficulty.

Sand or fine gravel samples can be split without much danger of descrepancy, but as the

material increases in size the difficulty of accurate cutting increases proportionately.

A method commonly used is the cone and quarter method. This is employed extensively in

metallurgical plants and is more or less standardized. Sand and gravel operators have adopt—

ed it in many cases without inquiring as to whether it was adapted to their material or not.

As a matter of fact, it is not. The cone and quarter method is applicable only to material

that has been previously screened to approximately the same size. With a mixture of sand

and gravel, conditions are changed and the method is not accurate.

Gravel particles are often coated with deleterious siliceous, calcareous, or argillaceous mo.teri::.ls which if not removed cause unsound concrete . There is no particular test
for these coatings other than visual inspection of the washed sample. The apparatus mentioned
under t~e clay ani silt test. page 36. will be valuable in facilitating inspection of the
gravel Lnder conditions Simulating actual plant washing practice.
In &ddition to the preceding test~ the material should be tested for abrasion loss .
Ttere is no practical field test for this and it must be perforced in a laboratory having
the proper equipment.
The A.S . T.M. deSignation for abrasion test is D289-2ST.

In the cone and quarter method, the sample is spread out on a metal or wooden floor in

a rough circular pile a few inches thick. The sampler then takes a small shovel and throws

material from the periphery of the pile to the center, letting each shovelful fall on the

ccne which is thus built up. After thorough mixing in this manner, the operator divides the

cone into four quarters either with his shovel or by inserting a plate vertically through
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Often it is desired to split the sample to have it tested by independent laboratories.
In doing this exceeding care must be taken, or erratic results will follow. Here is where
many operators have difficulty.
Sand or fine eravel samples c~n be split without much danger of descrepancy, but as the
material increases in size the difficulty of accurate cutting increases proportionately.
A methon commop.ly used is the cone and quarter methcd. This is ern~loyed extensively in
metallurgical plants and is more or less str.ndardized. Sand and gravel operators have adopted it in many cases witr.o~t inquiring as to whether it was adapted tc their material or not.
As a matter of fact. it is not. The cone and quarter method is applicable only to material
t~at has been previously screened to approximately the same size .
With a mixture of sand
and gravel, conditions are changed and the method is not accurate.
In the cone and quarter mettod. the sample is spre~d OLt on a metal or wooden floor in
a rough Circular pile a few inctes thick. The sam",ler H.en takes a small stovel and throws
material from tte periphery of the pile to tte center. letting each shovelful fallon the
ccne which is thus built up. After thorough mixing in this manner. the operator divides the
cone into four quarters eitter with his shovel or by inserting a plate vertically through
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the pile in one direction and separating the two halves. The plate is then turned at right

angles and the two piles separated into four, or quarters. Each quarter then is supposed to

represent accurately the whole original sample. This works well with sized material but

where coarse and fine particles are indiscriminately mixed in a sample, the coarser lumps

roll to the outer edge of the cone and the fine remain in the center. This size segregation

prevents accuracy in quartering for it is impossible to assure equal rolling in all direc-

tions from the top of the cone.

Better results are obtained in splitting samples of mixed sizes by the use of automatic

samplers. These are boxes in which partitions are placed whereby material falling within

one section will be diverted to one direction while material in the next space will pass to

another direction. In their use the sample is shoveled onto the sampler which automatically

separates it into two representative portions.

Figure 13 illustrates a simple device for this purpose. Obviously, the width between

partitions must be greater than the largest particles in the sample.

The deposit having been discovered by the prospector and properly examined by explora-

tion and testing, the work of the prospector ceases. It now devolves upon the operator to

evaluate the results obtained from the prospector's tests with the market requirements, to

ascertain whether the deposit has an economic value. If there is an excess of fine sand,

or fine gravel, he must ascertain how great this excess will be from his screen analysis of

he samples. This will show him how much material must be wasted or what markets he must
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investigate for its disposal. From the same analyses he can determine the size of his treat—

ment units for a given capacity requirement, and thus construct a flow sheet for the proposed

plant. Thus prospecting and exploration are, or should be, the foundation upon which the

operator bases the value of his deposit as well as the location and design of his plant.

APPLICATION OF PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION METHODS TO VARIOUS TYPES OF DEPOSITS

Residual

This type of deposit results from the weathering of bedrock in place. No transportation

has taken place and the sand and gravel is usually intimately intermixed with clay and bowl-

ders.

Prospecting methods, in addition to a study of local geology, will involve an examina-

tion of the physical character of fragments exposed on the surface. Search will be limited

the pile in one direotion and separating the two halves . The plate is then turned at right
angles and the two piles separated into four, or quarters . Eaoh quarter then is supposed to
represent aoourately the whole original sample.
This works well with sized ~aterial but
where ooarse and fine partioles are indisoriminately mixed in a sample, the ooarser lumps
roll to the outer edge of the cone and the fine remain in the center. This size segregation
pre~ents accuracy in quartering for it is impossible to assure equal rolling in all directions from the top of the cone .
Better results are obtained in splitting samples of mixed sizes by the use of auto~atic
samplers . These are boxes in which partitions are placed whereby material falling within
one S9ction will be diverted to one direction while material in the next space will pass to
another direction. In their use the sample is shoveled onto the sampler whioh automatically
separates it into two representative portions .
Figure 13 illustrates a simple devioe for this purpose. Obviously , .. he width between
partitions must be greater than the largest particles in the sample.
The deposit taving been disoovered by the prospeotor and properly examined by exploration and testing, the work of the prospector oeases. It now devolves upon the operator to
evaluate the results obtained from the prospector's tests with the market requirements, to
asoertain whether the deposit has an economio value. If there is an excess of fine sand,
or fine gravel, he must asoertain tow great this exoess will be from his screen analysis of
the samples . This will show him how muoh material must be wasted or what markets he must
investigate for its disposal. From the same analyses he can determine the size of his treatment units for a given capacity requirement, and thus oonstruct a flow sheet for the proposed
plant . Thus prospecting and exploration are, or should be, the foundation upon whioh the
operator bases the value of his deposit as well as the location and design of his plant.

to the tops of well-rounded ridges having thick, heavy subsoil and lying between well-defined

drainage basins. Favorable areas are those portions of the country underlain by limestone

APPLICATION OF PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION rv:ETHODS TO VARIOUS TYFES OF DEPOSITS

or other decomposable rock and which have not been overrun by glaciers.

Since residual deposits are seldom over a few feet thick, exploration will consist of

shallow test pits and boreholes sunk either by auger or churn drill. Many holes will be lost

- because of encountering boulders, and particular care must be exercised in determining the

percentage and character of fine sand and clay present. Careful examination and testing of

the commercial sand and gravel will be necessary because of the presence of "rotten" or badly

weathered stone which will not stand up under hardness and abrasion tests. Because of the

usual high percentage of flint or chert particles, care must be given to see that they pass

engineer's specifications for concrete aggregate. Residual deposits are not as a rule favor-

able for commercial development, and when exploitation of them is contemplated unusual care

is needed both to ascertain their physical composition and to design the proper type of plant

that will eliminate the impurities and assure a market material that will pass specifications.
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This type of deposit results from the weathering of bedrock in place. No transportation
has taken place and the sand and gravel is usually intimately intermixed with clay and bowlders.
Prospecting methods, in addition to a study of local geology, will involve an examination of the physical oharacter of fragments exposed on the surfaoe. Searoh will be limited
to the tops of well-rounded ridges having thick, heavy subsoil and lying between well-defined
drainage basins. Favorable areas are those portions of the country underlain ty limestone
or other decomposable rock and which have not been overrun by elaciers.
Since residual deposits are seldom over a few feet thiok, exploration will oonsist of
shallow test pits and boreholes sunk either by auger or ohurn drill. Many holes will be lost
because of encountering bowlders, and particular care must be exercised in determining the
percentage and oharaoter of fine sand and clay present. Careful examination and testing of
the oommeroial sand and gravel will be neoessary because of the presence of "rotten" or badly
weathered stone which will not stand uJ under tardness and abrasion tests. Because of the
usual high peroentage of flint or ohert partioles, care must be given to see ttat they rass
engineer's specifioations for conorete aggrce:ate. Residual deposits are not as a rule favorable for oommeroial development, and when exploitation of them is oontemplated unusual care
is needed both to ascertain their physical composition and to design the proper type of plant
that will eliminate the impurities and assure a ~a~.et ~aterial that will pass sFecificatio33 .
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Eluvigl-Q-Qosits

Fluvial deposits vary considerably in type and will require different methods both of

prospecting and exploration. Land deposits may be classified into:

Alluvial cones and plains,

River terraces and flood plains, and .i

‘la!

The method of formation of these several types has been discussed previously in this

Fluvial deposits v2ry considerably in type and will require different methods both of
prospecting and exploration . L&nd deposits may be classified into:

report. '

AIl~vial cones and plains,
River terraces and flood plains, and
Deltas .

Alluvial cones are recognizable from their proximity to mountain ranges and the charac-

ter and distribution of the particles. Alluvial sands are usually not well rounded, but

fairly angular. They will contain few pieces of decomposable minerals such as limestone,

.

feldspar, etc. Gravels, on the other hand, will be subangular to well rounded with smooth

surfaces, and if transported only short distances may contain small to large percentages of

decomposable minerals. Deposits will contain comparatively small amounts of fine sand and

clay, but the coarser sand, gravel, and boulders may be more or less segregated in irregular

lenses. Clusters of boulders may also be present near the base of the cone. Alluvial cones

will range from a few feet to several hundred feet in vertical thickness.

Prospecting for this type of deposit will involve principally a study of local geology

and topography.

Exploration will involve test pits and churn or other types of drill holes. Augers will_ﬂ
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_,be useless except in determining the depth of overburden. ' ~

In large cones approaching alluvial plains in size, the search will be directed to as-

certaining that portion of the deposit which contains the best Commercial gradation. Nests

of boulders are not objectionable, but they will require crushing machinery. Test pits sup-

plemented by churn drilling will probably be the best methods to use. It will seldom be

necessary to ascertain the depth of large cones because of their great thickness and extent.

Ordinarily there will be less need for determining the percentage of fine sand and clay

because of their limited presence due to the manner of formation. When present, they will

be in such form as will require a comparatively minor treatment for elimination. Soft or

rotten stone will not usually be present. Careful testing of pit and drill—hole samples

will be necessary, however, to ascertain the percentage of gradation present, in order that

the pit and plant may be located on the most favorable portion of the deposit. Careful

testing may develop areas wherein sand may be produced separately from gravel. Usually such

deposits will be well drained and there will be no water remaining in drill holes. Depth

drilling will be necessary only to determine the commercial quantity available.

Alluvial plains are similar to cones where they abut steep mountain ranges, and pros-

pecting and exploration methods are the same as for cones. Where they extend great distances“i::

from the mountains, as in the great plains area, the deposits will not attain such great

thickness and the ingredients will be better graded with fewer boulders and more fine sands.

There will be more clay intermixed with the material also, as the distance from the mountains

increases until finally alluvial plains merge into flood plains;

In prospecting, a knowledge of the local geology will be of considerable help in locat—

ing anoiont river courses. In extended plains, local topography will not help greatly, but

vegetation may indicate deposits. The prospector will do well to be guided by exposures in

river banks, railway, and highway cuts and in well records.

Exploration will be best accomplished by test pits supplemented by drilled holes. The

churn drill will be useful because some deposits will be found to extend below the subsurface

Deltas. -;_‘
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The method of formation Qf these several types has been discussed previo usly in this
report.
Alluvial cones are recognizable from tteir proximity to mountain r~ntes ~nd the character and distribution of the par·tides . Alluvial sands are usually net w~ll rour.ded. but
fa.i r 1y angular . They will contain few pieces of decompoRable minerals su-:h <,.s limestonE'.
feldspar, etc. Gravels, on the otter hand. will be subang~]at to well rounded with smooth
surfaces, and if transported only short dist&nces may contain small to lar~e percentages of
deccmposable minerals. Deposits will ccntain comp~ratively sreall amounts cf [jne sand and
clay, but the coarser sand, gr~vel. and bowlders may be more or less segregated in irregul~r
lenses. Clusters of bowldprs may also be present near the base of t~e cone. Alluvial cones
w~ll range from a few feet to several hundred feet in vertical thickness.
Prospecting for this tYre of deposit will involve principally a study of local geolo[y
and topography .
Exploration will involve test r;i ts and churn or other t~r~es of drill heles . Aq~;ers wil~
be useless except in determining the depth of overburden .
In large cones approaching alluvial plains in size. the search will be directed to ascertaining that portion of the deposit which contains the hest commercial er~dation . Nests
of bowlders are not objectionable,

b~t

t h ey will require

cr u shin~

mechinery .

Te s t Fits sup-

plemented by churn drilling will probably be the best :r.ethods to use.
It will seldom be
necessary to ascertain t~e depth of large cones because of their great thictness and extent .
Ordinarily there w~ll be le~s need for determining the percentage of fine s~nd and clay
because of their limited prese~ce due to the manner of formation. When present. they will
be in such form as will require a comparatively minor treatment for elimination. Sort or
rctten stone will net usually be p;;csent .
Careful t(;sting of pit and drill-·hole samples
will be necessary, however. to ascertain the percentage of gradation present, in order that
the pit <.nel plz.nt may be located on tl:e most favorable forticn of the deposit .
Careful
testing may develop areas wherein sand roay be produced s eparately from gr ~ vel. Usually such
doposi ts will be well drained e.nd there will be no w<:.ter rem&in i. ng in drill holes . Depth
drilling will be necessary only to determine the commercidl quantity available .
Alluvial plains are simil a ., to cones Vlr,ere they L'.but steep mountain ranges, ane!. pros;_ _
~cting and exploraticn methods ~re the same as for cones.
Wtere they extend great di~tances .
from tte mountains, as in the great plains 3rea, the de~ositswi1l not L'.tt&in such great
thickness and the ingredient s will be better graded with fewer bowlders a nd more fine sands.
There will be mo r e clay interlliixed with the material also . ~s the distance from the mountain8
increases until finally alluvi&l plains merge into flood plains.
In prospecting. a kncwlede9 of the local geology will be of considerable help in loc&ting anciont rivel courses. In extended plains, local topography will not help greatly, but
vegetation may indicate deposit s . The prospector will do well to he guided by exposures in
river banks, railway, and highway cuts and in well recolds .
Exploratiou will be best accom~lished by test pits supplemented by drilled holes. The
churn drill will be useful because some deposits will be found to extend below the subsurface
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water level. Augers may be used in determining overburden depth and occasionally in obtain-

ing sand or gravel samples. The casing and bailer method may also be found to be advanta-

geous.

Care must be exercised in testing for clay and fine sand content as well as the percent-

age of fine gravel. All gravel must be carefully tested for hardness and abrasion. The same

scrutiny must be made for gradation also. Since this type of deposit varies greatly in

thickness, occasional holes or pits must be sunk completely through the deposit to be sure

of its depth. The subsurface water level must be accurately determined, since the entire

method of exploitation may depend upon the extent of the deposit below water.

River Terraces

Old rivers left considerable quantities of sand and gravel in their beds and banks. As

continental elevations took place, or the river cut deeper in its bed, these deposits are

water level . Augers may be used in determining overburden depth and occasionally in obtaining sand or gravel sa~ples. The casing and bailer method may also be found to be advantageous.
Care must be exercised in testing for clay and fine sand content as well as the percentage of fine gravel. All gravel must be carefully tested for hardness and abrasion. The same
scrutiny must be made for gradation also . Since this type of deposit varies greatly in
thickness, occasional holes or pi ts m\1.st be sunlt completely through the deposit to be sure
of its depth. The subsurface water level must be accurately determined, since the entire
method of exploitation may depend upon the extent of the deposit below water.

left as terraces along the valley walls parallel to the stream. In such areas topography

will be the principal guide for the prospector. Exposures in the river banks and along tri-

River Te:rraces

butaries indicate deposits above, where terraced topography is present.

Observation should be made for the usual physical characteristics of the particles of

fluvial deposits namely, angular sands and subangular to rounded smooth-faced gravels.

Exploration will employ test pits and the several types of drilling. Deposits will not

usually reach great thickness and therefore their depth must be ascertained. Size segrega-

tion may be prevalent, hence exploration will seek to determine the gradation of the material.
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Abrupt changes in gradation may occur, therefore drill holes or pits may show erratic results

over short distances. Many extra holes will be needed to interpret these discrepancies.

As such places are usually well drained, permanent water will seldom be found in holes in

terrace deposits. Occasional silt or clay beds will require careful testing as to the per-

centage of such material or the outlining of such beds by drilling so that they may be avoid-

ed in later exploitation. Auger holes may be used to advantage in testing overburden and

outlining area and thickness of surface sand or clay.

Flood Plains

Flood-plain deposits are formed by the material carried over the river banks during

periods of high water. Each single deposit is necessarily thin but where a river periodic-

ally overflows the same area these may be built up to considerable thickness.

Regional topography will be the principal guide to the prospector in his search for

this type of deposit. His search for commercial material will be materially assisted by

records of wells and cellar excavations as well as by exposures in railway and highway cuts,

dry gulches, and banks of tributary streams. They are usually covered by soil of varying

depths and the deposits themselves are likely to be badly intermixed with beds of clay or

silt. Gradation is generally erratic and particular care must be taken to determine the per-

Old rivers left considerable quantities of sand and gravel in their beds and banks. As
continental elevations took place, or the river cut deeper in its bed, these deposits are
left as terraces along the valley walls parallel to the stream. In such areas topography
will be the principal guide for the prospector. Exposures in the river banks and along tributaries indicate deposits above, where terraced topography is present.
Observation should be made for the usual physical characteristics of the particles of
fluvial deposits namely, angular sands and subangular to rounded smooth-faced gravels.
Exploration will employ test pits and the several types of drilling. Deposits will not
usually reach great thickness and therefore their depth must be ascertained. Size segregation may be prevalent, hence exploration will seek to determine the gradation of the material.
Abrupt changes in gradation may occur, therefore drill holes or pits may show erratic results
over short distances.
Many extra holes will be needed to interpret these discrepancies.
As such places are usually well drained, permanent water will seldom be found in holes in
terrace deposits. Occasional silt or clay beds will require careful testing as to the percentage of such material or the outlining of such beds by drilling so that thoy may be avoided in later exploitation. Auger holes may be used to advantage in testing overburden and
outlining area and thickness of surface sand or clay.

centages of clay, silt, fine sand, and commercial sand and gravel present. Usually there

will be a much higher percentage of sand and fine materials than of coarse gravel in flood-

Flood Plains

plain deposits. The bars in rivers traversing flood plains will be found to be badly con—

taminated with silt also.

Test pits and all types of drilling are the methods employed for exploration. Holes

must be spaced at shorter intervals because of the sudden and erratic changes in the ingredi—

ents. Ordinarily flood-plain deposits are above subsurface water levels, but in some cases

they are not. Therefore, it is important to determine the permanent water level. Great care

must be used in ascertaining not only the percentages of fine and coarse materials present,
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Flood-plain deposits are formed by the material carried over the river banks during
periods of high water. Each Single deposit is necessarily thin but where a river periojically overflows the same area these may be built up to considerable thickness.
Regional topography will be the principal guide to the prospector in his search for
this type of deposit . His search for commercial material will be materially assisted by
records of wells and cellar excavations as well as by exposures in railway and highway cuts,
dry gulches, and banks of tributary streams . They are usually covered by soil of varying
depths and the deposits themselves are likely to be badly intermixed with IJeds of clay or

silt . Gradation is generally erratic and particular care must be taken to determine the percentages ~f clay, silt, fine sand, and commercial sand and gravel present. Usually there
will be a much higher percentage of sand and fine materials than of coarse gravel in floojplain deposits. The bars in rivers traversing flood plains will be found to be badly contaminated with silt also.
Test pits and all types of drilling are the methods employed for exploration. Holes
must be spaced at shorter intervals because of the sudden and erratic changes in the ingredients. Ordinarily flood-plain deposits are above subsurface water levels, but in some cases
they are not. Therefore, it is important to determine the permanent water level. Great care
must be used in ascertaining not only the percentages of fine and coarse materials present,
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but the gradation of commercial sizes. Since the deposits are usually thin, their depth

must be investigated. Flood—plain deposits rarely contain clean sand nor do they contain

sands in commercial gradations. This means that equipment must be installed to eliminate

the undesirable sizes; hence, it is important to know beforehand the percentage proportion

they represent.

Commercial sand and gravel in such deposits, however, will usually be quite free from

soft particles in the form of rotten stone or decomposable material. The problem to be solved

by exploration is one of extent and gradation in order that a commercial material may be made

from a noncommercial natural deposit.

Delta Deposits

Deltas are formed in the ocean or lakes at the mouths of rivers. Usually before reach-

ing the sea or lake the river current has so lost its velocity as to render it incapable of

but the gradation of commercial sizes.
Since the deposits are usually thin, their depth
must be investigated . Flood-plain deposits rarely contain clean sand nor do they contain
sands in commercial gradBtions.
This means that equipment must be installed to eliminate
the undesirable sizes; hence, it is important to know beforehand the percentage prcportien
they represent.
Commercial sand and gravel in such deposits, however, will usually be quite free trom
soft particles in the form of rotten stone or decomposable material . The problem to be solved
by exploration is one cf extent and gradation in order t.hat a commercial material may be made
froo a noncommercial natural deposit .

transporting material coarser than fine sand. Therefore, delta deposits are usually defi—

cient in commercial gravel. However, during flood periods the velocity may be so increased

Delta Deposits

as to allow it to bring down and deposit coarse material. Also, where the debouching river

meets strong wave or tidal action the fine material may be caused to remain in suspension by

agitation until carried far beyond the mouth, and only the coarser product be deposited in

the delta. Thus considerable sorting is possible.

Prospecting on deltas is simple in that it is confined to relatively small areas bounded
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by the extreme migration of the river and the sea or lake. Old abandoned river courses may

present outcrops in their Banks. Any artificial excavation will present material for study

also.

Exploration will be by means of auger or drill hole, since the proximity of the perma-

nent water level to the surface prevents the use of test pits.

Because of the multiplicity of materials deposited and the changing course of the river,

extreme care must be used in exploration to determine both the kind of material, its size

gradation, percentage composition, the presence of soft or inferior particles, and the pres—

ence of debris.

River Bars

Underwater fluvial deposits are found within the banks of rivers or streams. They form

shifting bars built by the water currents. The river may cut away a bank at one point and

deposit the material in a bar at another, which in turn may be cut at a later date and de—

posited still lower in the course of the stream. Under favorable conditions a river may

break through its bank and abandon the old stream bed entirely.

Nearly all river-bar deposits are visible at one season or another. In some rivers

irrigation or navigation dams have raised the water level and covered previously exposed bars

but where such artificial barriers have not been erected shifting currents will usually ex-

pose deposits at some time. This makes prospecting fairly simple. Since running water sorts

Deltas are formed in the ocean or lakes at the mouths of rivp,rs. Usually before reachthe sea or lake the river current has so lost its velocity as to render it incapable of
transporting material coarser than fine sand. Therefore, delta depcsits are usually deficient in ccmmercial gravel . However, during flood periods the velOCity may be so increased
as to allow it to bring down and deposit coarse material. Also, where the debouching river
meets strong wave or tidal action the fine material may be caused to remain in suspension by
agitation until carried far beyond the mouth, and only the ccarser product be deposited in
the delta. Thus considerable sorting is possible.
Prospecting on deltas is simple in that it is confined to relatively small areas bounded
by the extreme migration of the river and the sea or lake . Old abandoned river courses may
present outcrops in their banks. Any artificial excavation will present material for study
also.
Exploration will be by means of auger or drill hole, since the proximity of the permanent water level to tt.e surface prevents the ~se of test pits.
Because of the multiplicity of materials deposited and the changing course of the river,
extreme care must be used in exploration to determine both the kind of material, its size
gradation, percentabe composition, the presence of soft or inferior particles, and the presence of debris .
in~

and grades materials, coarse sands and gravels will be expected in the swifter currents and

IUver San

as the velocity decreases the size of particles also decreases.

Any agency which causes a deflection of the stream course or decrease in velocity of its

current also causes deposition. Thus sand and gravel deposits may be expected in bars on the

inner sides of bends. A tributary entering a river from one side tends to divert or retard

its current, and deposits may be expected on the up-river side of the mouths of tributaries.

Shoal places in the river below deep channels tend to retard the current and material is de—

posited above them. The prospector must depend upon his knowledge of, or information he can
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Underwater fluvial depOSits are fOund within the banks of rivers or streams . They form
shifting bars built by the water currents. The river may cut away a bank at one point ~nd
deposit the material in a bar at another, which in turn may be cut at a later date Bnd deposi ted still lower in the course of the stream.
Under favorable conci tions a river may
break through its bank and abandon the old stream bed entirely .
Nearly all river-bar c1eposits Ese visible at one season or another.
In SOlDe rivers
irrigation or navigation dams have raised the water level and covered previously exposed bars
but where such artificial barriers have not been erected shifting currents will usually expose depOSits at some time. This makes pros~ecting fairly Simple . Since running water sorts
and grades materials, coarse sands and gravels will be expected in the swifter currents and
as the velocity decreases the size of particles also decrease~.
Any agency which causes a deflection of the stream course or decrease in velocity of its
current ~l~o causes deposition . Thus sand and gravel deposits may be expected in bars on the
inner sides of bends. A tributary entering a river from one side tends to divert or retard
its current, and depOSits may be expected on the up-river side of the mouths of tributaries.
Shoal places in the river below deep channels tend to retard the current dnd material is deposited above them. The prospector must depend upon his knowledge of, or information he can
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obtain concerning, the habits of the river currents, both as to present and past history,

for likely sites in locating river bars. Where the gravel is not exposed to view the pros—

pector may use a long steel bar and sound for gravel in the river bed. Usually, however,

prospecting for river-bar gravels is done by dredging. The dredge is spotte~ at a likely

site and digs from the bed until it can be determined whether the material is commercial or

not.

Test pits in river bars are useless as they can not be extended below water level. Bar

gravels, however, are ordinarily very loose and can at times be recovered by augers or drills

within casing. The small orange-peel bucket operating within a casing should be helpful.

as should also the bailer and casing.

Either of these methods promise success when they can be located on the bar where it

outcrops above water level. For underwater work, however, they are not so successful because

of the difficulty of-holding casing steady from a boat on the surface. This does not mean

that it can not be done, but the cost of such equipment together with the difficulties en-

countered increase the exploration expense until most operators prefer first to sound by bar

and then spot the dredge.

Exploration of bars should develop the presence or absence of river debris such as sunk-

en logs, tree trunks, waste materials from up-river sources, and strata of silt or fine sand.

In some cases an abundance of shells may impoverish an otherwise commercial deposit or so

alter conditions as to require special machinery for their elimination in the treatment plant
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Since any exploration must be below water level, experience is necessary in collecting

samples because of the danger of misinterpretation due to the partial removal of silt and

fine sand by the water while in the act of collecting the sample. Care must be taken to see

that there is not too much clay or silt present. As an example, one river deposit is re-

ported as having several feet of good material in two beds between which lies a bed of heavy

blue clay. Dredging the clay with the gravel so mixes the material that it is impossible to

obtain a clean sand or gravel. Other types of clay cause little trouble and are easily

washed out. Therefore, if clay is encountered, it should be carefully investigated as to

its character and probable effect on the finished product.

There need be less care taken in determining the gradation of the material from river

bars because in the recovery by dredging excess quantities of certain sizes may usually be

wasted overboard without additional disposal cost. There is a need for information as to the

approximate gradation, however, in order that the proper equipment may be installed for eli-

minating the waste sizes.

Care should be exercised in determining the amount of foreign industrial waste occurring

in the deposit. As an example, in some river deposits considerable quantities of coal are

encountered, resulting from refuse from up-stream coal—mine waste. This coal must be removed

from the sand and gravel, and when it is present in sufficient amount may present a serious

problem calling for special equipment. Also the amount of sunken debris present may deter-

mine the type of dredge necessary. Exploration in river beds which have been previously dug

over for their gravel content encounters another type of difficulty. Dug-over river bottoms

are often left in a series of inverted cone-shaped depressions. These provide excellent

catch basins for all sorts of refuse brought down the river. They may also be found to col-

lect boulders in nests from the sides of the cones or rolled along the bed of the river in

flood periods a

River beds and bars are seldom over 50 feet thick; hence, it is essential that the thick-

ness be determined both in order to calculate the tonnage available and to indicate the type

of equipment necessary. - >
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obtain concerning, the habits of the river currents, both as to present and past history,
for likely sites in locating river bars . Where the gravel is not exposed to view the prospector may use a long steel bar and sound for gravel in the river bed. Usually, however,
prospecting for river-bar gravels is done by dredging. The dredge is spotte .. at a likely
site and digs from the bed until it can be determined whether the material is commercial or
not.
Test pits in river bars are useless as they can not be extended below water level . Bar
gravels, however, are ordinarily very loose and can at times be recovered by augers or drills
within casing. The small orange-peel bucket operating within a casing should be helpful.
as should also the bailer and casing.
Either of these methods promise success when they can be located on the bar where it
outcrops above water level. For underwater work, however, they are not so successful because
of the difficulty of holding casing steady from a boat on the surface. This does not mean
that it can not be done, but the cost of such equipment together with the difficulties encountered inorease the exploration expenee until most operators prefer first to sound by bar
and then spot the dredge.
Exploration of bars should develop the presence or absence of river debris such as sunken logs, tree trunks, waste materials from up-river sources, and strata of silt or fine sand.
In some cases an abundance of shells may impoverish an otherwise commercial deposit or so
alter conditions as to require special machinery for their elimination in the treatment plant
Since any exploration must be below water level, experience is necessary in collecting
samples because of the danger of misinterpretation due to the partial removal of silt and
fine sand by the water while in the act of collecting the sample. Care must be taken to see
that there is not too much clay or silt present . As an example, one river deposit is reported as having several feet of good material in two beds between which lies a bed of heavy
blue clay. Dredging the clay with the gravel so mixes the material that it is impossible to
obtain a clean sand or gravel.
Other types of clay cause 11 t tIe trouble and are easily
washed out . Therefore, if clay is encountered, it should be carefully investigated as to
its character and probable effect on the finished product.
There need be less care taken in determining the gradation of the material from river
bars because in the recovery by dredging excess quantities of certain sizes may usually be
wasted overboard without additional disposal cost. There is a need for information as to the
approximate gradation, however, in order that the proper equipment may be installed for eliminating the waste sizes.
Care should be exercised in determining the amount of foreign industrial waste occurring
in the deposit. As an example, in some river deposits considerable quantities of coal are
encountered, resulting from refuse from up-stream coal-mine waste. This coal must be removed
from the sand and gravel, and when it is present in sufficient amount may present a serious
problem calling for special equipment . Also the amount of sunken debris present may determine the type of dredge necessary . Exploration in river beds which have been previously dug
over for their gravel content encounters another type of difficulty. Dug-over river bottoms
are often left in a series of inverted cone-shaped depressions . These provide excellent
catch basins for all sorts of refuse brought down the river. They may also be found to collect bowlders in nests from the sides of the cones or rolled along the bed of the river in
flood periods.,
River beds and bars are seldom over 50 feet thick; hence, it is essential ttat the thickness be determined both in order to calculate the tonnage available and to indicate the type
of equipment necessary.
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Mggi_g and Lake_Qepgsits

In searching for sand and gravel deposits in the coastal plain areas the prospector will

need a knowledge of geology as well as topography. He will recognize deposits of marine

origin both by the shape and position of the deposit as well as the physical characteristics

of the particles.

Marine gravels found on the tops of well-rounded hills or ridges will differ from

residual deposits in like topography in that they will be well graded and the particles usu—

ally well rounded. Few angular sands will be found and none of soft materials. Gravels will

be well rounded with smooth faces having a dull polish, while residual gravels are rough and

usually have pitted faces-

Likely sources will be terraces parallel to the seashore and flat-topped elevations

between well-established drainage areas within coastal plains. Scrutiny should be given to

stream banks out through low hills or terraces, and railway and highway cuts. Vegetation may

be a helpful guide also. The prospector operating in coastal—plain areas may encounter ter-

races parallel to seashores having materials which do not show marine characteristics. This

is true along the Atlantic coast where some of the terraces are alluvial plains which have

been washed and eroded from old shore lines. He should also not overlook river bars in coastal

plains.

Regional topography and geology will be his principal guides. Observations should in—

clude inspection of exposures in stream banks cutting through terraces. as well as artificial
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excavations of all sorts.

Exploration will employ test pits and all classes of drill holes. The objective sought

will be particularly to locate such portions of the terraces or hilltops as contain as near

the proper—sized gradations as possible. Marine deposition tends to group gravels in fairly

well—sorted sizes; therefore, fine sands may be found in one place and coarser material or

boulders in another near-by. Often the commercial materials will be found overlaid by heavy

silt or clay, the thickness and character of which must be carefully determined for its

effect on later operation. There will be little difficulty with permanent water in the

higher terraces, although this becomes a problem in more recent uplifts that are raised only

slightly above sea level. Little trouble will be experienced with soft particles because of

the long-continued abrasion both during transportation to its undersea location and later by

wave action on beaches to which the material has been subjected. However, some marine gra-

vels do contain limestone particles which have been formed in the sea by chemical means or

as the result of organic remains. These usually will have been so worn by wave action as to

lose their soft portions.

Of equal importance in marine deposition are the large offshore deposits along the con—

tinental shelf. These are similar to terrace deposits except that they have not been raised

above sea level. They are formed by the deposition of material brought down by rivers and

streams and are therefore of fluvial origin. Suspension in the heavy sea water is more po-

- tent than in fresh water and this combined with agitation from wave, tidal, and current

action tends to carry finer silts and clays beyond the continental shelf into deep-sea

levels. The sands and gravels are thus deposited close to shore on the continental shelf

and form important sources of commercial material.

Prospecting for such deposits consists of examination of the adjacent beaches and the

formation of offshore islands. Any approved method of making undersea soundings may be em—

ployed also. Probably the most often—used method is the actual digging of the material with

dredges as is done in river-bar deposits.

Exploration is by dredge alone. The principal information sought is the depth below

water surface and thickness and character of the material. This combination determines the__
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In searching for sand and gravel deposits in the coastal plain areas the prospector will
r.eed c. knOVilo(lg€: of geology as well as topography.
He will recognize deposi ts of marine
origin both by the shape and position of the deposit as well as the physical characteristics
of the particles.
Mar ine gravels found on the tops 01 well-rounded hills or ridges will differ from
residual deposits in like topogra.phy in that they will be well graded and the particles US'.lally Viell ro~nded . Few angular sands will be fo~nd and none of soft materials . Gravels will
be Viell lounded with smooth faces having a dull polish. while residual gravels are rcugh and
usually have pitted faces.
Likely sources will be terraces parallel to the seashore and flat-topped elevations
between well-established drainage areae within coastal plains. Scrutiny should be given to
stream banks cut through low hills or terraces. and railway and highway cuts. Vegetation may
be a helpful guide also. The prospector operating in coastal-plain areas may encounter terraces parallel to seashores having materials which do not show marine characteristics. This
is true along the Atlantic coast where some of the terraces are alluvial plains which have
been washe~ and eroded from old shere lines . He should also not overlook river bars in coastal
plains.
Regional topography and geology will be his principal guides . Observations should include inspection of exposures in stream banks cutting through terraces. as well as artificial
excavations of all sorts .
Exploration will employ test pits and all classes of drill holes. The objective sought
will be particclerly to locate such portions of the terraces or hilltops as contain as near
the proper-sized gradations as possible. Marine deposition tends to group gravels in fairly
well-sorted sizos; therefore, fine sands ~~y be fo~nd in one place and coarser material or
bowlders in Bnothel" near-by. Often the commercial materials will be found overlaid by heavy
sil t or cley. the thickness and character of which must be cal efully determined for its
effect on later operation.
There will be 11 ttle difficulty with permanent water in the
higher terraces, although this becomes a problem in more recent uplifts that are raised only
slightly above sea level. Little tro~blo will be experienced with soft particles because of
the long-continued abr~sion both during transportation to its undersea location and later by
w?ve action on beaches to which the material has been subjected. However. some marine gravels do contain limestone particles which heve baen formed in the sea by chemical means cr
as the result of organic remains. These usually will have been so worn by wave action ~s to
lose their soft portions.
Of equal importance in marine deposition are the large offshore deposits along the continental shelf. These are similar to terrnce deposits except that they have not been raised
above sea level. They are formed by the deposition of material brought down by rivers and
streams and are therefore of fluvisl origin. Suspension in the heavy sea water is more potent than in fresh water and this combined with agi tation from wave. tidal. and current
action tends to carry finer silts and clays beyond the continental shelf into deep-sea
levels. The sands and gravels are thus depOSited close to shore on the continental shelf
and form important sources of commercial material.
Prospecting for such depOSits consists of examination of ~he adjacent b~aches and the
forcuticn of offstore islands. Any approved mettod of making undersea soundings may be em~lcycd also.
Probably the most often-used method is the actual digging of the material with
dredges as is 10ne in river-bar depOSits.
Exploration is by dredge alone. The prinCipal information sought is the depth below
water surface and thickness and character of the material. This combination determines the_
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type of equipment necessary for exploitation. The habit of local tides is also a contribut-

ing factor in this problem, for material accessible at low tide may be out of reach if the’

tide variation is great. Harbor protection is also important, as dredging equipment is not

ordinarily designed to withstand stormy seas.

Size gradation is important because of the tendency of wave action to sort material in

size groups. Abundance of shell or coral formation may complicate production of commercial

material. Therefore the percentage of these materials should be carefully ascertained by

adequate exploration before production on a large scale is started.

Similar methods are employed in prospecting for gravels along the boundaries of inland

lakes.

Occasional remnants of gravel deposits of marine origin are found far inland marking the

shore lines of ancient seas. These are commercially unimportant as a class, however, inas-

much as more recent erosion has so reworked them that they are at present classed as fluvial.'

Deposits along the old boundary of the great Salt Lake are Exceptions. These resemble allu-

vial fans or narrow plains in that they abut steep mountain ranges. Exposures in recent

stream beds form the principal methods of examination for the prospector. Exploration meth-

ods are similar to those used in coastal Plain terraces.

Glacial Deposits

It is essential that the prospector working in areas within the boundary of glacial

action have a knowledge of the geologic history of the region. With such knowledge his un-
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derstanding and interpretation of the various forms of deposit encountered will be greatly

facilitated. This involves a knowledge of the origin of the formations and the resulting

type of equipment necessary for exploitation . The habit of local tides is also a contributing factor in this problem, for material accessible at low tide may be out of reach if the
tide variation is great. Harbor protection is also important, as dredging equipment is not
ordinarily designed to withstand stormy seas.
Size gradation is important because of the tendency of wave action to sort material in
size groups. Abundance of shell or coral fcrmation may complicate production of commercial
material. Therefore the percentage of these materials should be carefully ascertained by
adequate exploration before production on a large scale is started .
Similar methods are employed in prospecting for gravels along the boundaries of inland
lakes.
Occasional remnants of gravel deposits of marine origin are found far inland marking' the
shore lines of ancient seas. These are commercially unimportant as a class, however, inasmuch as more recent erosion has so reworked them that they are at present classed as fluvial.
DepOSits along the old boundary of the great Salt Lake are exceptions. These resemble alluvial fans or narrow plains in that they abut steep mountain ranges . Exposures in recent
stream beds form the principal methods of examination for the prospector. Exploration methods are similar to those used in coastal plain terraces .

topography.

In his search the prospector will observe the position and appearance of isolated hills

and ridges, the abundance of small lakes, the presence or absence of sharp topographic relief

and the markings left on the surface of outcrops of bedrock. Grooves and striations on out-

crops show the direction of ice movement. The relation of the long axis of ridges or the

alignment of isolated low hills will indicate whether the deposits are moraines or eskers.

This in turn will indicate to him the type of material he may expect below the land surface.

Examination of particles where exposed in natural or artificial cuts will indicate glacial

source by the striated or grooved surfaces of the gravels.

Sands containing particles of feldspar and other decomposable minerals indicate trans-

portation over comparatively short distances or possible source in glacial deposits.

Sounding bars may be used to advantage through thin overburden to detect gravel below,

although the prospector's principal reliance will be upon the topography and his knowledge

of the geology of the region supplemented by examination of natural or artificial cuts and

excavations.

Exploration will be by test pits, drill holes, and soundings. The latter, while of

principal interest in prospecting, may be useful in outlining deposits under thin overburden.

For the same purpose, auger holes are employed, although much difficulty may be expected from

loss of holes through encountering boulders. The same difficulty will arise in the use of

casing with drilled holes. Therefore, accurate sampling will necessitate the digging of

frequent test pits.

Especial care must be taken in examining glacial deposits to determine accurately the

proportion of fine sand and clay. Moraines especially are heterogenous deposits of unsized

materials which necessitate careful systematic examination because in the absence of bedding

or segregation of any sort no assumptions can be made from superficial or cursory explora-

tion. Such deposits must be tested over their whole area and throughout their full depth.

This means that vertical examination is of equal importance with lateral examination.
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It is essential that the prospector working in areas within the boundary of glacial
action have a knowledge of the geologic history of the region. With such knowledge his understanding and interpretation of the various forms of deposit encountered will be greatly
facilitated. This involves a knowledge of the origin of the formations and the resulting
topography.
In his search the prospector will observe the position and appearance of isolated hills
and ridges, the abundance of small lakes, the presence or absence of sharp topographic relief
and the markings left on the surface of outcrops of bedrock. Grooves and striations on outcrops show the direction of ice movement . The ;elation of the long axis of ridges or the
alignment of isolated low hills will indicate whether the deposits are moraines or eskers.
This in turn will indicate to him the type of material he may expect below the land surface.
Examination of particles where exposed in natural or artificial cuts will indicate glaCial
source by the striated or grooved surfaces of the gravels.
Sands containing particles of feldspar and other decomposable minerals indicate transportation over comparatively short distances or possible source in glacial deposits.
Sounding bars may be used to advantage through thin overburden to detect gravel below,
although the prospector's prinCipal reliance will be upon the topography and his knowledge
of the geology of the reeion SUpplemented by examination of natural or artificial cuts and
excavations.
Exploration will be by test pits, drill holes, and soundings . The latter, while of
prinCipal interest in prospecting, may be useful in outlining deposits under thin overburden.
For the same purpose, auger holes are employed, although much difficulty may be expected from
loss of holes through encountering bowlders. The same diffiCulty will arise in th~ use of
casing wi th drilled holes.
Therefore, accurate sampling will necessitate the digging of
frequent test pits.
Especial care must be taken in examining glaCial deposits to determine accurately the
proportion of fine sand and clay. Moraines especially are heterogenous deposits of unsized
materials which necessitate careful systematic examination because in the absence of bedding
or segregation of any sort no assumptions can be made from superficial or cursory exploration . Such depOSits must be tested over their whole area and throughout their full depth.
This means that vertical examination is of equal importance with lateral examination.
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The possibility of the material containing decomposable minerals which would be harmful

in concrete construction must also be carefully ascertained. When discovered, their charac—

ter and percentage must be determined as accurately as possible. This type of impurity may

be found both as fine sand and coarse gravel or even boulders.

The gradation is important, not only for its relation to market requirements but to

determine the proportion of boulders present that may require a crushing plant. This is not

easy in this type of deposit because of the heterogenous mixture. Even with elaborate sys—

tematic exploration, considerable latitude in interpretation of results will be necessary.

This must be tempered by the judgement and experience of the prospector.

Fluvioglagigl_2gposits

Fluvio glacial deposits resemble fluvial deposits in their formation. They differ in

The possibili ty of th~ !ta tel ie-I containing decompose-ble mi.lerl'.ls wt.ich would be harm!'ul
in con~rete construction must also be carefully e-scertained. When discovered, their character and percentR[e must be determined 3S accurately ~s possible . This type of imrurity may
be found both as fine sand and coarse gravel or even bowlders.
The grade.tion is important, nct only for its relatien to marke: rE'qdrements but to
determine the proportion of bowlders present thf.t may reqUire a cn:shing plcnt. This is not
~asy in this type of deposit because of the heterogenous mixture .
Even with elaborate systematic exploration, considerable latitude in interpretation of results will he necessary .
This must be tempered by the judgement and experience of the prospector.

that they are found in close proximity to glacial deposits or the boundary of glaciated

areas. Material contained in them will show an absence of clay and fine sand and consider-

able grading will be apparent. Sands will be angular but gravels will be rounded and smooth-

faced. Less quantities of decomposable material will be present.

Outwash cones or plains will resemble alluvial cones and plains except that they will

not abut mountain ranges. They will, however, emerge from old glacial moraines. Lateral and

ground moraines will have been reworked and the material deposited in river bars or terraces

along the course of the glacial streams or carried on to form outwash plains. Therefore, a
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knowledge of local and regional geology and topography is helpful.

Prospecting methods will be of the same type as for similar fluvial formations.

Fluvio glacial deposits will contain material showing the characteristic striations and

grooves of glacial abrasion.

Exploration should develop the size and depth of deposits, the gradation of the ma-

terials, and the percentage of fines. The presence and character of decomposable material

should also be determined. There will be ordinarily little clay present and materials will

be fairly well graded even to size segregations to some extent. Vertical depth may range

from a few feet to over a hundred feet; hence, depth must be determined.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES WITH COSTS

The United States Bureau of Mines has published a number of Information Circulars on

sand and gravel mining methods and costs, of which the following table lists a few.

Typical examples of sand and gravel operations

__._____-_._ - _-__ .___ _-_ -____ _._- - -__-. -_--_ _-____.____..-._ ...__..-__..._._.__- ...-----_—- .-

Euhligatign-flgg ____m_________Qgmpany_____”________[ Location _[Type of deposit

I. C. 6420 Menantico Sand & Gravel Co. [New Jersey [Marine

I. c. 6421 Ohio River Sand Co. [Kentucky [River bar

I. C. 6537 East Texas Gravel Co. [Texas [Flood plain

Fluvioglacial deposits resemble fluvial deposits in their formation . They differ in
that they are found in clese proximity to elacial deposits or the bo\.:ndary of glaCiated
areas. Material contained in them will show an absence of clay and fine sand ~nd considerable grading will ba apparent . Sr.nds will be angular but gravels will be ro~nded and smoothfaced. Less quc,r.tities of decomposable materi':l.l will be present.
Outwash cones or plains will resemble alluvial cones and plains except that they will
not ab~t mountain ranges. They will, however, emerge from old glacial morair.es . L':l.teral and
ground moraines will have been reworked and the material deposited in rive I bars cr terraces
along the course of the glacial streams or carried on to form o~twash plains. Therefore, a
knowledge of local and regione.l geology and topograFhy is helpful .
Prospecting methods will be of the same type as for similar fl~vial formations.
Fluvioglacial deposits will ccntain material showing the charccteristic striations and
grooves of glacial abrasion.
Explore. tion should develop the size and depth of deposi ts, the grrda tion of the matelials, and the percentr.!e of fines. The plesence ~nd charr.cter of decomposr.ble material
should also be determined. There will be ordinarily little cl~y present r.nd m~teri~ls will
be fai rly well graded even to size segregations to some extent.
Verticr.1 depth may rc.nge
from a few feet to over a h~ndred feet ; hence, depth must be determined.

I. C. 6580 Ward Sand & Gravel Co. [Michigan [(Fluvio glacial

TYPICAL EXAMPLES WITH COSTS

[ [(Moraine

I. C. 6581 Dallas Washed & Screened Gravel Co.[Texas [Fluvial

I. C. 6582 J. K. Davison & Bro. [PennsylvanialRiver bar

I. C. 6592 Seaboard Sand & Gravel Co. [New York [Moraine

I. C. 6607 Consolidated Rock Products Co. - [California [Alluvian fan

The United States Bure~u of Mines has published <'. n~mber of InformLtion Circulars on
sand and gravel mining methods ~nd costs, of which the following table lists a few,

_-_.__-___._--_-_.__.__-‘_____. ---_--___- -.----------- -=_—-_— -_._--~--_...------_
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The deposits on the property of the Menantico Sand & Gravel Co. consist of two types.

I.

The older or Highland deposit is probably typically marine with little or no overburden and

C 642Q

supporting a weak growth of scrub oak and pine. The Lowland deposits are found along stream

courses and represent marine materials reworked and left as fluvial deposits.

Exploration was carried on by means of test pits limited in depth by the permanent water

level. Below this depth hand-drilled test holes were put down on the corners of 100—foot

squares at a contract price of $1.50 per foot. Because of insufficient information obtained

by this method, the clamshell bucket working within a 12-inch casing was adopted. This is

now used to the water level. Below that a 4-inch pipe is sunk and a 3-inch pipe bailer is

operated within it to remove the sample. The lower end of the pipe is filed to a rough cut-

ting edge, and a flap valve is placed about 3 inches above. By churning the bailer up and

down by hand the material within the 4-inch casing is loosened and brought to the surface.

Three men are used to operate the bailer. They average about 50 feet of hole per day

at a cost of 50 cents per foot of hole.

l__q__§égl

The Ohio River Sand Co. operates wholly in river-bar deposits in the Ohio River. The

company uses churn drills to prospect bars that outcrop above water level.

lands in the river that have been prospected in this manner.

rod is used in the hands of the operator from a small boat. By this means, gravel beds are
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"felt" or "sounded" beneath the river bed of fine silt. When gravel is located by sounding,

The deposits on the property of the Menantico Sand & Gravel Co. consist of two types.
The older 0,' Highland deposit is probably typically marine with little or no overburden and
supporting a weak growth of scrub oak and pine. The Lowland deposits are found along stream
courses and represent ~arine materials reworked and left as fluvial deposits.
Exploration was carried on by means of test pits limited in depth by the permanent water
level. Below this depth hand-drilled test holes were put down on the corners of 100-foot
squares at a contract price of $1.50 per foot. Because of insufficient information obtained
by this mettod, the cla~shell bucket working within a 12-inch casing was adopted. This is
now used to the water level. Below that a 4-inch pipe is sunk and a 3-inch pipe bailer is
operated within it to remove the sample. The lower end of the pipe is filed to a rough cutting edge, and a flap valve is placed about 3 inches above. By churning the tailer up and
down by hand the ~atGrial within the 4-inch casing is loosened and brought to the surface.
Three men are used to operate the bailer. They average about 50 feet of hole per day
at a cost of 30 cents per foot of hole.

the ladder dredge is moved to the spot and exploration continued by actual digging.

It owns two is-

For underwater bars a sounding

li_Q-_§éﬁl

The East Texas Gravel Co.'s deposits are in old flood plains of the Trinity River. The

material is typically fluvial, showing well-rounded, smooth-surfaced limestone gravel and

angular siliceous sand. Prospecting in this region is largely confined to test pits and

churn or bore holes. Many of these are negative or blanks. This illustrates the expense

attendant on examining erratic deposits. or deposits which change in character within short

distances. Flood plains follow the course of present or ancient streams. In the latter case

later erosion has destroyed surface evidence of their presence except what remains in the

topography resulting from terraces. Test pits are dug by hand 3 by 5 feet in sections where

The Ohio Ri\'e;' :oand Co. operates wholly in river-bar deposits in the Ohio River. The
company uses churn drills to prospect bars that outcrop abo,e nater level. It owns two islands in the river that havo been prospected in this manner. For underwater bars a sounding
rod is used in tte tands of the operator from ~ small boat. By this means, gravel beds are
"felt" or "sounded" ~eneath the rhe.' bed of fine: silt. When gravel is located by sounding,
the ladder dr~dgQ is ~oved to the spot and explorction continued by actual dieging.

the walls will stand. When loose a cylindrical steel curbing 3 feet in diameter is used to

protect the men. The small orange-peel bucket and the churn bailer are also used, the former

above the permanent water line and the latter below the water line. The bailer itself is 8

inches in diameter fitted with a flap valve and a 5—pronged cutting edge. When operated by

hand it should not be more than 2 feet long. This will require 8 men working 6 at a time.

This type of bailer is also used on a cable-type well drill to take the place of the drill

bit and rods. With the latter equipment 2 men can drill 70 to 80 feet in 10 hours.

The author cites the use of a rotary boring machine mounted on a small gasoline tractor

which successfully bores a hole 16 inches in diameter in clay to a depth of 18 feet. This

machine will bore at the rate of from 1 to 5 feet per minute in such material but did not

prove successful in cutting gravel because of pebbles caving from the sides of the hole.
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The East Texas Gravel Co. 's depOSits are in old flood plains of the Trinity River. The
material is typi~ally fluvial, showing well-rounded, smooth-surfaced limestone gravel and
angular siliceous sand.
Prospecting in this region is largely confined to test pits and
churn or bora holes . ~any of these are negative or blanks. This illustrates the expense
attendant on examining erratic deposits, or deposits which change in character within short
distances. Flood plains follow the course of present or ancient streams. In the latter case
later erosion has destroyed surface evidence of their presence except what remains in the
topography res~ltiilg from terraces. Test pits are dug by hand 3 by 5 feet in sections where
the walls will stand. When loose a cylindrical steel curbing 3 feet in diameter is used to
protect the men. The amall orange-peel bucket and the churn bailer are also used, the former
above the per~anint water line and the latter below the water line. The bailer itself is 8
inches in dioli:etcr fi~ted with a flap valve and a ~-pronged cutting edge. When operated by
hand it sho~ld not ba Eore than 2 feet long. This will require 8 men working 6 at a time.
This type of bailer is also used on a cable-type well drill to take the place of the drill
bit and rods. ~ith the latter equipment 2 men can drill 70 to 80 feet in 10 hours .
The author cites the use of a rotary boring machine mounted on a s~all gasoline tractor
which s~cc~ssf~lly bores a hole 16 inches in diameter in clay to a dep:h of 18 f~et. T1.is
machine will tore at the rate of from 1 to 5 feet per minute in such material but did not
prove succe$sf~l in cutting gravel because of pebbles caving from the sides of the hole.
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At Oxford, Michigan, the Ward Sand & Gravel Co. are operating in what is probably the

remains of a ground moraine, the upper portion of which has been reworked by fluvio glacial

waters which have removed most of the clay. Clay hills to the north are probably the re-

mains of old terminal or recessional moraines from which glacial waters removed portions and

deposited them on the ground moraine. This is indicated by the gradation from coarse gravel

near these clay hills to fire sand on the southern side of the deposit. Below the permanent

water line occasional beds of clay are found in the deposit showing little erosion by running

water.

Prospecting and exploration was done by sinking test pits from 10 to 40 feet or to water

level. Timber was used in some test holes in the form of 2-inch planks laid as cribbing.

A churn drill was used to explore below the water level. The author expresses his opinion

that "it is impossible to form an exact estimate of the value of the deposit until after it

has been put in production." '

Since this is probably a ground moraine topped by a shallow outwash plain, it is not

surprising that analysis of test results might be puzzling. A knowledge of the geology

would be a great help as a basis from which to interpret test-hole data, and with such know—

ledge a more comprehensive interpretation might be possible. Ground moraines, formed as

they are beneath the ice, are heterogenous mixtures of material which present difficulties

in analysis to the most experienced samplers.
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The deposit at Cloudy, Tex., operated by the Dallas Washed & Screened Gravel Co. lies

about 1% miles from the present channel of the Trinity River.

Composed of material ranging from fine, angular siliceous sand to well—rounded limestone

pebbles up to 3 inches in diameter, it is typical of fluvial material which has traveled a

comparatively short distance. This particular deposit is probably the site of a previous

channel of the river, as it cut its way across the coastal plain. The material deposited

At Oxford, Michig«n, tt.e Ward Sand & Gravel Co. aIe operating in what is probably the
remains of a ground moraine, the upper portion of which heS been reworked by fluvioglacial
waters which have removed most of the clay. Clay hills to the north are probably the remains cf old terminal or recessional moraines from which glacial waters removed portions and
deposited them on the ground moraine. This is indicated by the gradation from coarse gravel
near these clay hills to fire sand on the southern side of the deposit. Below the permanent
water line occasional beds of clay ar~ found in the deposit showing little erosion' by rt;nning
water.
Prospecting and exploration was 00ne by sinking test pits from 10 to 40 feet or to water
level. !imber was used in some test holes in the form of 2-inch planks laid as cribbing.
A churn drill was used to explore below the water level. The Buthor expresses his opinion
that "it is impossible to form an exact estimate of the value of the deposit until Lfter it
has been put in production."
Since this is probably a ground moraine topped by a shallow outwash plain, it is not
surprising that analysis of test results might be puzzling.
A knowledge of tto geology
would be a grec.t help a~' a basis from which to interprc·t test-t.ole d:.'.ta, and wi th such knowledge a more comprehensive ir.terpretation might be possible.
Ground mor~ines, formed as
they are beneath the ice, are t.eterogenous mixtures of materiLl which presect difficulties
in analysis to the most experienced samplers.

came from limestone ledges in the higher ground to the north and west. The Trinity River

is now a silt-bearing stream and has not carried gravel for a considerable time. This ac—

counts for the heavy clay mantle above the gravel at Cloudy. This is then a river-bed de-

posit formed in the coastal plain by a meandering river and later covered by silt or clay.

When the river left this channel it frequently flooded and overran its banks, leaving the

clay mantle as a flood-plain deposit.

In prospecting, this company used auger holes spaced at 300—foot intervals. These were

sunk to water level. It will be noted that the overburden was clay and the gravel loose and

without boulders. This is most favorable to auger prospecting. These holes were drilled by

hand at"a cost of 15 cents per foot. They were used, however, only to outline the deposit

and to determine the depth of overburden.

Next, test pits were sunk on_600-foot intervals to determine the character and thick-

ness of the deposits; From the Pits it was found that the permanent water level was from 4

to 8 feet above the bottom of the gravel, with the same variation below the top of the gravel.

An average of 7 feet Of overburden was also disclosed. The shallow water and compara—

tive thin gravel stratum (12 feet) indicated that drag lines would prove more economical

equipment than dredges. -

Some test pits were sunk by hand at a cost of $1.50 per foot and others by a l—yard

caterpillar crane at a cost of $1 per foot.
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The deposit at Clowdy, Tex., operated by the Dall~s Washed & Screened ~rEvel Co. lies
about It miles from the preseet chLnnel of the Trinity Piver.
Composed of material ranging from fine, ~ngular siliceous s~nd to w~ll-rounded limestone
pebbles up to 3 inct.es in di~meter, it is typical of fluvial m~terial which has traveled a
co:npars.tively shcrt distance . Thjs particulc,r deposj t is prob=.bly the site of a previous
channel of the river, as it c~t its way across the coastal plain. The mete rial deposited
ceme from lime:::tone ledges in the higher ground to the nOI th and west.
T1:e Trini ty River
is now a silt-bearing stream a~d has not carried gravel for a considerable time. This accounts for the heavy clay me.ntle =.bcve the gre.vel at Clcwdy. This is then e. river-bed deposit formed in the coastal plain by a meandering river Bnd l~ter cover~d by sjlt or clay.
When the river left this cheenel it frequently flooded Bnd overran its b~nks, leaving the
clay ~antle as a flood-pla~n deposit.
Ia prospecting, this compr.ny used auger holes spaced at 300-foot intervals. These were
sunk to water level. It will be noted that the overburden we.s clay and the gravel loose and
witho~t bowlders .
This is mcst favorable to a~ger prospecting. These holes we~e drilled by
hand at a ccst of 15 cents per foot. They were used, however, only to outline the deposit
and to determine the depth of overburden.
Next, test pits we rQ s'.:nk on 600-foot in te r vals to dete rmine the chare., te r "nd thickness of the depo~its. · From the pits it was fo~nd th~t tt.e permanent water level was from 4
to 8 feet above the bottom of the gravel, ~ith the same variation below the top 01 the gravel.
An average of 7 feet of overburden was also disclosed. The shallow water and comparative thin gravel stratum (12 feet) indicated that drag lines would prove more economical
eqt!1pment thz.n dredges.
Some test pits were sunk by htnd at a cost of $1.50 per foot and ott.ers by a I-yard
caterpillar crane at a cost of $1 per foot.
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An attempt to use a 6-inch casing with a 5-inch bailer for testing below water level was

unsuccessful where the material contained a considerable proportion of pebbles 1% inch or

larger in diameter, because of the slow progress incident to pebbles binding between bailer

and casing. Possibly if the bailer had been smaller in diameter, better progress would have

b on made.

The report describes the methods employed in analyzing tests as follows:

After the areas and thicknesses of the gravel deposits were determined, the

volume of gravel was calculated and converted into tonnage by assuming a weight

of 3,000 pounds per cubic yard. Screen analyses of the material from various

An attempt to use a G-inch casing with a 5-inch bailer for testing below water level was
unsuccessful where the material contained a conside~able proportion of pebbles It inch or
larger in diameter, because of the slow progress incident to pebbles binding between bailer
and casing. Possibly if the bailer had been smaller in diameter, better progress would have
b en made.
The report describes the methods employed in analyzing tests as follows;

test holes were then made and the average percentage of sand and gravel that should

be recovered from the property was estimated.

Two methods were used to obtain samples for screen analysis. When test holes

were dug with the dragline, the overburden was cast on one side of the hole and

the gravel on the opposite side; then an average sample was selected and shoveled

into a sack. When test holes were dug by hand, samples were obtained above the

water line by removing two shovelfuls of material from the side of the test hole.

These samples were taken at regular depth intervals of 3 feet and all samples

from a hole were mixed to obtain the average of the material above the water line.

Samples from below the water line were removed from the center of the holes at the

same depth intervals. The information obtained from these tests has been valuable
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in coordinating mining with market requirements due to the variance in both the

quality and size of material in the deposits and the size and grading of material

required by customers.

Tests on all of the Trinity River gravel deposits have shown that the thick-

ness of the strata, size and quality of material, and even the color of the gravel

and sand change within short distances. The deposits are irregular in shape and

change from gravel to sand, clay, or loam, in some instances in a distance of 10

feet or less.

Because of the erratic nature of this deposit, it would appear that at least occasional

tests would be needed at shorter intervals than the 500 feet indicated.

1- C-_§§§2

The J. K. Davison & Bro. Co. operate ladder-type dredges in the Allegheny River near

Pittsburgh, Pa. The deposits are river bars composed largely of large pebbles and boulders

brought down from Canada in a glacial stream of torrential proportions. The sands are sili-

ceous and angular while the pebbles are well rounded. The absence of fine sand and silt

except on top of the deposits and the low content of coarse sand indicate the fluvio glacial

.rce. Recently finer sands and silts have been brought down from the erosion of sediment-

After the areas and thicknesses of the gravel deposits were determined, the
volume of gravel was calculated and converted into tonnage by assuming a weight
of 3,000 pounds per cubic yard.
Screen analyses of the material from various
test holes were then made and the average percentage of sand and gravel that should
be recovered from the property was estimated .
Two methods were used to ottain samples for screen analysis. When test holes
were dug with the dragline, the overburden was cast on one side of the hole and
the gravel on the opposite side; then an average sample was selected and shoveled
into a sack. When test holes were dug by hand, samples were obtained above Le
water line by removing two shovelfuls of material from the side of the test hole.
These samples were taken at regular depth intervals of 3 feet and all samples
from a hole were mixed to obtain the average of the material above the water line.
Samples from below the water line were removed from the center of the holes at the
same depth intervals . The information obtained from these tests has been valuable
in coordinating mining with market requirements due to the variance in both the
quality and size of material in the deposits and the size and grading of material
required by customers.
Tests on all of the Trinity River gravel deposits have shown that the thickness of the strata. size and quality of material. and even the color of the gravel
and sand change within short distances. The deposits are irregular in shape and
change from gravel to sand. clay. or loam, in some instances in a distance of 10
feet or less.

ary rock above and dropped on the original deposits, but these are thin and of minor import-

ance. The reader is referred to U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 430, pages 388 to 399, by

C. W. Shaw, for a more detailed geologic description of these deposits.

The company has never spent much time in systematic prospecting. Prior to the erection

Because of the erratic nature of this deposit. it would appear that at least occasional
tests would be needed at shorter intervals than the ~OO feet indicated.

of navigation dams in the river the bars were exposed to visual examination. The author ad-

mits, however, that mental notes of the location of these bars has not always proved accurate.

Prospecting and exploration is confined to actual digging by the dredge.
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The J. K. Davison & Bro. Co. operate ladder-type dredges in the Allegheny River near
Pittsburgh. Pa. The deposits are river bars composed largely of large pebbles and bowlders
brought down from Canada in a glacial stream of torrential proportions. The sands are siliceous and angular while the pebbles are well rounded. The absence of fine sand and silt
except on top of the deposits and the low content of coarse sand indicate the fluvioglac1al
,rce. Recently finer sands and silts have been brought down from the erosion of sedimentary rock above and dropped on the original depOSits, but these are thin and of minor importance. The reader is referred to U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 4~O, pages 388 to 399, by
C. W. Shaw, for a more detailed geologic description of these depOSits.
The company has never spent much time in systematic prospecting. Prior to the erection
of navigation dams in the river the bars were exposed to visual examination. The author admits. however. that mental notes of the location of these bars has not always proved accurate.
Prospecting and exploration is confined to actual digging by the dredge.
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I C. 6592

The operations of the Seaboard Sand & Gravel Co. are confined to the moraine deposits

on the north side of Long Island. These deposits are described by Nevin 2o as a terminal

moraine left by an early ice sheet originating in Labrador. It is supposed that the southern

half of the island is a second moraine left by a succeeding ice advance.

The author described the deposits as follows;

The surficial deposits of Long Island are of glacial origin. They are com-

posed almost entirely of sand and gravel, particularly along the north shore, but

there are occasional beds of clay and boulders. The clay varies in quantity and

occurs at almost any depth in the deposits. The boulders, however, are more sys-

The operations of the Seaboard Sand & Gravel Co. are confined to the moraine deposits
on the north side of Long Island . These deposits are described by Nevin 20 as a terminal
moraine left by an early ice sheet originating in Labrador. It is supposed that the southern
half of the island is a second moraine left by a succeeding ice advance.
The author described the deposits as follows:

tematic in their occurrence. In every case in the writer's experience, they are

The surficial deposits of Long Island are of glacial origin. They are composed almost entirely of sand and gravel, particularly along the north shore, but
there are occasional beds of clay and bowlders . The clay varies in quantity and
occurs at almost any depth in the deposits. The bowlders, however, are more systematic in their occurrence. In every case in the writer's experience, they are
found at the surface, or within 8 or 10 feet of it . The overburden on t.ong Island
consists of top soil, which never exceeds a depth of 2 feet and is not more than
4 or 5 inches thick on the property now being worked. Here the sand and gravel
occur in well-defined strata, which vary in thickness from a few inches to several
feet.
These strata are more clearly defined near the surface where the gravel
content is much heavier than deeper in the bed. With depth the layers disappear
and the material seems to be largely sand with occasional pebbles in it. No clay
has been encountered in the bank now being worked.

found at the surface, or within 8 or 10 feet of it. The overburden on Long Island

consists of top soil, which never exceeds a depth of 2 feet and is not more than

4 or 5 inches thick on the property now being worked. Here the sand and gravel

occur in well-defined strata, which vary in thickness from a few inches to several

feet. These strata are more clearly defined near the surface where the gravel

content is much heavier than deeper in the bed. With depth the layers disappear

and the material seems to be largely sand with occasional pebbles in it. No clay

has been encountered in the bank now being worked.

From the author's observation of occasional accumulations of clay and boulders within
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the sand and gravel, one infers the moraine origin. He also states, however, that the sand

and gravel occur in clearly defined strata near the surface. Since Nevin finds evidence of

two moraine deposits, of which that on the north shore of the island is the older, it is

probable that this deposit was subjected to considerable reworking by glacial waters and

possibly wave action. This would account for the gradation near the surface with untouched

clay accumulations below in the original moraine.

Prospecting this deposit was simple, as it occurs on a promontory exposed on three sides.

Shallow test pits were dug, however, to confirm the visual inspection.

I. C. 6607

The deposit exploited by the Consolidated Rock Products Co., at Durbin, Calif., is a

typical alluvial fan deposited by the San Gabriel River. There are no distinct layers of

sand or gravel, but the material ranges coarser in size as the river canyon is approached.

The permanent water level was determined at 110 feet below the surface. Drill-hole logs

indicate a depth of deposit of over 300 feet.

Previous operators had thoroughly prospected the property but to confirm their results

the company dug two 4 by 4 foot test pits to water level at a cost of $4 per foot. The

material dug from these pits was tested and the information used to design a plant to handle

the several gradations indicated.

The pits were timbered in 4-foot square-sets, and the material excavated between each

From the author's observation of occasional accumulations of clay and bowlders within
the sand and gravel, one infers the moraine origin . He also states, however, that the sand
and gravel occur in clearly defined strata near the surface. Since Nevin finds evidence of
two moraine deposits, of which that on the north shore of the island is the older, it is
probable that this deposit was subjected to considerable reworking by glacial waters an~
possibly wave action. This would account for the gradation near the surface with untouched
clay accumulations below in the original moraine.
Prospecting this deposit was simple, as it occurs on a promontory exposed on three sides.
Shallow test pits were dug, however, to confirm the visual inspection.

set was piled separately on the surface. Five-hundred—pound samples were taken from each

pile and first screened through a 3/8-inch screen to separate the sand from the gravel. The

1. C. 6607

gravel was then put over a screen with S-inch round perforations. The undersize from this

screen represented gravel and the oversize that proportion that would require crushing. The

20 - Nevin, Chas. IL, The Sand and Gravel Resources of New York: New York State Museum, Bull. 282, 1929, pp. 124-125.
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The deposit exploited by the Consolidated Rock Products Co., at Durbin, Calif., is a
typical alluvial fan deposited by the San Gabriel River. There are no distinct layers of
sand or gravel, but the material ranges coarser in size as the river canyon is approached.
The permanent water level was determined at 110 feet below the surface.
Drill-hole logs
indicate a depth Of deposit of over 300 feet.
Previous operators had thoroughly prospected the property but to confirm their results
the company dug two 4 by 4 foot test pits to water level at a cost of $4 per foot. The
material dug from these pits was tested and the information used to design a plant to handle
the several gradations indicated.
The pits were timbered in 4-foot square-sets, and the material excavated between each
set was piled separately on the surface. Five-hundred-pound samples were taken from each
pile and first screened through a 3/8-inch screen to separate the sand from the gravel. The
gravel was then put over a screen with 3-inch round perforations . The undersize from this
screen represented gravel and the oversize that proportion that would require crushing . The

--_.. ----_._--------------------New York State Museum. Bull. 282. 1929.
124-125.

20 - Nevin. Chas. M.• The Sand and Gravel Resources of New York :
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gravel sample was then separated in the various commercial sizes to determine their ratio

of occurrence. '

SUMMARY

In this report the author has endeavored to point out the necessity for proper pros-

gravel sample was then separated in the various commercial sizes to determine their rat i o
of occurrence .

pecting and exploration of a sand and gravel deposit before exploitation begins, the reasons

for such necessity, the information to be gained, and the application of such information in

SUMMARY

valuing the material. '

Typical examples of methods employed by operating companies have been cited and costs

given when available.

It is hoped that the information contained herein will be of assistance and guidance to

operators contemplating the opening of new deposits and that it will induce them to ascertain

thoroughly all available facts before investing capital, in order that such investment be

founded on facts rather than hopes. In this way waste may be prevented and unwise exploita-

tion avoided.

REFERENCES

In addition to the footnotes in the text the reader is referred to the following pub—

lications for further details concerning the subject matter in this paper:

Bean, E. F. The nonmetallic resources of Wisconsin. Pit and Quarry, April 20, 1932, pp.

42-45.

Dake, C. L. Origin of sand and gravel deposits. Rock Prod., vol. 27, March 8. 1924, p. 148.
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